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1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1. PURPOSE 

The PERASPERA OG1 activity is devoted to the design of a Robot Control Operating Software (RCOS) 

that can provide adequate features and performance with space-grade Reliability, Availability, 
Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) properties. The goal of the ESROCOS project is to provide an open 
source framework which can assist in the development of flight software for space robots. By providing 
an open standard which can be used by research labs and industry, it is expected that the Technology 
Readiness Level (TRL) can be raised more efficiently, and vendor lock-in through proprietary 
environments can be reduced.  Current state-of-the-art robotic frameworks are already addressing some 

of these key aspects, but mostly fail to deliver the degree of quality expected in the space environment. 
In the industrial robotics world, manufacturers of robots realise their RCOS by complementing 

commercial real-time operating systems, with proprietary libraries implementing the extra functions.  

This document provides instructions to install and use the ESROCOS software. ESROCOS is a framework 
that integrates many tools and software components to support the development of space robotics 
applications. ESROCOS combines pre-existing software like the TASTE framework with specifically 
developed components. The document describes the components of ESROCOS, it provides references 

to useful external documentation and includes usage examples. 

1.2. SCOPE 

This document is an outcome of the WP 4300 “APIs and Tooling Development” of the ESROCOS activity. 

This WP concludes the implementation and integration of the ESROCOS components, and consolidates 
their interfaces. 

The document describes in detail the tools and components developed within the ESROCOS project, and 
provides references to the documentation of the existing software products that are integrated in the 
framework. 

1.3. CONTENTS 

This document contains the following sections: 

 Section 1: Introduction.  

 Section 2: Definitions and Acronyms. List of terms and definitions that harmonize the nomenclature 
used providing the clarifications for the correct understanding of the terms. 

 Section 3: References. Lists of applicable and reference documents that are relevant to the structure 
and contents of this report. 

 Section 4: Installation of ESROCOS. Describes the requirements and the process to install the 
ESROCOS framework. 

 Section 5: Use of ESROCOS. Provides instructions and examples to use the different components of 
the ESROCOS framework. It is structured in three parts: 

 Section 5.1: Software Overview. Provides a general description of the ESROCOS framework and 

its components. 

 Section 5.2: Development Environment and Workflow. Explains how to create, manage and 
reuse software packages with the ESROCOS framework. 

 Section 5.3: Modelling and Development Tools. Describes the tools provided by the framework 
to support the development of robotics applications. 

 Section 5.4: Runtime Components and Libraries. Covers the software components provided by 
the framework for use within a robotic application. 
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2.  DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS 

2.1. DEFINITIONS 

Concepts and terms used in this document and needing a definition are included in the following table: 

Table 2-1. Definitions 

Concept / Term Definition 

- - 

2.2. ACRONYMS 

Acronyms used in this document and needing a definition are included in the following table: 

Table 2-2. Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

AADL Architecture Analysis and Design Language 

AIR ARINC 653 Interface in RTEMS 

API Application Programming Interface 

APID Application Identifier 

APL Adaptive Public License 

ARINC Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated 

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One 

ASSERT Automated proof-based System and Software Engineering for Real-Time applications 

BIP Behaviour, Interaction, Priority 

BLTL Bounded Linear Temporal Logic 

BSD Berkeley Software Distribution 

BSP Board Support Package 

CAN Controller Area Network 

CeCILL CEA CNRS INRIA Logiciel Libre 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CV Concurrency View 

ECSS European Cooperation for Space Standardization 

ERGO European Robotic Goal-Oriented Autonomous Controller 

ERGO European Space Robotics Control and Operating System 

FDIR Failure Detection, Isolation and Recovery 

GPL General Public License 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HAIR Hypervisor emulator based on AIR 

HDD Hard Disk Drive 

HK Housekeeping 

HW Hardware 

ILK Intermediate Language for Kinematics 

IV Interface View 

JRE Java Runtime Environment 
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Acronym Definition 

JSON Javascript Object Notation 

LTS Long-Term Support 

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

MPL Mozilla Public License 

MTL Metric Temporal Logic 

OBCP On-Board Control Procedure 

OBSW On-Board Software 

OG Operational Grant 

OROCOS The Open Robot Control Software 

OS Operating System 

PBLTL Probabilistic Bounded Linear Temporal Logic 

PC Personal Computer 

PCL Point Cloud Library 

PI Provided Interface 

POS Partition Operating System 

PUS Packet Utilization Standard 

RAMS Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety 

RCOS Robot Control Operating System 

RDEV RCOS Development Environment 

RGB Red, Green, Blue 

RI Required Interface 

ROCK Robot Construction Kit 

ROS Robot Operating System 

RTEMS Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems 

RTOS Real-Time Operating System 

SDL Specification and Description Language 

SMC Statistical Model Checking 

SOEM Simple Open EtherCAT Master 

SSH Secure Shell 

SVN Subversion 

SW Software 

TASTE The ASSERT Set of Tools for Engineering 

TC Telecommand 

TM Telemetry 

URDF Unified Robot Description Format 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

VM Virtual Machine 

WP Work Package 

XML Extensible Mark-up Language 

YAML YAML Ain’t Mark-up Language 
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3.  REFERENCES 

3.1. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

The following documents, of the exact issue shown, form part of this document to the extent specified 

herein. Applicable documents are those referenced in the Contract or approved by the Approval 
Authority. They are referenced in this document in the form [AD.x]: 

Table 3-1. Applicable Documents 

Ref. Title Code Version Date 

[AD.1]  Peraspera: D3.1 Compendium of SRC  

Activities (for call 1) 

   

[AD.2]  Guidelines for strategic research cluster on space 

robotics technologies horizon 2020 space call 
2016 

   

[AD.3]  Call: H2020-COMPET-2016 ESROCOS Proposal. 
Proposal no. 730080 

  03/03/2016 

[AD.4]  ESROCOS System Requirements ESROCOS_D1.2 1.2 31/08/2018 

[AD.5]  ESROCOS Interface Control Document  ESROCOS_D2.3 2.0 23/06/2017 

[AD.6]  ESROCOS Preliminary Design Document ESROCOS_D2.2 1.1 06/09/2017 

[AD.7]  ESROCOS Unitary Testing Plan ESROCOS_D2.4 1.1 31/08/2019 

[AD.8]  ESROCOS Detailed Design Document ESROCOS_D3.1 1.1 19/04/2018 

[AD.9]  ESROCOS Test and Integration Plan ESROCOS_D3.2 1.0 31/01/2018 

[AD.10]  ESROCOS Software Configuration File ESROCOS_D4.1 2.0 31/08/2018 

[AD.11]  ESROCOS Structural Modelling Report ESROCOS_D4.2 1.0 31/08/2018 

[AD.12]  ESROCOS Mixed Criticality Report ESROCOS_D4.3 1.0 31/08/2018 

3.2. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

The following documents, although not part of this document, amplify or clarify its contents. Reference 

documents are those not applicable and referenced within this document. They are referenced in this 
document in the form [RD.x]: 

Table 3-2. Reference Documents 

Ref. Title Code Version Date 

[RD.1]  G. Visentin, “The case for an RCOS at ESA”, ASTRA 2015 – RCOS forum    

[RD.2]  The Robot Operating System (ROS). Online at: http://www.ros.org/    

[RD.3]  The Robot Construction Kit (ROCK). Online at: http://rock-robotics.org    

[RD.4]  The Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS). Online at: 
http://www.orocos.org/ 

   

[RD.5]  TASTE. Online at: 
http://TASTE.tuxfamily.org/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page  

   

[RD.6]  Behaviour, Interaction, Priority (BIP). Online at: http://www-
verimag.imag.fr/New-BIP-tools.html  

   

[RD.7]  Linux Debian. Online at: https://www.debian.org/     

[RD.8]  I. Dragomir, A. Schach, P. Dissaux, S. Bensalem.  “Formalization of TASTE 
Designs as Networks of Timed Automata in BIP”. Available at https://gricad-
gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/TASTE2BIP.git/techrep 

  31/08/2018 

[RD.9]  AIR User Manual - 
https://gmvdrive.gmv.com/index.php/s/eScXCAybbecmT9b 

 1.1 31/08/2018 

[RD.10]  Rock Transformer. Online at : https://www.rock-
robotics.org/documentation/data_processing/transformer.html 

   

[RD.11]  ROS TF. Online at: http://wiki.ros.org/tf    

http://www.ros.org/
http://rock-robotics.org/
http://www.orocos.org/
http://taste.tuxfamily.org/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page
http://www-verimag.imag.fr/New-BIP-tools.html
http://www-verimag.imag.fr/New-BIP-tools.html
https://www.debian.org/
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/TASTE2BIP.git/
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/TASTE2BIP.git/
https://gmvdrive.gmv.com/index.php/s/eScXCAybbecmT9b
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4.  INSTALLATION OF ESROCOS 

4.1. CONDITIONS AND LICENSES 

The ESROCOS framework is released as open-source software. This section details the license applicable 

to each of the framework components.  

The Table 4-1 details the licenses of the main components specifically developed or extended for 
ESROCOS by the project partners.  

Table 4-1. Open-source licenses of ESROCOS components 

Component License URL 

AIR GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

BIP tools CeCILL-B http://www.cecill.info/licences/Licence_CeCILL-B_V1-en.html  

gui/vizkit3d_taste GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

ilk/compiler 2-clause BSD https://github.com/ESROCOS/ilk-compiler/blob/master/LICENSE   

ilk/generator 2-clause BSD https://github.com/ESROCOS/ilk-generator/blob/master/LICENSE 

plex/transformer 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

Ocarina GPLv3 + runtime 
extension 

https://github.com/OpenAADL/ocarina/blob/master/COPYING3 
https://github.com/OpenAADL/ocarina/blob/master/COPYING.RUNTIME   

TASTE Multiple licenses https://taste.tuxfamily.org/wiki/index.php?title=Overview#License  

tools/config 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/data_logger_ 
components 

3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/data_logger 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/dispatchers 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/imagetransfer GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

tools/libpus GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

tools/rock_bridge GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

tools/rock2asn1 GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

tools/ros_bridge GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

tools/ros2asn1 GPLv2 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

tools/stream_aligner 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/taste2rock GPLv2 https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/transformer 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/transformer_ 
pybind 

3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

tools/workflow 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

types/base GPLv21 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

types/base_support GPLv21 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

types/controldev 3-clause BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause  

types/ros GPLv21 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

 

The Table 4-2 lists the licenses of the main external components used in ESROCOS. This list is not 
exhaustive, as the tools used by ESROCOS include frameworks such as ROCK, ROS or TASTE that in 

                                                
1 Although the types in this packages are provided under a GPLv2 license for convenience, ESROCOS 
also provides the tools used to automatically generate these data types from the respective frameworks, 
in case that it is preferred not to include this license in an application. 

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.cecill.info_licences_Licence-5FCeCILL-2DB-5FV1-2Den.html&d=DwMFaQ&c=CIoxZ4z5BqFvKvSGFOTo726QZIiNTc_M9CmngT-Pla4&r=2d4lSVtN9w3Gv6eKQMCl7jqZOL1nwFsJzP3WFpxZcIU&m=I2Z2zXEOqmnkW9eVJHzlZ3oKkU3Apo3U0fpA_GeowMc&s=EDLozMZFKt4smjj42Kq-W_Or5nubSnrBMQqPJ6ANA3o&e=
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://github.com/ESROCOS/ilk-compiler/blob/master/LICENSE
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://github.com/OpenAADL/ocarina/blob/master/COPYING3
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_OpenAADL_ocarina_blob_master_COPYING.RUNTIME&d=DwMFaQ&c=CIoxZ4z5BqFvKvSGFOTo726QZIiNTc_M9CmngT-Pla4&r=E_MUDwjoJq7boJMCUZ0NwQ&m=UNFexqtSsX17B290gMA263m7v4lujzjJgudIOziP7bM&s=GIpI1qKT724oKEU9p19KRWEa25KXKpH-2KwkWBP7xQ0&e=
https://taste.tuxfamily.org/wiki/index.php?title=Overview#License
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
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turn include or depend on additional tools and libraries. Refer to the documentation of these frameworks 
for further information. 

Table 4-2. Open-source licenses of the main external components used in ESROCOS 

Component License URL 

Autoproj 3-clause BSD https://github.com/rock-core/autoproj  

Eigen MPL2 https://bitbucket.org/eigen/eigen 

Gazebo  APLv2 https://github.com/arpg/Gazebo/LICENSE  

Mako MIT http://www.makotemplates.org/  

OpenCV 3-clause BSD https://github.com/opencv/opencv 

Orocos Multiple open-source http://www.orocos.org/content/orocos-licenses  

PyBind 3-clause BSD https://github.com/pybind/  

ROCK Multiple open-source https://www.rock-robotics.org/stable/documentation/about/index.html  

ROS 3-clause BSD http://www.ros.org/is-ros-for-me/  

RTEMS  Multiple open-source https://www.rtems.org/license  

RVIZ BSD http://wiki.ros.org/rviz  

SOEM GPLv2 with exceptions https://github.com/OpenEtherCATsociety/SOEM/blob/master/LICENSE  

4.2. PREREQUISITES AND INSTALLATION OF DEPENDENCIES 

4.2.1. PLATFORM OVERVIEW 

This section contains instructions to install the ESROCOS framework in a computer or virtual machine 
running Linux Debian 9 64-bit [RD.7], which is the reference platform for the ESROCOS project. The 
installation process described here is also applicable to similar platforms such as Ubuntu Linux or the 

TASTE reference virtual machine, but might require some adaptations.  

The ESROCOS software has the following dependencies that must be installed beforehand: 

 The TASTE framework [RD.5]. TASTE follows a rolling release strategy, so the current version 
should be installed. 

 The ROS framework [RD.2]. The version ROS 'Melodic Morenia' version (latest LTS release) should 
be used. 

The selection of the platform is aligned with the roadmap of the TASTE framework, and ensures the 

support for the other dependencies of ESROCOS (in particular, Debian 9 is a supported platform for ROS 
Melodic). 

4.2.2. PRELIMINARY SETUP 

The specific steps needed to install TASTE in a Debian 9 VM are detailed below. These steps assume a 

Debian 9 system with a user named esrocos. 

Before installing TASTE and ROS, it is necessary to do some initial configuration and install some 
packages in the system. 

1. Install sudo, then use the command visudo to add the user esrocos to the /etc/sudoers file: 

$ su 

$ apt-get install sudo 

$ visudo 

$ exit 

2. Make /bin/bash the default shell (which by default is dash); this is needed by the TASTE install 

scripts: 

$ sudo rm /bin/sh 

$ sudo ln -s /bin/bash /bin/sh 

https://github.com/rock-core/autoproj
https://bitbucket.org/eigen/eigen
https://github.com/arpg/Gazebo/LICENSE
http://www.makotemplates.org/
https://github.com/opencv/opencv
http://www.orocos.org/content/orocos-licenses
https://github.com/pybind/
https://www.rock-robotics.org/stable/documentation/about/index.html
http://www.ros.org/is-ros-for-me/
https://www.rtems.org/license
http://wiki.ros.org/rviz
https://github.com/OpenEtherCATsociety/SOEM/blob/master/LICENSE
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3. Install Git and dirmngr (the latter is needed to install ROS): 

$ sudo apt-get install git dirmngr 

4.2.3. INSTALLING TASTE 

The generic TASTE installation instructions can be found at [RD.7]. The TASTE framework is installed in 
the user's home directory. 

IMPORTANT: TASTE must be installed in the fixed paths $HOME/tool-src and $HOME/tool-
inst. Do not modify the paths indicated below. 

1. Clone the main TASTE repository: 

$ git clone https://gitrepos.estec.esa.int/taste/taste-setup.git tool-src 

2. Update TASTE to the latest versions of its components and install the binary tools in the ~/tool-

inst directory using the Update-TASTE.sh script (note that /bin/bash must have been set as 
default shell; see above): 

$ cd ~/tool-src 

$ sudo -E ./Update-TASTE.sh 

3. Change the ownership of the files created by the update script to the user esrocos: 

$ sudo chown -R esrocos:esrocos ~/tool-src ~/tool-inst ~/.local 

4. Set up the account configuration to load the .bashrc.taste at shell start up, to set the environment 
variables for TASTE. Add the following lines to the file ~/.bashrc: 

# TASTE environment 
source ~/.bashrc.taste 

NOTE: After the initial TASTE installation, the tools can be updated by repeating steps 2 

and 3. 

 

IMPORTANT: ESROCOS makes use of some TASTE features and bug fixes that have not 
yet been incorporated to the mainline at the time of writing. At the time of writing, these 
features can be installed by using the branch TASTE-9.1 of the main TASTE repository. To 
do this, step 2 should be modified as follows: 

$ cd ~/tool-src 

$ git checkout TASTE-9.1 

$ sudo -E ./Update-TASTE.sh 

4.2.4. INSTALL ROS ‘MELODIC’ 

ESROCOS includes some capabilities to interact with ROS components and tools, so that space robotics 
applications can leverage existing assets. To use these capabilities, a ROS installation is required. 

NOTE: Due to a dependency conflict between OROCOS and ROS in Debian 9, ROS should 

be installed from source and it should be avoided to install unnecessary packages. The 
conflict affects the Debian package libssl-dev. In the current version of Debian 9, OmniORB-
4 (used by OROCOS) requires libssl 1.0, while some ROS packages require libssl 1.1. While 

it both versions can be installed simultaneously, the development files of libssl-dev for 
versions 1.0 and 1.1 are incompatible. 

Fortunately, this incompatibility affects only the build stage. Once ROS is built, the 
conflicting package can be removed without affecting the operation of the system. 

 

The detailed instructions to install ROS 'Melodic' from sources can be found at [RD.2]. The installation 
for use with ESROCOS is described below: 
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IMPORTANT: Run the setup in a new terminal (this is necessary to avoid that the ESROCOS 

autoproj environment interferes with the build). 

1. Install build requisites: 

$ sudo apt-get install python-rosdep python-rosinstall-generator python-wstool python-
rosinstall build-essential 

2. Initialize rosdep: 

$ sudo -E rosdep init 

$ rosdep update 

3. Create a catkin workspace (the suggested location is ~/ros_catkin_ws): 

$ mkdir ~/ros_catkin_ws 

$ cd ~/ros_catkin_ws 

4. Prepare the installation with the required packages. The recommended setup is a barebones 
ROS installation ros_comm), with a set of visualization tools (rviz, rqt), required components 
for robot arm visualization (joint_state_publisher, robot_state_publisher), and URDF support 
(xacro): 

$ rosinstall_generator ros_comm rviz rqt xacro joint_state_publisher robot_state_publisher 
--rosdistro melodic --deps --tar > melodic-esrocos.rosinstall 

$ wstool init -j8 src melodic-esrocos.rosinstall 

NOTE: If wstool init fails or is interrupted, it can be resumed by running wstool update -

j 4 -t src. 

5. Resolve dependencies: 

$ rosdep install --from-paths src --ignore-src --os=debian:stretch --rosdistro melodic 

IMPORTANT: Check if the dependencies will remove any package, which is an indication 

of possible conflicts. 

6. Build the catkin workspace: 

$ ./src/catkin/bin/catkin_make_isolated --install -DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release 

To load the installed ROS environment and use the available tools and components, load the file 

~/ros_catkin_ws/install_isolated/setup.bash. It is possible to do this in the ~/.bashrc file, so that the 
ROS environment is set up automatically. To do this, add the following lines to ~/.bashrc: 

# Load ROS environment 
source ~/ros_catkin_ws/install_isolated/setup.bash 

NOTE: Once ROS is installed, the ESROCOS setup will remove the conflicting packages 
preventing ROS from being built again. If rebuilding ROS is needed, repeat step 5 and 
remove the conflicting packages. On the ESROCOS side, running autoproj osdeps will invert 
the process. apt-get can be used to remove specific conflicting packages, such as libssl-

dev. 

4.2.5. INSTALL RUBY 

The ESROCOS install process uses autoproj, which needs Ruby (version 2.1 or higher). Install the 
following: 

$ sudo apt-get install ruby2.3-dev 
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4.3. INSTALLATION OF THE ESROCOS FRAMEWORK 

4.3.1. SETUP OF THE ESROCOS WORKSPACE WITH AUTOPROJ 

The main components of the ESROCOS framework are installed in a dedicated workspace folder that 
contains tools and libraries that can be used in the creation of robotics applications. The application 

development takes place in the same workspace folder, so that pre-existing and newly developed 
components can be seamlessly integrated. This section provides instructions to install the ESROCOS 
workspace. 

1. Ensure that the prerequisites and environment is set up as described in section 4.2. 

2. Open a terminal and download the bootstrap file from the ESROCOS GitHub repository. 

$ wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ESROCOS/buildconf/stable/install_esrocos 

3. Execute bootstrap file 

   $ chmod 770 install_esrocos 

   $ ./install_esrocos 

During the installation process, you'll be asked a few questions. Choose the following options: 

- When asked for the access protocol for Git repositories, choose http. If you want to use ssh 
access, make sure you have created an ssh-key via ssh-keygen and associated it with your 
github.com account. 

 

In some cases, the protocol needs to be specified for both directions, e.g.: http,http. 

- When asked to select an ESROCOS version to install, choose stable for the latest tested 
release, or master for the latest developments. It has to be noted, that the master flavour 
is not guaranteed that all software parts are fully functional. On the ESROCOS build server 

at https://esrocosbuild.hb.dfki.de:8443/job/nightly_master/lastBuild, it can be seen how 
the installation routine for the current master is working.   

IMPORTANT: For a standard installation, the default options given by the installation 

script are recommended. However, within the ROCK section of the installation 
process, make sure to choose the master branch instead of stable for Ubuntu versions 
≥ 16.04 or Debian versions ≥ 9. 

The bootstrap script will download the required software repositories into the ESROCOS 
workspace folder, and then it will build the software from source and install it in the folder 
<esrocos_workspace>/install. In addition, the script will take care of the installation of any 
other OS packages that are needed by the ESROCOS software. 

NOTE: If the build fails for some packages, try to manually continue the build with 

the following commands: 

$ cd esrocos_workspace 

$ amake –k 

This will keep on building even in case of errors. In some cases, restarting the build 
might solve some issues. 

4. Initialize the workspace as described below. 

The ESROCOS installation can now be found the ~/esrocos_workspace folder of your system. To setup 
your ESROCOS workspace and get access to the ESROCOS workflow tools, you need to source the 
env.sh file, which is located within your ESROCOS workspace folder, and which will configure the needed 
environment variables. 

$ source ~/esrocos_workspace/env.sh 

You might want to automatically initialize the ESROCOS workspace every time you start a terminal. This 
can be achieved by instructing the shell to automatically source the env.sh file. 

https://esrocosbuild.hb.dfki.de:8443/job/nightly_master/lastBuild
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$ echo "source ~/esrocos_workspace/env.sh" >> ~/.bashrc 

4.3.2. BIP INSTALLATION 

The BIP tools are installed independently (for the time being) in the ESROCOS framework. The tools can 

be installed on any operating system the ESROCOS framework supports and that has the required 
dependencies (e.g., see installation of SMC-BIP below). The operating system can be, as mentioned in 
section 4.2.1, Linux Debian 9 64bit, Ubuntu Linux or the TASTE reference virtual machine. 

TASTE2BIP requires a valid TASTE installation. TASTE comes with several modules such as the aadlrev 
and sdlrev parsers developed by Ellidiss Technologies and which are used by the current implementation 
on TASTE2BIP. To ensure that these parsers can be executed, the correct user access rights should be 
set, e.g., 

 $ chmod 755 /home/taste/tool-src/ellidiss-GUI/TASTE-linux/bin/sdlrev 

where /home/taste/tool-src corresponds to the TASTE installation folder (for the TASTE VM here). 

Next, the TASTE2BIP repository should be cloned in a folder: 

$ mkdir TASTE2BIP ; cd TASTE2BIP 

$ git clone https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/TASTE2BIP.git . 

The files corresponding to the TASTE GUI Tools menu item (extension tcl) and the translator (extension 
sbp), respectively, need to be copied under the ellidiss-GUI folder of the TASTE installation. Again 
assuming the installation is done on the TASTE VM, the commands are: 

$ cp sources/taste2bip.tcl /home/taste/tool-src/ellidiss-GUI/TASTE-
linux/config/externalTools/ 

$ cp sources/taste2bip.sbp /home/taste/tool-src/ellidiss-GUI/TASTE-linux/config/plugins/ 

To test the installation the user should open a TASTE design, go to Tools menu and then click on 
Translate IV into BIP. The generated BIP model (possibly incomplete based on the 
modelling/programming languages used in the TASTE design) is displayed in a gedit window. 

To install BIP compiler and real-time engine the following steps are executed: 

$ mkdir –p ~/BIP/sources ; cd ~/BIP/sources 

$ git clone https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/compiler.git . 

$ git checkout atom-scheduler 

$ cd distribution ; ./single-archive-dist.sh 

$ cp -r build/bip-full ../../../distribution 

The BIP compiler and engine can be used after setting the needed environment variables in the terminal: 

$ source ~/BIP/distribution/setup.sh 

The SMC-BIP has a JRE7 dependency, as it is an extension of a previous version that used this 
environment. Therefore, multiple solutions are proposed for the tool installation and usage. 

1) Since JRE7 is no longer officialy maintained, an Ubuntu 14.04 32bits virtual machine with the 

tool installed can be downloaded at http://www-verimag.imag.fr/BIP-SMC-A-Statistical-Model-
Checking.html. 

2) If the JRE7 dependency is satisfied, the user can download the tool as an archive from 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15QsBsh4wZ6iIGHgsvhf6aqBtNw_i23f9/view. To install it, the 
user has to run in a terminal 

$ ./install.sh 

Please note that by default the archive contains the BIP untimed and stochastic real-time 
engines for 64bits. If another engine is needed e.g., real-time or 32bits, the user has to manually 

install the corresponding BIP Compiler and Engine (the corresponding branch for https://gricad-
gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/compiler.git). For example, the stochastic real-time 

engine is stored in the stochastic-real-time branch of the git repository mentioned above. Once 
the desired BIP compiler and engine is installed, the user has to change the SMC-BIP script 
accordingly. The change is to be done in the sbip/SMC_Solver/scripts folder, and touches one 

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/TASTE2BIP.git
http://www-verimag.imag.fr/BIP-SMC-A-Statistical-Model-Checking.html
http://www-verimag.imag.fr/BIP-SMC-A-Statistical-Model-Checking.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15QsBsh4wZ6iIGHgsvhf6aqBtNw_i23f9/view
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/compiler.git
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/compiler.git
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of the compile_run scripts. More specifically, the user has to change within the line “cd 
../../../engines/SRT-BIP” the relative path to the new engine distribution. 

The SMC-BIP is available as open source at https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-
alpes.fr/verimag/bip/sbip2.git. More information about the installation and usage can be found at 

http://www-verimag.imag.fr/BIP-SMC-A-Statistical-Model-Checking.html. 

4.3.3. AIR INSTALLATION 

The installation of the AIR hypervisor is at the moment not integrated with the TASTE setup. The first 
step to install the hypervisor is to obtain the software by cloning the following Git repository: 

https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/AIR/AIR.git 

The cloned repository will contain:  

 AIR source code  

 Paravirtualized versions of the RTOS supported, i.e. the POS  

 Configure tool and Partition Assembler  

 OBSW applications’ examples  

 

 

 

Building AIR requires the RTEMS toolchain for RTEMS 5. To install it, execute the following: 

$ git clone git://git.rtems.org/rtems-source-builder.git rsb  

$ cd rsb 

$ ./source-builder/sb-check 

$ cd rtems 

$ ../source-builder/sb-set-builder --prefix=/opt/rtems/5 5/rtems-sparc 

Once the RTEMS 5 toolchain has been installed, the next step is to configure and build AIR. 

To do this, first add the air_repo/air to the PATH environment variable. It is recommended to do this by 
adding the following to the .bashrc file: 

export AIR=<air_directory>/air 

export PATH=$PATH:$AIR 

AIR configure requires python-mako. If not installed, execute (in case of Debian): 

$ sudo apt-get install python-mako 

Finally, to perform complete the configuration and build: 

 Go to the folder air_repo/air 

 Run “configure” and set the following options (for SPARC LEON4 with FPU enable): 

 Press 0 for sparc 

 Press 2 for leon4 

 Press 0 for fpu enabled 

 Press 0 to use with GRMON or 1 to use with DMON 

 Then write “make clean” then next do a “make all” 

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/sbip2.git
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/sbip2.git
http://www-verimag.imag.fr/BIP-SMC-A-Statistical-Model-Checking.html
https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/AIR/AIR.git
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4.4. COMMON PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

4.4.1. PROXY SETTINGS 

If your local network uses a proxy, it will be necessary to configure the Debian system to enable the 
tools that require Internet access to work (Git, apt-get, etc.). 

In the Debian 9 system, the proxy must be set in the following places: 

1. Environment variables in the user's shell configuration file, ~/.bashrc (define both uppercase 
and lowercase): 
export http_proxy="<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/" 
export https_proxy="<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/" 
export ftp_proxy="<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/" 
export HTTP_PROXY="<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/" 
export HTTPS_PROXY="<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/" 
export FTP_PROXY="<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/" 

2. Global Git configuration for the user, in the ~/.gitconfig file: 
[http] 
    proxy = <PROXY_URL>:<PORT> 
[https] 
    proxy = <PROXY_URL>:<PORT> 

3. System apt settings in /etc/apt/apt.conf.d/80proxy (create the file if it does not exist): 
Acquire::http::proxy "<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/"; 
Acquire::ftp::proxy "<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/"; 
Acquire::https::proxy "<PROXY_URL>:<PORT>/"; 

4. System settings, accessible from the desktop menu, e.g., at System > Preferences > Internet 
and Network > Network Proxy (the location might vary depending on the selected desktop 
manager). 

4.4.2. ISSUES WITH GIT REPOSITORIES 

The ESROCOS installation process described in section 4.3.1 will clone many Git repositories. Once the 
system is installed, running aup (autoproj update) in the ESROCOS workspace will update these 
repositories. In some cases, the update process may fail. 

In some systems, particularly if the network requires a proxy and limits the access to the SSH service, 
there may be issues when trying to access Git repositories. Note that Git can use a different protocol 

for downloading and uploading to a repository, so in some cases only uploading will fail. In case that Git 
operations fail, try the following: 

1. Ensure that the ESROCOS workspace was configured to use the http protocol during the 
bootstrap process. If not, it can be reset using the command: 

$ autoproj reconfigure 

2. Check the URLs configured for the particular repository, and verify that they are set to use 
HTTPS: 

$ cd <repository_folder> 

$ git remote show autobuild 

3. You can configure the URL for the repository as follows: 

$ git remote set-url autobuild <new_url> 

$ git remote set-url --push autobuild <new_url> 

Another issue that has been observed with repositories hosted in GitLab is that the install or update 
script gets blocked when requesting the username and password. As a workaround, interrupt the update 
process with Ctrl-C and manually update or clone the repository: 

1. Ensure that your local Git configuration (.gitconfig) enables caching of credentials. You can 
configure this with the command below, adjusting the timeout (in seconds) as desired: 

$ git config credential.helper 'cache --timeout=300' 
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2. Manually update or clone the repository. The credentials will be memorized in the cache so that 
the script will not prompt again for them in the next execution. 

3. Repeat the installation or update command. 

4.4.3. PYTHON ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

The ESROCOS framework relies on ROCK, which uses Python 3. At the same time, it uses TASTE and 
can integrate with ROS, both of which rely on Python 2. As a result, sometimes the environment 
variables set by the different frameworks may conflict. 

The typical symptom of this problem is that a Python utility fails because it cannot import a package. 

The ESROCOS environment script ~/esrocos_workspace/env.sh will set the variables PYTHONPATH 
(which determines where Python will search for modules to import) and PYTHONUSERBASE (which 
determines where pip will install new Python modules). 

Scripts written in Python 2 may fail when the PYTHONPATH variable contains a folder specific for Python 
3, and vice-versa. If this happens, try the following: 

1. Redefine the PYTHONPATH variable, removing any directories corresponding to the wrong 

Python version. 

2. Unset the PYTHONUSERBASE variable. 

3. Rerun the failed Python application. 
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5.  USE OF ESROCOS 

5.1. SOFTWARE OVERVIEW 

ESROCOS is a framework for developing robot control software applications. It includes a set of tools 

that support different aspects of the development process, from architectural design to deployment and 
validation. In addition, it provides a set of core functions that are often used in robotics or space 
applications. 

 

Figure 5-1. Overview of the components of ESROCOS 

The ESROCOS framework is intended to support the development of software following the ECSS 
standards. It does not by itself cover all the development phases and verification steps, but it facilitates 
certain activities and ensures that the software built can be made compatible with the RAMS 
requirements of critical systems.  

Figure 5-2 summarizes the main activities supported by the ESROCOS framework. The rounded white 

boxes indicate activities, grey rectangles denote software artefacts (models, source code, applications, 
etc.), and dashed boxes group related items. The software artefacts are either product of the activities 
(identified in italics), or directly provided by the framework as functional blocks to use in the activities. 
The figure illustrates how the activities, their products and the functional blocks are combined to form 
a consistent workflow for the production of distributed robot application software. 
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Figure 5-2. Development of a robot control application with ESROCOS 

The starting point of the workflow is the formal modelling of the robot and the application. The model-
based approach facilitates the early verification of the system properties, in particular for RAMS. The 
modelling activities encompass the following aspects: 

 The robot’s kinematic chain, in order to produce a formal model of the robot motion, from which 
software can be automatically generated. 

 The hardware and software architecture of the application, including non-functional properties (real-

time behaviour, resource utilisation, etc.). 

The models allow for different analyses to verify the non-functional properties of the system and 
iteratively refine the system architecture.  

The model of the application may include functional building blocks, either provided by ESROCOS or 
specifically generated from the models. This model can then be used to automatically generate the 
software scaffolding for the application, consisting of the skeleton of the application components and 
the glue code that enables the inter-component communication. The application-specific behaviour is 

implemented and integrated in this structure, making use of libraries to support the required 
functionalities. 

The application binaries can then be built and deployed on the desired runtime platform. The application 
may be distributed, with different components running in separate nodes or partitions. ESROCOS 
supports SPARC/RTEMS and x86/Linux platforms. The former is intended for usage in space-quality 
systems, while the latter aims towards laboratory setups as well as validation and debugging purposes. 

The framework includes the autoproj package and build management system to handle the builds and 
the component dependencies. The management system allows the developer to seamlessly combine 
ESROCOS, 3rd-party and own components to build an application. 

ESROCOS can be used to model applications using time and space partitioning, in order to build mixed-
criticality systems in which components with different RAMS levels can safely coexist. These applications 
can be deployed on a SPARC (LEON) platform using the AIR hypervisor and deployed in space-quality 
systems. 

The communication between the application components at runtime is enabled by the PolyORB-HI 
middleware, part of the TASTE toolset. Communication can be local or across partitions and nodes. 

ESROCOS provides also bridge components that enable the communication between PolyORB-HI and 
external middleware, in particular for ROS and ROCK systems. This allows the robotics engineer to use 
tools from these ecosystems (data visualizers, simulators, etc.) for testing and debugging the 
application. A selection of tools is provided ready to use with ESROCOS, with all the required data types 
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and interfaces. In addition, middleware bridges allows the user to integrate existing software assets and 
run them together with newly built software in a distributed environment. 

Finally, ESROCOS provides support for importing and exporting software components from the ROS and 
ROCK frameworks, in order to facilitate the migration of legacy code to the framework. 

In order to describe the components of the ESROCOS framework, it is necessary to distinguish between 
two parts or views of the system: 

 Robot Control Operating System (RCOS): ESROCOS provides a runtime framework to support the 
execution of robotics applications, including an operating system, communications middleware and 
runtime services (or libraries) for common robotics functionalities. 

 RCOS Development Environment (RDEV): ESROCOS provides also a set of tools, such as model 

editors, code generators or data visualizers, to support the development and validation of robotics 
applications. 

Many components of the framework reflect this duality. For instance, the kinematic chains modelling 
software is a modelling tool (RDEV) that generates code that is integrated in the application (RCOS). 

The components of ESROCOS are also classified according to their scope into laboratory and space 
quality components. Laboratory components are intended for use in non-critical systems and run on a 
regular Linux workstation. Space quality components are tools or libraries targeted for critical systems, 

and are developed to a higher level of quality. 

Finally, the ESROCOS framework combines existing and newly developed components. Depending of 
the scope of the work foreseen for each component, a different level of detail is provided in the design: 
new development, extension and integration of existing software, and integration of existing software. 

The Table 5-1 enumerates the components of the ESROCOS framework, classified according to these 
categories. 

Table 5-1. ESROCOS software components 

Activity Component 

R
C

O
S

 

R
D

E
V

 

L
a
b

 

S
p

a
c
e
 Description Scope of the 

work 

Model kinematic 
chains 

Robot modelling 
tools 

X X X X Solvers for all possible 

kinematics and dynamics 
transformations of lumped 
parameter robot chains are 
generated from formal and 
semantically validable models. 

New development 

Model and 

analyse 
distributed real-
time systems 

TASTE X X X X Framework for model-driven 

SW development of real-time 
systems. The main 
components are:  

- Orchestrator 

- ASN.1 compiler 

- Ocarina 

- Editors 

- PolyORB-HI (middleware) 

- HW library 

- SDL tools 

- RTEMS 

Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW 

BIP compiler  X X  Compiler tool for generating 
C++ code from BIP models. 

Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW 

BIP engine 

 

 X 

 

X 

 

 Runtime for executing C++ 
code generated from BIP 
models. 

Extension and 
integration of 
existing SW 

TASTE2BIP  X X  Generation of BIP models from 
TASTE models. 

New 
development. 

SMC-BIP  X X  Statistical model-checker for 
BIP models. 

Extension and 
integration of 
existing SW 
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Activity Component 

R
C

O
S

 

R
D

E
V

 

L
a
b

 

S
p

a
c
e
 Description Scope of the 

work 

Common 
robotics 
functions 

Base robotics 
data types 

X  X X Elementary data types for 
robotics applications. 

Extension and 
integration of 
existing SW 

OpenCV X  X  Computer vision library. Integration of 
existing SW 

Eigen X  X  Linear algebra library. Integration of 
existing SW  

Transformer X  X X Library to support component 

developers with geometric 
transformations. 

New development 

Stream aligner X  X X Library to support component 

developers with temporal 
alignment of time-stamped 
data streams. 

New development 

PUS services X  X X Implementation of the 

following PUS services in 
TASTE:  
- TC verification 
- Housekeeping TM 
- Event management 
- Function management 
- Time management 
- Connection test 
- Timeline-based scheduling 
- OBCP 
- Parameter management 
- File management 

New development 

Deploy and run AIR X   X ARINC-653 hypervisor. Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW 

HAIR  X  X AIR emulator and tools Extension and 
integration of 
existing SW 

CAN bus driver X   X Driver for the GR CAN 
controller for RTEMS 

Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW 

Ethernet driver X   X Driver for the GR Ethernet 
controller for RTEMS 

Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW 

SpaceWire driver X   X Driver for the GR SpaceWire 
controller for RTEMS 

Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW 

EtherCAT driver X   X Support for EtherCAT in 
RTEMS, TASTE, AIR. 

New development 

Monitor, debug, 
test 

Data logger  X X  Tool for logging data from 
TASTE components 

New development 

vizkit3d  X X  3D data visualization Integration of 
existing SW 

RVIZ  X X  Data and image visualization. Integration of 
existing SW 

Gazebo  X X  Robot simulator. Integration of 
existing SW 

PUS console  X X  GUI application to show PUS 
communication in the control 
PC. 

New development 
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Activity Component 

R
C

O
S

 

R
D

E
V

 

L
a
b

 

S
p

a
c
e
 Description Scope of the 

work 

Integrate legacy 
SW 

Middleware 
bridges 

X X X  Tools and libraries to support a 
runtime bridge between TASTE 
and the ROS/ROCK 
environments. 

New development 

Framework 
import tools 

 X X  Tools and libraries to support 

the importing of components 
from ROS/ROCK frameworks 
into ESROCOS. 

Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW, new 
development 

Framework 
export tools 

 X X  Tools and libraries to support 
the exporting of components 
from the ESROCOS framework 
to ROS/ROCK. 

Extension and 
integration of 
existing SW, new 
development 

Manage build 

and 
dependencies 
(these apply to 
all applications 
at development 
time) 

Autoproj  X n/a Software package 
management and build tool. 

Integration of 
existing SW 

ESROCOS 

development 
scripts 

 X n/a Collection of development 

tools for setting up/editing 
projects in the ESROCOS 
environment. 

Extension and 

integration of 
existing SW 

The following sections describe the design of each of the high-level components identified in Table 5-1 
organized per supported activity, and detailed according to the scope of the planned work. 

5.2. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT AND WORKFLOW 

5.2.1. MANAGEMENT OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES 

ESROCOS provides an infrastructure to maintain software implementations distributed over a number 
of individual packages, where each package can have their own development cycle. Such a mechanism 
is important if one wants to make benefit of a living developer community, where developers want to 
provide their developments to the community and allow others to use their sotware. 

Autoproj allows installing and maintaining software that is available as source code (usually stored within 
a version control system such as GIT or SVN). It has been designed to support a package-oriented 
development process, where each package can have its own version control repository (think 

“distributed version control”). Software packages could be of different types, what means, they could 
be implemented in differen languages, or follow a particular component model (e.g. AADL components) 
and required a specific toolchain.  
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Figure 5-3. Autoproj project specification 

In an autoproj installation, developers share definitions for a set of packages (cf. Figure 5-3 top) in 
“Package Sets”. A particular installation would typically just make use of a subset of all defined packages. 
To define the layout of a particular installation, those packages, which are of interest are selected in the 
“manifest” file of the so called “buildconf” (cf. Figure 5-3 bottom), which in addition to the manifest also 
allows customizing some project properties, such as the branch or version or remote resource (e.g. a 

custom fork) of a software packaged. 

ESROCOS defines the Package Sets “core”, “universe” and “external”. The core Package Set essentially 
contains what can be considered as part of the ESROCOS system itself. The “universe” Package Set 
contains software packages, which contribute to the overall software pool that is created with the 

ESROCOS framework, i.e. implementations of particular algorithms or device drivers. Contributions from 
a developer community that works with ESROCOS and wants to provide implementations of algorithms 
or components for robotics go into this package set. The “external” Package Set contains bindings of 

external libraries to the ESROCOS tool chain. Libraries like OpenCV or PCL can be found here. To 
summarize, Figure 5-4 gives a graphical overview over the Package Sets structure of ESROCOS.  

 

Figure 5-4. Autoproj configuration for ESROCOS 

The default Autoproj configuration for ESROCOS is stored in the repository 
https://github.com/ESROCOS/buildconf.git . It imports the before-mentioned Package Sets and 

provides a selection of packages that are installed by default (the installation process is described in 
Section 4.3.1). 

Autoproj provides a set of command line programs, which allow inspecting or maintaining the 
development workspace. Table 5-2 summarizes a subset of all available commands available for 
Autoproj. 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/buildconf.git
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Table 5-2. List of Autoproj commands 

Command Description 

aup / autoproj update [-k] 
[PACKAGES] 

Update packages from its online sources. If individual software packages fail to update, 

which are not of importance for your installation, use the –k option to continue 
updating even on the occurrence of errors. 

amake / autoproj build [-k] 
[PACAKAGES] 

Build and install packages. If individual software packages fail to build, which are not 

of importance for your installation, use the –k option to continue building even on the 
occurrence of errors. 

autoproj status 
[PACKAGES] 

Displays synchronization status between the user workspace and the package(s) 

source as defined in the packages sets (i.e. check if there is a difference between the 
version of a local packages compared to its online source). 

autoproj doc [PACKAGES] Generate API documentation for packages that support it. 

autoproj test [PACKAGES] Run unit test for packages support it. 

autoproj show [PACKAGES] Show information about package(s). 

autoproj --help Show list of all available usage options of Autoproj. 

autoproj bootstrap 
VCS_TYPE VCS_URL 
VCS_OPTIONS 

Bootstraps a new autoproj installation. This is usually not called directly, but called 
from the autoproj_bootstrap standalone script. 

autoproj reconfigre Pass through all configuration questions that have been asked in initial installation 
again to reconfigure some aspects of your Autoproj installation. 

5.2.1.1. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOW 

ESROCOS provides as set of scripts which to support developers in their work of developing ESROCOS 
compliant software components or systems. The play a similar role as the development scripts known 

from TASTE – in fact there a scripts with the same purpose for both, ESROCOS and plain TASTE. The 
ESROCOS development scripts are often based on their TASTE-counterparts and in a sense play the role 
of a mediator between the multi-project world (Autoproj / pkg-config) and the component development 
world (TASTE). The development scripts are store in the GitHub repository 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-workflow.git and are directly accessible over the command line in a 
terminal session, where the ESROCOS workspace was initialized by sourcing the “env.sh” file. Table 5-3 
gives an overview about the development scripts and explains their purpose. 

Table 5-3. Software development workflow scripts 

Command Description 

esrocos_create_project Initialize and new ESROCOS project. A new project folder is created within the 

workspace containing several TASTE source files such as the ASN.1/ACN files, a 
CMakeLists.txt, and a pkg-config template file. Package configuration attributes are 
asked during an interactive dialog triggered by esrocos_create_project. The answers 
are stored in a filed called esrocos.yml, which can be edited manually later on to 
accommodate for changes. 

esrocos_fetch_dependencies Checks out and installs software packages the project depends on.  

Therefore required files are copied or linked into the project folder and ASN type files 
are added to the projects dataview.aadl. This step can be repeated at any stage of 
the development workflow to accommodate for changes in the project setup. 

esrocos_edit_project Starts the TASTE GUI to edit the different views on the components software models. 

esrocos_generate_skeletons Generates function stubs for functions that are defined in the projects Interface View. 

No stubs will be generated for functions, which have been imported from other 
projects. 

esrocos_build_project Compiles the project. 

 

 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-workflow.git
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Figure 5-5. Development workflow guided by the ESROCOS development scripts 

5.2.2. PROCEDURES AND EXAMPLES 

5.2.2.1. DEVELOPING AND PUBLISHING A RE-USABLE COMPONENT 

Figure 5-5 shows the application of the workflow scripts in a schematic workflow. By following the 
illustrated workflow, we give in this subsection a practical example of the application of the workflow 
scripts for creating a new project in which a new component is created and published such that others 
can use it. The result of the instruction is available on GitHub under 
https://github.com/ESROCOS/tutorial-driver or in an ESROCOS workspace by executing “aup tutorial-
driver”. 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/tutorial-driver
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Step into the ESROCOS workspace folder and source the environment script to provide access to the 
ESROCOS workflow tools by executing the command “. env.sh”. Then call “esrocos_create_project” 

with the argument "tutorial-driver", where tutorial-driver will be the name of the project. 

The ESROCOS project creation workflow starts with an interactive dialogue asking for some information 
about the project. Of special interest is here the information on other packages, the new project should 

depend on. For this tutorial, our project depends on only one package: types/base a package, which 
provides the most central ESROCOS data-types. 

 

With that information, the ESROCOS tool will do some processing and will create a project folder together 
with the first artefacts and files. 

 

Step into the newly created project and have a look at the content of the folder. 

 

Of all the files, for now the file esrocos.yml is of particular interest: In it, you will find all the information 
you entered during project creation. Here you can add/edit the description of the project as well as the 
dependencies, the YAML format of file corresponds to the configuration files found in Autoproj. 

 

After every time you edit the esrocos.yml or just after creating a project (like now) you have to call 
“esrocos_fetch_dependencies” to let Autoproj checkout and install the stated dependencies. Also all 

data types coming from imported projects will be compiled with the asn2aadlplus program into one 

<projectname>_dv.aadl file, so the types are available within the TASTE GUI. 
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Next, call “esrocos_edit_project” to open your project in the TASTE GUI. On the left side under the 

bullet "dataview" you will find all the data types you imported to the project which are now usable within 
the TASTE GUI. 

On the canvas to the right, create a TASTE function by using the context menu (right click) and choose 
new function or using the FU button in the toolbar on top. Various settings can be set for the function 

by right-clicking on it and selecting "edit properties". Rename it to driver and set the source language 
to C++ (cpp). 

 

A taste project is made up of functions connected over Required Interfaces (RI) and Provided Interfaces 

(PI). We begin with adding a PI to our new driver function and editing its properties. A PI is an ingoing 
connection, in this case it is supposed to be called not from external modules but cyclic to drive our 
system. We set the name to “clock” and the period and the other time settings to 100ms each. 

Analogous we add an RI (an outgoing connection). It can be called from within the function and will in 
turn call the code of the method it is later connected to. Edit its properties by right-clicking and selecting 
“edit properties”, set “inherits from PI” to “false” and rename it to “trigger_out”. Further settings include 
the parameters the RI-Method needs to be called with. 

Save your work and return to the shell. Call “esrocos_generate_skeletons” to generate code skeletons 

for your functions. There will be a new folder driver with automatically generated driver.cc and driver.h. 

The header file normally needs no manipulation, but the .cc needs to be implemented manually such 
that the component provides the desired functionality. Open and edit the file “driver.cc” and provide an 
implementation, that the RI method defined in the header is called every time the clock is triggered: 

 

driver.cpp 

#include "driver.h" 

 

void driver_startup() 

{ 

    /* Write your initialization code here, 

       but do not make any call to a required interface. */ 

} 

 

void driver_PI_clock() 

{ 

  driver_RI_trigger_out();     

} 
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Type “amake” to compile the code. Now we have the software component ready to be used. Next, we 
want to make it also available to others by a) packaging it and then b) integrating it into the ESROCOS 
universe package set. 

Go back to edit mode via “esrocos_edit_project”. In the Interface view editor, double-click on the 

function to edit the properties, right click on Source Text and select the file named "driver.zip" that you 
just created. Use the one inside the build-folder! 

The building and installation of ESROCOS relies on CMake. That's why you find a CMakeLists.txt template 
in your projects folder. Edit it with your favourite text editor and add the bold faced lines from the 
example below to it. 

CMakeLists.txt 

cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 3.2) 

 

project(tutorial-driver) 

 

include($ENV{ESROCOS_CMAKE}) 

 

#required function call to set up esrocos 

esrocos_init() 

 

esrocos_export_function("driver" "share/taste_components/tutorial-driver") 

The last line instructs the build system to prepare everything for the named component to be packaged 
and installed such, that it could be imported from other packages. 

To publish your ESROCOS project, two things need to be done. First, it needs to be made available 
online and second, it needs to be added to the “universe” package set. To make it available online, let’s 
assume the software package has been uploaded to the repository 
https://github.com/ESROCOS/tutorial-driver.git. To register the package into the build system, navigate 
to the folder “esrocos_workspace/autoproj/remotes/esrocos.universe”. There two files are of interest: 

The file “source.yml” describes where software packages can be found online. The file 
“packages.autobuild” registers software packages to be of a certain type. Add the following lines to the 

file source.yml: 

 

source.yml 

  -  tutorial/driver: 

     github: esrocos/tutorial-driver 

Now add these lines to the file “packages.autobuild”: 

 

packages.autobuild 

esrocos_package "tutorial/driver" 

Finally, there is left to commit the changes to the buildconf and push them or post a pull request on 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/package_set-universe.  

5.2.2.2. RE-USING EXPORTED COMPONENTS 

For re-using components, which have been exported earlier, two actions a necessary. 

1. Fetch and install the desired components 

2. Import them to the TASTE canvas 

3. Tell the build routine to which partition the imported module should be linked 

While the first step is relying on the package management system from ESROCOS, the second action is 
the same as the corresponding TASTE feature. 

When starting a new project from scratch, similar to Section 5.2.2.1, you would create you project with 
“esrocos_create_project”. When asked for dependencies, answer with the names of the packages 
you want to re-use in you project (e.g., “tutorial/driver”). After finalizing the dialog, run 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/tutorial-driver.git
https://github.com/ESROCOS/package_set-universe
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“esrocos_fetch_dependencies”. This command will make sure, that the required components are 
installed and thus made available for the re-use in other projects. 

 

Figure 5-6. Importing Interface Views 

To integrate the components into your software project, open the TASTE GUI with 
“esrocos_edit_project”. In the left pane of the main window of the TASTE GUI, right-click on the 
entry “InterfaceViews” (cf. Figure 5-6) and select in the upcoming context menu the item “Import IV”. 
In the file selection dialog navigate to “~/esrocos_workspace/install/share/taste_components” and 

select the subfolder created by the project from which you want to import the InterfaceView (e.g. 
“tutorial-driver”). Finally select the interface view AADL file. The interface view is added under the item 
“InterfaceViews” in the left pane on the main window. From there you can drag and drop the desired 
components on the canvas. 

No all interfaces of the imported component need to be connected with appropriate consumer- and 
producer-components. These can either be imported or created directly within the project. Before being 
able to compile the project, as usual all functions need to be assigned to partitions in the “Deployment 

View”. This assignment now needs to be made aware to the build system. To do so, open the file 
“CMakeLists.txt” and add a command “esrocos_add_dependency” giving the name of the partition in 
the PARTITION argument and the names of the modules containing the imported functions in the 

MODULES argument: 

 

CMakeLists.txt 

esrocos_add_dependency(PARTITION x86_partition 

                       MODULES   tutorial-driver) 

Please note that we distinguish between module- and package-name. The package name is the name 

used within Autoproj and is entered in the dialog of esrocos_create_project (e.g. tutorial/driver). The 
module name is the name of the pkg-config module. In most cases the pkg-config module name is the 
same as the project name (e.g. tutorial-driver).  

The compiling of the project is analogous to Section 5.2.2.1 done by running 
“esrocos_generate_skeletons” and “esrocos_build_project”. 

5.2.3. BUILDING COMPONENTS FOR A SPACE-REPRESENTATIVE PLATFORM 

5.2.3.1. COMPILER AND TARGET SUPPORT 

The ESROCOS framework supports the development of robotics applications for LEON targets using 
RTEMS or the AIR hypervisor. The reference LEON target supported by the framework is the GR740 

board from Cobham Gaisler. 

ESROCOS applications are modelled using TASTE, which provides a hardware library with several target 
processors, including the GR740. 

AIR is based on RTEMS and uses the same GCC compiler, provided with RTEMS, to build applications. 
The version supported by ESROCOS is RTEMS 5.1, which is installed by TASTE2. 

                                                
2 Currently the RTEMS 5.1 version is provided by the development branch of the TASTE framework 
"TASTE-9.1", which will become the baseline TASTE installation in the near future. 
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5.2.3.2. BUILDING TASTE APPLICATIONS 

TASTE applications targetting the GR740 board should use the following processors in the Deployment 
View: 

 gr740.rtems51_posix for using RTEMS as RTOS 

 leon3.AIR for using the AIR hypervisor 

Once the processor is selected and the desired software functions are allocated to the processor, the 
TASTE build process takes care of everything and produces a binary that can be loaded in the target 
board. 

The user of ESROCOS can create TASTE models into the workspace, as described in section 5.2.2.1. 
Autoproj builds the models using the TASTE build process. The product of the build may include a 

combination of executables and scripts for different targets (Linux applications, Linux GUIs, RTEMS, 
etc.), according to the architecture of the application. 

5.2.3.3. BUILDING LIBRARIES 

ESROCOS provides a set of reusable software components that can be used to build applications, and 
provides the means for the final user to create additional reusable components. These components can 
be TASTE functions or conventional software libraries. In the case of TASTE functions, the 
implementation is generally platform-agnostic, and it is the Deployment View and the build process that 
determine the target. Conventional software libraries, however, need to be prepared in order to build 
for the LEON platform. ESROCOS provides support for this. 

The ESROCOS framework uses CMake to build C and C++ libraries. In order to target the RTEMS/LEON 
platform, the framework provides a specific CMake toolchain definition within the tools/config package. 
The toolchain to be used by CMake is set using the CMAKE_TOOLCHAIN_FILE variable. The esrocos.core 
package set includes a Ruby function that can be used in autoproj scripts to manage the toolchain file. 

module Esrocos 
    ... 
    def Esrocos.build_rtems_gailser(pkg, target='leon3') 
        ... 
    end 
end 

Where pkg is an autoproj cmake_package and target is a string identifying the target board. The 
following values are recognized: leon2, at697f, erc32, leon3, leon3std, leon3_sf, leon3_smp, leon3_mp, 
gr712rc, gr740, gr740mp, ut699, ut700, custom or other. Refer to the Gaisler RCC documentation for 
details on the different targets. 

The Esrocos.build_rtems_gaisler method does the following: 

 Define the CMAKE_TOOLCHAIN_FILE variable (used by CMake) for building the package 

 Define the RTEMS_TARGET variable with the target string passed as an argument to the method 

 Use the directory build_<RTEMS_TARGET> as build directory for the package 

An example of a cmake_package enabled to build for RTEMS/LEON is presented below: 

cmake_package "types/base_support" do |pkg| 
    if(ENV.has_key?('ESROCOS_RTEMS_TARGET')) 
        Esrocos.build_rtems_gailser(pkg, ENV['ESROCOS_RTEMS_TARGET']) 
    end 
end 

When building this package, autoproj will check if the environment variable ESROCOS_RTEMS_TARGET 

is defined and enable the RTEMS build. Otherwise, the native build for Linux is used. 

Note that CMake can only build a package for one target at a time. In order to build a package both for 
Linux and RTEMS, it is necessary to run CMake (or amake) twice, one with ESROCOS_RTEMS_TARGET 
set and one without. 
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Once the build for RTEMS is enabled, CMake will manage automatically the compiler selection and the 
default built options. Nevertheless, the CMakeLists.txt scripts must handle the following aspects: 

 Some software components may depend on libraries or capabilities that are not available in the 
target platform, and must be explicitly excluded from the build 

 The target platform does not support shared libraries, so these targets must be excluded from the 
build 

 Some dependencies, include paths, etc. may differ between platforms, and must be managed 

 Different install locations must be selected for Linux and other target platforms, in order to avoid 
that Linux and RTEMS binaries are mixed in the same directories, or that the build products for one 
platform are overwritten when switching the target 

Within the CMake scripts, the following variables are available to manage the platform-dependent 
aspects of the build: 

 CMAKE_CROSSCOMPILING is an internal variable of CMake that is set to TRUE whenever CMake is 
using a toolchain file for cross-compilation 

 RTEMS_TARGET is defined by the Esrocos.build_rtems_gailser method and can be used to build the 
paths to install the build products 

The following conventions are advised: 

 Use the Esrocos.build_rtems_gailser as shown above in order to select the build target using the 
ESROCOS_RTEMS_TARGET environment variable 

 Install the binary products of the builds for RTEMS in the folders install/<RTEMS_TARGET>/lib or 
install/<RTEMS_TARGET>/bin 

 Install include files and other elements that are platform-agnostic to their regular location, e.g., 
install/include 

Once a CMake package is prepared to build for RTEMS, it should be built and installed as follows: 

$ export ESROCOS_RTEMS_TARGET=gr740 

$ amake <PACKAGE> 

And to build it again for Linux: 

$ unset ESROCOS_RTEMS_TARGET 

$ amake <PACKAGE> 

5.3. MODELLING AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

5.3.1. TASTE 

TASTE is an open-source framework that allows the development of embedded, real-time systems. It 
relies on key technologies such as standardized modelling languages (e.g., ASN.1 and AADL), code 

generators and real-time systems that allow generating the suitable skeletons and the production of the 

system executable. The designers implement their embedded systems using a set of views, abstracting 
the user from the implementation details of the underlying platform (e.g., operating system, drivers) 
and guaranteeing the fulfilment of real-time properties.  

The development of the TASTE framework is led by ESA. The software and all its documentation is 
available online at https://taste.tuxfamily.org/ [RD.5].  

ESROCOS builds a workflow on top of TASTE in order to manage software packages and dependencies 

(see section 5.2). At the level of the individual application, ESROCOS applications are regular TASTE 
applications, and they are modelled, implemented and built in the same way.  

The TASTE Model Generation is the process by which a user produces a TASTE model based on the 
requirements and the architecture. TASTE models are composed of four different views that represent 
the different aspects of the system: 

 The Data View specifies the data types used in the application and optionally their encoding 

https://taste.tuxfamily.org/
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 The Interface View defines the functional components of the software, their interfaces and real-time 
characteristics 

 The Deployment View describes the hardware architecture, the deployment of software functions on 
hardware nodes, and the allocation of interfaces to data links 

 The Concurrency View completes the real-time and properties of the software tasks derived from 
the design 

 

  

Figure 5-7. TASTE interface view (left) and deployment view (right) 

Once the application model is defined, TASTE can generate an application skeleton where the 
implementation of the different functions can be added. This is the code of the user, written either via 

application models (SDL, Matlab/Simulink) or via a regular programming language (Ada, C, etc.). 

A typical TASTE Application is composed of the following layers:  

 The Application Layer: the implementation of the software functions, written by the user  

 The Glue Layer: the code, generated by TASTE, that connects the software functions through the 
middleware according to the deployment view 

 The Middleware (PolyORB-HI): the infrastructure to build a distributed system with real-time 

characteristics, providing the functions needed to manage the software tasks and the drivers for the 
communication links 

 The OS with BSP support: the underlying operating system and target-specific drivers that allow the 
application to run  

When building an application for a supported hardware platform, the TASTE/ESROCOS user only needs 
to model the application and provide the implementation of the application layer. All the other layers 
are provided or generated by the framework.  

Refer to [RD.5] for detailed information about the installation, capabilities and usage of TASTE. 

5.3.2. KINEMATICS MODELLING 

The “kin-gen” tool is a code generator for kinematics solvers, for articulated robots like industrial 
manipulators or humanoids. The primary input of the tool is a robot model, i.e. a descriptor of the 

connectivity and the geometry of the robot; the tool currently supports kinematic trees with revolute 
and prismatic joints. In addition to the robot model, the user must request a set of kinematics solvers 
for which code should be generated. Forward kinematics and inverse kinematics for arbitrary 
points/frames on the robot structure are supported. 

The tool reflects a methodology in which, ideally, the (robotics-expert) user deals only with models of 
the input data and of the required computation, and code is generated accordingly. In principle the tool 
would allow to select all the “grounding choices” that uniquely identify the semantics of an 

implementation, which include the API, the programming language, the mathematical representations 
(vectors, etc.), etc. In its current version, the configurability is restricted to the number and kind of 
desired solvers, which gives nonetheless quite some flexibility; for example, one can choose to generate 
a forward solver computing a number of relative poses and an inverse solver for the velocity of the end 
effector frame relative to the base, or whatever other combination. 
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The prospect of “correct-by-construction” software offered by model-based code generation sets the 
“kin-gen” tool in the context of ESROCOS. The tool can generate C/C++ code complying with the hard 
real-time constraints imposed by embedded control, e.g. by avoiding any dynamic memory allocation; 
prior knowledge about the robot also allows to tailor the implementation to a bare minimum, reducing 

runtime overhead. 

The tool is described in more detail in the ESROCOS deliverable D4.2 “Structural Modelling Document” 
[AD.11]. Refer to this document for usage instructions and examples. 

5.3.3. SOFTWARE MODELLING AND ANALYSIS WITH BIP 

The BIP tools workflow is illustrated in Figure 5-8. The process is based on a system modelled in BIP 
consisting of the nominal model (how the system behaves when all environment assumptions are met) 
and possibly of the faulty model (how the system behaves in case of errors). The system is validated 
by simulation using the BIP Compiler and Engines. The BIP compiler allows generating C++ code, while 

the BIP engine enables the execution of the generated C++ code (and therefore simulation). The 
modelling and execution of BIP compiler and engines is described in Section 5.3.3.2. 

A more thorough validation is done with SMC-BIP implementing statistical model-checking techniques. 
A qualitative or quantitative property is specified in PBLTL/MTL which is checked on the system 
represented by multiple simulations. A yes/no verdict is provided for the satisfaction of a qualitative 
property, while a satisfaction probability is computed in the case of a quantitative property. The tool 
use is described in Section 5.3.3.3. 

The BIP tools are integrated in the project by a model transformation from TASTE designs to BIP models 
implemented in TASTE2BIP. This tool is described in Section 5.3.3.1. 

Finally, once the BIP model corresponding to the TASTE design is validated with the BIP tools, the 
generated C++ code of different components can be integrated into TASTE. We illustrate this integration 
in Section 5.3.3.4.  

 

Figure 5-8. The BIP tools workflow. Tools implemented/extended within ESROCOS are 

illustrated in red 

5.3.3.1. TASTE2BIP 

TASTE2BIP takes as input a TASTE design consisting of an interface view and a data view. The interface 
view describes the software architecture in terms of components communicating via signals. TASTE2BIP 
expects components to be either modelled with SDL or, in case of leaf components (without required 
interfaces), implemented in C++. The data view defines user datatypes in ASN.1. The current 
implementation of TASTE2BIP handles basic TASTE data types (e.g., Boolean, integer) and partially 
ASN.1 user datatypes. Details of the translation can be found in [RD.8]. 
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We present the methodology and tool on an excerpt of the planetary scenario application illustrated in 
Figure 5-93. The TASTE design consists of the following components. The JoystickDriver sends every 
100ms (provided interface step) a motion command denoted cmd. The CmdDispatcher dispatches the 
received motion command to the Logger to be recorded (provided interface log_cmd) and to the 

Watchdog (provided interface test_cmd). The Watchdog transfers the received request to the BLSClient 
(provided interface mot_cmd) whenever it receives one. If no request is received in 100ms (timeout), 
the Watchdog sends a stop request to BLSClient. In this scenario, we are interested in developing with 
BIP the Watchdog component.   

 

Figure 5-9. Excerpt of the planetary scenario containing the Watchdog component to be 
modelled with BIP 

First, we start by providing the nominal behaviour as SDL state machines for the above components, 
except the Watchdog which will be developed with BIP. (Please note that these components could be 
implemented in C++, but several manual modifications would be required in the obtained BIP model to 
make it executable with external code). The state machines are given in Figure 5-10. For each activation, 
the JoystickDriver sets the cmd values and sends it to the CmdDispatcher. (For simplicity the same 
value is sent at each activation, but more complex computations can be modelled here.) The 
CmdDispatcher transfers the request to the Logger and the Watchdog. The Logger simply prints at the 

console the received request. Finally, the BLSClient prints at console the type of motion command 
received from the Watchdog, either a stop command or a moving command. The stop command can be 

received either because it was sent by JoystickDriver or because no request has been received in time 
by the Watchdog.  

Please note that we use here ASN.1 data typed defined in the frame of ESROCOS, namely the 
Base_commands_Motion2D to record the motion command.  

 

               
(a) JoystickDriver                           (b) CmdDispatcher 

      
 (c) Logger                                            (d) BLSClient 

                                                
3 The TASTE model, BIP model and full sources, including the integration of the BIP Watchdog component in the 
TASTE design, can be found at https://github.com/ESROCOS/control-mc_watchdog. 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/control-mc_watchdog
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Figure 5-10. SDL state machines for the case study in Figure 5-9. 

Next, we run the TASTE2BIP tool on the case study. In the TASTE GUI one selects the Tools menu and 
the Translate IV into BIP menu item. The translated BIP model is opened in a gedit window.  

      
(a) Running TASTE2BIP                                       (b)  Generated BIP model 

Figure 5-11. TASTE2BIP on the case study from Figure 5-9. 

The BIP model uses ASN.1 data types represented in C via external C++ code. TASTE2BIP does not 
currently handle the integration of ASN.1 data types translated to C into the generated BIP model. This 
part is under development and for the moment is handled manually. The strategy to use ASN.1 C coded 
data types is as follows: 

- Generate the C code for the ASN.1 types using the asn1.exe tool provided in the TASTE 

framework, as in the screenshot below. 

 

- In the ext-cpp/ExternInterfaceViewFcns.hpp include the main header obtained with the 
command above, for this case study base.h 

- In the ext-cpp/ExternInterfaceViewFcns.hpp define the functions for each structured data 
type and implement them in ext-cpp/ExternInterfaceViewFcns.cpp. The patterns for each 
ASN.1 type are given in [RD.8]. 

- Include in the InterfaceView.bip the function signatures in the beginning of the file under 

External declarations 

- Modify InterfaceView.bip to use these functions for computations on variables typed 
correspondingly. 

The final BIP model is given in Figure 5-12. As the aim is to develop with BIP the Watchdog component, 
the state machine of this atom is empty. We show in Section 5.3.3.2 how to model this component with 
BIP. If the Watchdog is already designed with TASTE, the component would be translated and validated 
by simulation with the BIP compiler and engine and SMC-BIP, 

 
//------------------------------------- 
// TASTE to BIP model transformation  
// UGA/Verimag and Ellidiss Technologies  
// ESROCOS/ERGO projects - April 2018  - v.0.9 
//------------------------------------- 
 
@cpp(src="ext-cpp/ExternInterfaceViewFcns.cpp",include="ExternInterfaceViewFcns.hpp") 
package InterfaceView 
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  const data bool TRUE = true 
  const data bool FALSE = false 
 
  // Extern declarations 
  extern data type asn1SccBase_Angle  
  extern function const float get_rad(const asn1SccBase_Angle) 
  extern function set_rad(asn1SccBase_Angle, const float) 
 
  extern data type asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D 
  extern function const float get_translation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function set_translation (asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, const float) 
  extern function const float get_rotation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function set_rotation(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, const float) 
  extern function const float get_heading(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function set_heading(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, const float) 
 
  extern data type queueBase_commands_Motion2D 
  extern function int get_size(const queueBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function push_back(queueBase_commands_Motion2D, asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, int) 
  extern function asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D pop_front(queueBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  
  extern function write(const bool) 
  extern function writeln(const bool) 
  extern function write(const int) 
  extern function writeln(const int) 
  extern function write(const float) 
  extern function writeln(const float) 
  extern function write(const string) 
  extern function writeln(const string) 
 
  // Port types 
  port type Port() 
 
  port type portBase_commands_Motion2D(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D v) 
  port type queuePortBase_commands_Motion2D(queueBase_commands_Motion2D q) 
 
  // Connector types 
  connector type Sync(Port s, Port r) 
    define s r 
  end 
 
  connector type SendRecBase_commands_Motion2D(portBase_commands_Motion2D s, portBase_commands_Motion2D r) 
    define s r 
    on s r 
      down { r.v = s.v; } 
  end 
 
  connector type SendRecQueueBase_commands_Motion2D(queuePortBase_commands_Motion2D s, 
portBase_commands_Motion2D r) 
    define s r 
    on s r 
      down { r.v = pop_front(s.q); } 
  end 
 
  // Generic TASTE cyclic interface type 
  atom type TASTE_PI_Cyclic(int period, int deadline) 
    clock t unit millisecond 
 
    export port Port sig_out() 
    export port Port sig_return() 
 
    place l0, l1, l2 
 
    initial to l0 
 
    on sig_out 
      from l0 to l1 
      eager 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
    on sig_return 
      from l1 to l2 
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      eager 
 
    on sig_out 
      from l2 to l1 
      provided (t == period) 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
    invariant inv1 at l1 provided (t <= deadline) 
    invariant inv2 at l2 provided (t <= period) 
  end 
 
  // Generic TASTE sporadic interfaces 
  // Sporadic interface type with parameter of Base_commands_Motion2D type 
  atom type TASTE_PI_Sporadic_Base_commands_Motion2D(int miat, int deadline, int size) 
    clock t unit millisecond 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D val 
    data queueBase_commands_Motion2D q 
 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D sig_out(val) 
    export port Port sig_return() 
    export port queuePortBase_commands_Motion2D sig_in(q) 
 
    port Port silent() 
 
    place l0, l1, l2 
 
    initial to l0 
      do { } 
 
    on sig_in 
      from l0 to l1 
      provided(get_size(q)>0) 
      eager 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
    on sig_out 
      from l0 to l0 
      eager 
      do { push_back(q, val, size); } 
 
    on sig_return 
      from l1 to l2 
      eager 
 
    on sig_out 
      from l1 to l1 
      eager 
      do { push_back(q, val, size); } 
 
    on silent 
      from l2 to l0 
      provided (t == miat) 
      eager 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
    on sig_out 
      from l2 to l2 
      eager 
      do { push_back(q, val, size); } 
 
    invariant inv1 at l1 provided (t <= deadline) 
    invariant inv2 at l2 provided (t <= miat) 
  end 
 
  // TASTE terminal functions 
  atom type JoystickDriver() 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D v 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D JoystickDriver_cmd_cmd_val 
    export port Port JoystickDriver_step_in() 
    export port Port JoystickDriver_step_return() 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D JoystickDriver_cmd_out(JoystickDriver_cmd_cmd_val) 
    port Port silent() 
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    place Wait, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6  
 
    initial to Wait 
      do { } 
 
    // Definition of state Wait 
 
    on JoystickDriver_step_in 
      from Wait to l1 
      eager 
 
    on silent 
      from l1 to l2 
      eager 
      do { set_translation(v,2.0); set_rotation(v,3.0); set_heading(v,0.5); } 
 
    internal 
      from l2 to l3 
      do { JoystickDriver_cmd_cmd_val = v; } 
 
    on JoystickDriver_cmd_out 
      from l3 to l4 
      eager 
 
    on JoystickDriver_step_return 
      from l4 to Wait 
      eager 
  end 
 
  atom type CmdDispatcher() 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D v 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D CmdDispatcher_cmd_cmd_val 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D CmdDispatcher_log_cmd_cmd_val 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D CmdDispatcher_test_cmd_cmd_val 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D CmdDispatcher_cmd_in(CmdDispatcher_cmd_cmd_val) 
    export port Port CmdDispatcher_cmd_return() 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D CmdDispatcher_log_cmd_out(CmdDispatcher_log_cmd_cmd_val) 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D CmdDispatcher_test_cmd_out(CmdDispatcher_test_cmd_cmd_val) 
    port Port silent() 
 
    place Wait, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7, l8, l9 
 
    initial to Wait 
      do { } 
 
    on CmdDispatcher_cmd_in 
      from Wait to l1 
      eager 
 
    internal 
      from l1 to l2 
      do { v = CmdDispatcher_cmd_cmd_val; } 
 
    internal 
      from l2 to l3 
      do { CmdDispatcher_log_cmd_cmd_val = v; } 
 
    on CmdDispatcher_log_cmd_out 
      from l3 to l4 
      eager 
 
    internal 
      from l4 to l5 
      do { CmdDispatcher_test_cmd_cmd_val = v; } 
 
    on CmdDispatcher_test_cmd_out 
      from l5 to l6 
      eager 
 
    on CmdDispatcher_cmd_return 
      from l6 to Wait 
      eager 
  end 
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  atom type Watchdog() 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val 
 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_test_cmd_in(Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val) 
    export port Port Watchdog_test_cmd_return() 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_mot_cmd_out(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val) 
 
    place Wait, l1 
 
    initial to Wait 
      do { } 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_in 
      from Wait to l1 
      eager 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_return 
      from l1 to Wait 
      eager 
  end 
 
  atom type Logger() 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D v 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D Logger_log_cmd_cmd_val 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D Logger_log_cmd_in(Logger_log_cmd_cmd_val) 
    export port Port Logger_log_cmd_return() 
 
    port Port silent() 
 
    place Wait, l1, l2, l3 
 
    initial to Wait 
      do { } 
 
    on Logger_log_cmd_in 
      from Wait to l1 
      eager 
 
    internal 
      from l1 to l2 
      do { v = Logger_log_cmd_cmd_val; } 
 
    on silent 
      from l2 to l3 
      eager 
      do { write("Logging");  
           write(" "); write(get_translation(v));  
           write(" "); write(get_rotation(v));  
           write(" "); writeln(get_heading(v)); } 
 
    on Logger_log_cmd_return 
      from l3 to Wait 
      eager 
  end 
 
  atom type BLSClient() 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D v 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D BLSClient_mot_cmd_cmd_val 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D BLSClient_mot_cmd_in(BLSClient_mot_cmd_cmd_val) 
    export port Port BLSClient_mot_cmd_return() 
 
    port Port silent() 
 
    place Wait, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7, l8 
 
    initial to Wait 
      do { } 
 
    on BLSClient_mot_cmd_in 
      from Wait to l1 
      eager 
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    internal 
      from l1 to l2 
      do { v = BLSClient_mot_cmd_cmd_val; } 
 
    on silent 
      from l2 to l4 
      provided ((get_translation(v) == 0.0 && get_rotation(v) == 0.0 && get_heading(v) == 0.0) == true) 
      eager 
 
    on silent 
      from l4 to l5 
      eager 
      do { writeln("Stop command received"); } 
 
    internal 
      from l5 to l3 
 
    on silent 
      from l2 to l6 
      provided ((get_translation(v) == 0.0 && get_rotation(v) == 0.0 && get_heading(v) == 0.0) == false) 
      eager 
 
    on silent 
      from l6 to l7 
      eager 
      do { writeln("Command received"); } 
 
    internal 
      from l7 to l3 
 
    internal 
      from l3 to l8 
 
    on BLSClient_mot_cmd_return 
      from l8 to Wait 
      eager 
  end 
 
  // Compound types 
  compound type Syst() 
    component JoystickDriver JoystickDriver() 
    component TASTE_PI_Cyclic JoystickDriver_step(100,10) 
    component CmdDispatcher CmdDispatcher() 
    component TASTE_PI_Sporadic_Base_commands_Motion2D CmdDispatcher_cmd(10,10,1) 
    component Watchdog Watchdog() 
    component TASTE_PI_Sporadic_Base_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_test_cmd(10,10,1) 
    component Logger Logger() 
    component TASTE_PI_Sporadic_Base_commands_Motion2D Logger_log_cmd(10,10,1) 
    component BLSClient BLSClient() 
    component TASTE_PI_Sporadic_Base_commands_Motion2D BLSClient_mot_cmd(10,10,1) 
 
    connector Sync 
JoystickDriver_step2JoystickDriver(JoystickDriver_step.sig_out,JoystickDriver.JoystickDriver_step_in) 
    connector Sync 
JoystickDriver2JoystickDriver_step(JoystickDriver.JoystickDriver_step_return,JoystickDriver_step.sig_retur
n) 
    connector Sync 
CmdDispatcher2CmdDispatcher_cmd(CmdDispatcher.CmdDispatcher_cmd_return,CmdDispatcher_cmd.sig_return) 
    connector Sync 
Watchdog2Watchdog_test_cmd(Watchdog.Watchdog_test_cmd_return,Watchdog_test_cmd.sig_return) 
    connector Sync Logger2Logger_log_cmd(Logger.Logger_log_cmd_return,Logger_log_cmd.sig_return) 
    connector Sync 
BLSClient2BLSClient_mot_cmd(BLSClient.BLSClient_mot_cmd_return,BLSClient_mot_cmd.sig_return) 
    connector SendRecBase_commands_Motion2D 
JoystickDriver2CmdDispatcher_cmd(JoystickDriver.JoystickDriver_cmd_out,CmdDispatcher_cmd.sig_out) 
    connector SendRecQueueBase_commands_Motion2D 
CmdDispatcher_cmd2CmdDispatcher(CmdDispatcher_cmd.sig_in,CmdDispatcher.CmdDispatcher_cmd_in) 
    connector SendRecBase_commands_Motion2D 
CmdDispatcher2Watchdog_test_cmd(CmdDispatcher.CmdDispatcher_test_cmd_out,Watchdog_test_cmd.sig_out) 
    connector SendRecQueueBase_commands_Motion2D 
Watchdog_test_cmd2Watchdog(Watchdog_test_cmd.sig_in,Watchdog.Watchdog_test_cmd_in) 
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    connector SendRecBase_commands_Motion2D 
CmdDispatcher2Logger_log_cmd(CmdDispatcher.CmdDispatcher_log_cmd_out,Logger_log_cmd.sig_out) 
    connector SendRecQueueBase_commands_Motion2D 
Logger_log_cmd2Logger(Logger_log_cmd.sig_in,Logger.Logger_log_cmd_in) 
    connector SendRecBase_commands_Motion2D 
Watchdog2BLSClient_mot_cmd(Watchdog.Watchdog_mot_cmd_out,BLSClient_mot_cmd.sig_out) 
    connector SendRecQueueBase_commands_Motion2D 
BLSClient_mot_cmd2BLSClient(BLSClient_mot_cmd.sig_in,BLSClient.BLSClient_mot_cmd_in) 
  end 
end  

Figure 5-12. Generated BIP model integrating user data types as external C++ code for the 
case study in Figure 5-9 

5.3.3.2. BIP COMPILER AND ENGINES 

The BIP language, compiler and engine are described in [RD.6]. We show here how to model the 

previously defined Watchdog component and how to run the BIP compiler and engine to obtain a 

simulation. 

The Watchdog has the following functionality: if a test_cmd is received within the expected time elapse 
of 100ms, the command is forwarded to the BLSClient. Otherwise the Watchdog sends a stop request, 
i.e., all values of the motion command are set to 0. The BIP state machine for this behaviour is given in 
Figure 5-13. 

The timing property is modelled with a clock variable t. This clock will hold at each moment the time 

elapse since the system initialization or since the last motion command has been received, the timeout 
of 100ms is represented with the variable timeout_val. Additionally we model a timeout_eps that holds 
an approximation of the communication delays. We set the timeout to be the addition of these two 
variables. Please note that while we define explicitly here the values of the timeout, they can be set in 
a configuration file and used with external C++ functions. Then the BIP model will be independent of 
these values (i.e., no recompilation needed for value changes).  

The nominal behaviour – the received test_cmd is forwarded as mot_cmd – is modelled with the 

transitions between states Wait – l1 – l2 – l3 – Wait. Once test_cmd is received, the value of mot_cmd 

is set and mot_cmd is sent. The clock for the next timeout is restarted. Finally, the provided interface 
test_cmd is informed that the request has been handled and the component is available to handle 
another one.  

If for a time elapse greater or equal than timeout no test_cmd request is received, the Watchdog goes 
to state l4 immediately. There it sets the command variable to stop (value 0 for all arguments) and 
sends the mot_cmd accordingly. The clock for the next timeout is restarted. 

 
  atom type Watchdog() 
    clock t unit millisecond 
    data int timeout_val 
    data int timeout_eps 
    data int timeout 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val 
 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_test_cmd_in(Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val) 
    export port Port Watchdog_test_cmd_return() 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_mot_cmd_out(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val) 
  
    port Port wdog_timeout() 
 
    place Wait, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5 
 
    initial to Wait 
      do { t = 0;  
           timeout_val = 100;  
           timeout_eps = 10;  
           timeout = timeout_val + timeout_eps; 
         } 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_in 
      from Wait to l1 
      eager 
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    internal 
      from l1 to l2 
      do { Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val = Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val; } 
 
    on Watchdog_mot_cmd_out 
      from l2 to l3 
      eager 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_return 
      from l3 to Wait 
      eager 
 
    on wdog_timeout 
      from Wait to l4 
      provided ( t >= timeout)  
      eager 
 
    internal 
      from l4 to l5 
      do { set_translation(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val, 0.0);  
           set_rotation(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val, 0.0); 
           set_heading(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val, 0.0); 
          } 
 
    on Watchdog_mot_cmd_out 
      from l5 to Wait 
      eager 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
  end 

Figure 5-13. BIP model of the Watchdog component 

We now proceed with the validation of the nominal behaviour of the system with the BIP compiler and 
real-time engine. The documentation of the BIP [RD.6] details the options of the compiler and 

compilation process. In Figure 5-14 we show running the BIP compiler on the InterfaceView BIP package 

with root component Syst (command bipc.sh) and where the C++ code is generated in the output folder 
and it is linked to the rt library and the external code used. The generated C++ code is compiled and 
linked with the real-time BIP engine by the two commands cmake and make into the system executable. 
A non-verbose simulation consisting of 100 interactions is displayed next. 

 

Figure 5-14. Running BIP compiler and engine on the nominal behaviour of the case study 

As mentioned above, these simulations validate the Watchdog when the request is received periodically. 
To validate that the stop command is sent when no request is received within the 100ms + epsilon 

period, we add faulty behaviour to the components: 
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- The JoystickDriver can exhibit a fault named fault1 that could correspond to unplugging the 
joystick. This fault could occur at any moment in the 0 – 100ms period. Then the component 
goes into state l5 from which it could recover after at least 150ms since the clock start. If 
the component recovers the clock is restarted so that another fault could occur. Please note 

that while the component is faulty the requests received from the cyclic provided interface 
are ignored such that no timelock occurs. 

    @fault 
    port Port fault1() 
    … 
    on fault1 
      from Wait to l5 
      provided (t < 100) 
      lazy 
 
    on silent 
      from l5 to Wait 
      provided (t >=150) 
      lazy 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
    on JoystickDriver_step_in 
      from l5 to l6 
      eager 
 
    on JoystickDriver_step_return 
      from l6 to l5 
      eager 

- The CommandDispatcher can exhibit a fault named fault2 that could correspond to the 
overloading of the network and miss sending the requests log_cmd and test_cmd. This fault 
is modelled as occurring right after receiving cmd. The provided interface cmd is immediately 

informed that the request has been processed. The network could recover after at minimum 
100ms. While faulty all requests to dispatch are immediately ignored, again to avoid 
introducing timelocks in the model.  

    @fault 
    port Port fault2() 
    … 
    on fault2 
      from l3 to l7 
      eager 
      do { t = 0; } 
 
    on CmdDispatcher_cmd_return 
      from l7 to l8 
      eager 
 
    on silent  
      from l8 to Wait 
      provided (t > 100) 
      lazy 
 
    on CmdDispatcher_cmd_in 
      from l8 to l9 
      eager 
 
    on CmdDispatcher_cmd_return 
      from l9 to l8 
      eager 

Please note that these faults are just some examples, more complex ones can modelled within a BIP 
design. 

We validate by simulation that the Watchdog sends indeed the stop command if a fault has occurred, 
we run the simulation for each fault independently, as shown in Figure 5-15. 
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(a) Simulation of the BIP model with fault1 active 

 

(b) Simulation of the BIP model with fault2 active 

Figure 5-15. Validation by simulation of the Watchdog with faults injected in the BIP model 

The use of stochastic real-time extension of the BIP compiler and engine is identical as above. In this 
case, one can make also use of the stochastic annotation to describe probabilistic behaviour as described 
in [AD.8]. 

5.3.3.3. SMC-BIP 

The SMC-BIP tool is to be downloaded at https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In9zwQ1nRCzoNUpU-
QxBtFVBavd5FKl3/view. A preconfigured virtual machine can be downloaded at 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15QsBsh4wZ6iIGHgsvhf6aqBtNw_i23f9/view. Once downloaded and 
extracted, the tool needs to be installed first (go under the extracted tool directory and run install.sh on 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In9zwQ1nRCzoNUpU-QxBtFVBavd5FKl3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In9zwQ1nRCzoNUpU-QxBtFVBavd5FKl3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15QsBsh4wZ6iIGHgsvhf6aqBtNw_i23f9/view
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a command line) then double click on Launcher to start. A Splach screen is first loaded then the graphical 
user interface will appear (see Figure 5-16). More details and the generic steps to use the tool are 
available at http://www-verimag.imag.fr/BIP-SMC-A-Statistical-Model-Checking.html. Here after we 
illustrate the tool usage on the planetary case study presented above. 

 

Figure 5-16. SMC-BIP graphical user interface 

The general procedure to use SMC-BIP is the following. 

1. Create a new project: Click on in the tool bar (number 2 in Figure 5-16). 

2. Load the BIP model of the case study into the tool:  

a. Double click on the created project in the project explorer 

b. In the central panel, switch to the Model selection tab,  

c. Browse and load the model from the file system (the model will be added to the project 
hierarchy – under Models directory). The same steps need to be done to add associated 
external code if any. 

3. Compile the loaded BIP model:  

a. Double click on the loaded BIP model in the project (a new tab with a text editor is added 
to central panel), 

b. Click on in the tool bar (make sure that the selected engine is Stochastic RT-BIP and 

that the package and the compound names are correct),   

c. Press OK and wait for compilation termination (an executable binary will be generated and 

added to the created project hierarchy – under Models directory). 

 

http://www-verimag.imag.fr/BIP-SMC-A-Statistical-Model-Checking.html
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Figure 5-17. Formula specification and project hierarchy 

 

4. Specify the requirement as an MTL property: 

a. Switch to tab Formula specification (make sure that the selected project is the correct 
one),  

b. Select the property type as MTL,  

c. Write the formula (e.g., G[0, 10000]( !cmd_sent || (F[0,100] cmd_received))),  

d. Press Check Formula to check the syntax of the property and Save it using the Save 
Formula button (specify a name for the formula. A new file containing the formula will be 
added to the project hierarchy – under Properties).  

See Figure 5-17 for the obtained project hierarchy after these steps. 

5. Perform SMC analysis:  

a. Select the model: double click on the generated system executable in the project explorer, 

b. Select the property to analyze: double click on the property file under the project hierarchy,  

c. Click on   in the tool bar (a new tab SMC setting will appear in the central panel – see 
Figure 5-18), uncheck Automatically log data variables in the traces, select the 
simulation mode (e.g., symbol by symbol), select the SMC algorithm to use (e.g., 
Probability estimation), set the confidence parameters (e.g., alpha=0.3, delta=0.3), 
then press Start Simulation (a new window will appear showing the analysis progress, see 
Figure 5-18),  

d. Once the analysis is done, you can close the window, a new tab giving the analysis results 
SMC results is added to the central panel (see Figure 5-19). It shows the SMC verdict (e.g., 
estimated probability), the simulation traces (their number and content) and the analysis 
time. 
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Figure 5-18. SMC setting tab and analysis progress 
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Figure 5-19. SMC results tab 

For the planetary case study shown in Figure 5-9, we performed two SMC analyses concerning the safe 
behavior of the Watchdog component, which are detailed below. 

In order to perform the SMC analysis on the planetary use case model, we extended the model in order 
to observe the variables cmd_sent and cmd_received in the execution traces. To do so we modified the 

JoystickDriver and the Watchdog components as follows. (Furthermore, we silence all the printing 
commands in the model): 

atom type JoystickDriver() 
    clock t unit millisecond 
    // flag for SMC  
    data bool cmd_sent 
       
    // additional data 
    // ports 
 
    place Wait, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6  
 
    initial to Wait do {  
          t = 0; 
          // flag for SMC  
          cmd_sent = false; 
          printf("var bool cmd_sent false\n");} 
 
    on JoystickDriver_step_in from Wait to l1 eager 
    on silent from l1 to l2 eager do { … } 
    internal from l2 to l3 do { … } 
 
    on JoystickDriver_cmd_out from l3 to l4 eager do {  
          // flag for SMC  
          cmd_sent = true;         
          printf("var bool cmd_sent true\n");} 
 
    on JoystickDriver_step_return from l4 to Wait eager do {  
          // flag for SMC  
          cmd_sent = false; 
          printf("var bool cmd_sent false\n");} 
     
    on fault1 from Wait to l5 provided (t < 100) lazy       
    on silent from l5 to Wait provided (t >=150) lazy do { … } 
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    on JoystickDriver_step_in from l5 to l6 eager 
    on JoystickDriver_step_return from l6 to l5 eager 
end 

(a) JoystickDriver BIP Component 

atom type Watchdog() 
    clock t unit millisecond 
 
    // flag for SMC  
    data bool cmd_received 
    data bool is_timeout 
 
    // additional data 
    // ports 
 
    place Wait, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5 
 
    initial to Wait do { … 
          // flag for SMC  
          cmd_received = false; 
          is_timeout = false; 
          printf("var bool cmd_received false\n");   
          printf("var bool is_timeout false\n");} 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_in from Wait to l1 eager do {            
          // flag for SMC  
          cmd_received = true; 
          printf("var bool cmd_received true\n");} 
 
    Internal from l1 to l2 do { … } 
    on Watchdog_mot_cmd_out from l2 to l3 eager do { … } 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_return from l3 to Wait eager do {            
          // flag for SMC  
          cmd_received = false; 
          printf("var bool cmd_received false\n");} 
 
    on wdog_timeout from Wait to l4 provided (t >= timeout) eager do{            
          // flag for SMC  
          is_timeout = true; 
          printf("var bool is_timeout true\n");} 
 
    Internal from l4 to l5 do { … } 
    on Watchdog_mot_cmd_out from l5 to Wait do {… 
 is_timeout = false; 
     printf("var bool is_timeout false\n");} 
  end 

(b) Watchdog BIP component 

Figure 5-20. Modification to the BIP model os the case study for SMC-BIP execution 

1. First experiment: Estimate the probability that Watchdog receives sent commands within 100ms  

Setting: In the first analysis, we consider the nominal behaviour of the system (model without faults), 
the following MTL property  

G[0, 10000]( !cmd_sent || (F[0,100] cmd_received)) 

and the parameters (alpha=0.3, beta =0.3). We use the Probability estimation SMC algorithm. The 
property states that whenever a command is issued by the JoystickDriver this implies that within 100ms 
the Watchdog receives the command. Note that the implication in the formula is written as a disjunction 
in the formula above. 

Results: The obtained probability estimation in this setting is 1 (see Figure 5-19). That is, for the model 

without any faults the Watchdog component is safe, i.e. it satisfies the requirement (it captures the 
issued commands within the specified time window with probability 1). 

When a fault is injected in the model, the obtained probability is different:  

a. In case of fault2 (the CmdDispatcher is faulty, the command is lost), the probability that the 
watchdog always receives the command within the specified time window is 0. The reason is 
that the probability of a fault2 to occur is high (0.5). 
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b. In case of fault1 (the JoystickDriver is faulty), the obtained probability is 0.918. However, this 
probability is due to fact that the model is an over approximation and contains behaviour which 
is not realistic, (e.g. after a command is issued the Watchdog terminates before the 
JoystickDriver terminates). To filter this behaviour we use priority rules to oblige the 

JoystickDriver to terminate first. With this modified model the obtained probability is 1. 

2. Second experiment: Check whether the probability that the Watchdog generates timeout when 
nothing is received within 100ms is greater than 0.99 

Setting: In the second analysis, we considered the system with faults, the following MTL property: 

G[0, 10000]( !cmd_received || (F[0,100] cmd_received || (F[110,200] is_timeout))) 

the confidence parameters (alpha= beta=0.3, delta=0.01, theta=0.99) and we used the Hypothesis 

Testing SMC algorithm. The property states that whenever within a time window of 100ms nothing is 
received by the Watchdog, a timeout is generated. In this case, we are performing hypothesis testing, 
i.e. the question to check whether the property holds with the given threshold (theta + delta = 1). We 

perform the analysis on three variants of the model, one with fault1, one with fault2 and one with both 
of them.  

Results: The obtained verdicts in these settings are “YES” that is the probability is within [0.98, 1] in all 
cases (See Figure 5-21). This means that the Watchdog is safe, i.e. it correctly captures all the timeouts. 

A sanity check with the probability estimation algorithm gives also probability 1. 

 

Figure 5-21. SMC Hypothesis Testing result 

5.3.3.4. INTEGRATION OF BIP GENERATED C++ CODE IN TASTE DESIGNS 

Once a BIP component is validated, the C++ generated code can be integrated within the TASTE design. 

This activity requires additional code in order to call from the TASTE component template the BIP C++ 
code of the component. 

Depending on whether the component implemented defines timed behaviour or not, changes to the 
original model are needed. When the component defines timed behaviour as it is the case of the 
Watchdog above, the BIP engine needs to be executed from TASTE in order to detect the timeout events. 
Due to TASTE limitations of calling required interface only from threads created by TASTE (corresponding 
to provided interfaces), an artificial construction is needed to be able to call indirectly required interfaces 

from the BIP engine. The solution we propose is to add a cyclic provided interface to the TASTE 
component that is designed with BIP. This interface aims to check periodically a queue of events and 
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call accordingly the required interfaces. Therefore the case study from Figure 5-9 is modified as shown 
in Figure 5-22. 

 

Figure 5-22. Modified TASTE design to integrate BIP developed components. 

The first step is to extract from the BIP model the component at interest, e.g., Watchdog in a new 

model. The new model should contain only the relevant definitions with respect to this component, i.e., 

extern functions, port types, atom type and compound. If the component fails in the case of timed 
behaviour, the user needs to transform the input ports of the component from export to extern, and 
define and implement the class of the port. For further details the reader is referred to the BIP 
documentation [RD.6]. Additionally, C++ external functions for pushing the out requests to the queue 
used by the new cyclic interface need to be defined and implemented. 

The final BIP model and external code with respect to the above changes is given below. 

 
//------------------------------------- 
// TASTE to BIP model transformation  
// UGA/Verimag and Ellidiss Technologies  
// ESROCOS/ERGO projects - April 2018  - v.0.9 
//------------------------------------- 
 
@cpp(src="ext-
cpp/ExternInterfaceViewFcns.cpp",include="ExternInterfaceViewFcns.hpp,ExternalPortCmdWdog.hpp") 
package InterfaceView 
 
  const data bool TRUE = true 
  const data bool FALSE = false 
 
  // Extern declarations 
  extern function bool is_debug() 
  extern function write(const bool) 
  extern function writeln(const bool) 
  extern function write(const int) 
  extern function writeln(const int) 
  extern function write(const float) 
  extern function writeln(const float) 
  extern function write(const string) 
  extern function writeln(const string) 
  extern function writelog(const string, const string, const string, const string) 
 
  extern data type asn1SccBase_Angle  
  extern function const float get_rad(const asn1SccBase_Angle) 
  extern function set_rad(asn1SccBase_Angle, const float) 
  extern function writeln(const asn1SccBase_Angle) 
 
  extern data type asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D 
  extern function const float get_translation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function set_translation (asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, const float) 
  extern function const float get_rotation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function set_rotation(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, const float) 
  extern function const float get_heading(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function set_heading(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, const float) 
  extern function writeln(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
 
  extern data type queueBase_commands_Motion2D 
  extern function int get_size(const queueBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  extern function push_back(queueBase_commands_Motion2D, asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D, int) 
  extern function asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D pop_front(queueBase_commands_Motion2D) 
  
  // FDIR configuration functions 
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  extern function fdir_init_config() 
  extern function const float get_init_time() 
  extern function const float get_wdog_timeout() 
 extern function const float get_wdog_eps() 
 
  // BIP-FDIR wrappers for halt actions  
  extern function wrap_mot_cmd(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D) 
 
  // Port types 
  port type Port() 
 
  port type portBase_commands_Motion2D(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D v) 
 
  atom type Watchdog() 
    clock t unit millisecond 
    data float init_timeout 
    data float timeout_val 
    data float timeout_eps 
    data float timeout 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val 
    data asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val 
 
    extern port portBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_test_cmd_in(Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val)  as 
"ExternalPortCmdWdog" remember 
    export port Port Watchdog_test_cmd_return() 
    export port portBase_commands_Motion2D Watchdog_mot_cmd_out(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val) 
  
    port Port wdog_timeout() 
 
    place Wait, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5 
 
    initial to Wait 
      do { fdir_init_config();  
           init_timeout = get_init_time(); 
           timeout_val = get_wdog_timeout(); 
      timeout_eps = get_wdog_eps(); 
           t = 0; 
           timeout = init_timeout; 
           if (is_debug()) then writelog("INFO","Watchdog","Configuration done",""); fi 
         } 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_in 
      from Wait to l1 
      do { if (is_debug()) then writelog("INFO","Watchdog","test_cmd received",""); fi} 
 
    internal 
      from l1 to l2 
      do { Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val = Watchdog_test_cmd_cmd_val; } 
 
    on Watchdog_mot_cmd_out 
      from l2 to l3 
      do { t = 0;  
           timeout = timeout_val + timeout_eps;  
           wrap_mot_cmd(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val); 
         } 
 
    on Watchdog_test_cmd_return 
      from l3 to Wait 
 
    on wdog_timeout 
      from Wait to l4 
      provided ( t >= timeout)  
 
    internal 
      from l4 to l5 
      do { set_translation(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val, 0.0);  
           set_rotation(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val, 0.0); 
           set_heading(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val, 0.0); 
          } 
 
    on Watchdog_mot_cmd_out 
      from l5 to Wait 
      do { t = 0;  
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           timeout = timeout_val + timeout_eps; 
           wrap_mot_cmd(Watchdog_mot_cmd_cmd_val); 
           writelog("INFO","Watchdog", "[Watchdog] [test_cmd] Stop command",""); 
         } 
  end 
 
  // Compound types 
  compound type Syst() 
    component Watchdog Watchdog() 
  end 
end 

(a) BIP model of the Watchdog 

#ifndef _BIP_Model_ExternInterfaceViewFcns_HPP_ 
#define _BIP_Model_ExternInterfaceViewFcns_HPP_ 
 
#include <iostream> 
#include <queue> 
#include <chrono> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <sstream> 
#include <string> 
#include <unordered_map> 
#include <mutex> 
#include "C_ASN1_Types.h" 
 
//#define _DEBUG_BIP 
 
bool is_debug(); 
 
using namespace std; 
 
// Standard functions 
 
void write(const bool i); 
void writeln(const bool i); 
void write(const int i); 
void writeln(const int i); 
void write(const double i); 
void writeln(const double i); 
void write(const string i); 
void writeln(const string i); 
void write(const char* s); 
void writeln(const char* s); 
 
void writelog(const string purpose, const string component, const string message, const string value); 
 
// FDIR configuration functions 
 
void fdir_init_config(); 
const double get_init_time(); 
const double get_wdog_timeout(); 
const double get_wdog_eps(); 
 
// BIP-FDIR wrappers for halt actions  
void wrap_mot_cmd(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &val); 
 
// Queue for executing out messages 
 
typedef queue<string> queueOuts; 
typedef queue<asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D> queueStatusOuts; 
 
extern mutex mtx; 
extern queueOuts qo; 
extern queueStatusOuts qso; 
 
// Type for interface test_cmd 
 
const double get_rad(const asn1SccBase_Angle &v); 
void set_rad(asn1SccBase_Angle &v, const double val); 
void writeln(const asn1SccBase_Angle &v); 
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const double get_translation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v); 
void set_translation (asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v, const double val); 
const double get_rotation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v); 
void set_rotation(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v, const double val); 
const double get_heading(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v); 
void set_heading(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v, const double val); 
void writeln(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v); 
ostream &operator<<(ostream &os, const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v); 
 
#endif 

(b) External functions header 

#include "ExternInterfaceViewFcns.hpp" 
 
bool is_debug(){ 
#ifdef _DEBUG_BIP 
  return true; 
#endif 
  return false; 
} 
 
// Variable containing the configuration parameters for watchdog (e.g., thresholds) 
unordered_map<string, double> fdirDict; 
 
void fdir_init_config(){ 
  ifstream fin("/home/taste/esrocos_workspace/tutorial_integration_bip/config.cfg"); 
  for (string line ; getline(fin, line); ) { 
    istringstream ssin(line); 
    string name, sep; 
    double val; 
    ssin >> name >> sep >> val; 
 
    if (name != "" && name[0] != '#')  
      fdirDict[name] = val; 
  } 
} 
 
const double get_init_time(){ 
  return fdirDict["max_init_time"]; 
} 
 
const double get_wdog_timeout(){ 
  return fdirDict["wdog_timeout"]; 
} 
 
const double get_wdog_eps(){ 
  return fdirDict["wdog_eps"]; 
} 
 
void write(const bool i){ 
  cout<<i; 
} 
 
void writeln(const bool i){ 
  cout<<i<<endl; 
} 
 
void write(const int i){ 
  cout<<i; 
} 
 
void writeln(const int i){ 
  cout<<i<<endl; 
} 
 
void write(const double i){ 
  cout<<i; 
} 
 
void writeln(const double i){ 
  cout<<i<<endl; 
} 
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void write(const string i){ 
  cout<<i; 
} 
 
void writeln(const string i){ 
  cout<<i<<endl; 
} 
 
void write(const char* s){ 
  cout<<s; 
} 
 
void writeln(const char* s){ 
  cout<<s<<endl; 
} 
 
void writelog(const string purpose, const string component, const string message,const string value){ 
  cout<<"["<<purpose<<"] [BIP::"<<component<<"] - "<<message<<" "<<value<<endl; 
} 
 
mutex mtx; 
queueOuts qo; 
queueStatusOuts qso; 
 
void wrap_mot_cmd(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &val){ 
  mtx.lock(); 
  qo.push("watchdog_RI_mot_cmd"); 
  qso.push(val); 
  mtx.unlock(); 
} 
 
const double get_rad(const asn1SccBase_Angle &v){ 
  return v.rad; 
} 
 
void set_rad(asn1SccBase_Angle &v, const double val){ 
  v.rad = val; 
} 
 
void writeln(const asn1SccBase_Angle &v){ 
  cout<<get_rad(v)<<endl; 
} 
 
const double get_translation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v){ 
  return v.translation; 
} 
 
void set_translation (asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v, const double val){ 
  v.translation = val; 
} 
 
const double get_rotation(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v){ 
  return v.rotation; 
} 
 
void set_rotation(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v, const double val){ 
  v.rotation = val; 
} 
 
const double get_heading(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v){ 
  return get_rad(v.heading); 
} 
 
void set_heading(asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v, const double val){ 
  set_rad(v.heading,val); 
} 
 
ostream &operator<<(ostream &os, const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v){ 
  os<<v.translation<<" "<<v.rotation<<" "<<get_rad(v.heading); 
  return os; 
} 
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void writeln(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D &v){ 
  cout<<v<<endl; 
} 

(c) External functions implementation 

Figure 5-23. Complete BIP model and external code for the Watchdog component 

The model above is run through the BIP compiler to obtain the C++ code as a static library. Next the 
library of both the model and the engine is used from the wrappers that are used by TASTE. More 
specifically, BipWrapper.hpp/.cc file is implemented and the dependency between files is as follows. 

 

Figure 5-24. BipWrapper dependencies 

The initialization of the TASTE component is done with 2 wrappers. The first one – initialize_model() – 

instantiates the BIP model consisting of the Watchdog component, instantiates one instance of the BIP 
engine and initializes the components of the BIP model. The second one – start_engine() – starts  the 
engine instance created before and this execution is done on a new thread. 

For each provided interface of the component, a new wrapper is implemented. This wrapper, e.g., 
execute_port_test_cmd() – gets the corresponding external port in the BIP component and casts it to 
the specified type within the model. Next, pushes the received value to the port to be executed. 

Finally, the cyclic provided interface added is used to execute the required interfaces requests demanded 

by the BIP model/engine. At each activation, it empties the queue and sends the corresponding requests. 

For the above case study the implementation is as follows. 

#include "watchdog.h" 
#include "BipWrapper.h" 
#include <thread> 
 
void watchdog_startup() 
{ 
    /* Write your initialization code here, 
       but do not make any call to a required interface. */ 
    initialize_model(); 
  std::thread *thrd = new thread(start_engine); 
} 
 
void watchdog_PI_test_cmd(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D *IN_cmd_val) 
{ 
    /* Write your code here! */ 
    execute_port_test_cmd(IN_cmd_val); 
} 
 
void watchdog_PI_purge() 
{ 
    /* Write your code here! */ 
    execute_purge(); 
} 

(a) TASTE template 

#include "BipWrapper.h" 
#include "watchdog.h" 
 
Atom *fdir; 
map<string, AtomExternalPort *> portsFdir; 
AtomScheduler *scheduler; 
 
void initialize_model(){ 
  Component *root = deploy(0,NULL); 
#ifdef _DEBUG_BIP 
  writelog("INFO","Watchdog","System instantiated",""); 
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#endif 
 
  const CT__InterfaceView__Syst syst =  *(dynamic_cast<CT__InterfaceView__Syst*>(root)); 
 
  map<string, Component *> comps = syst.components(); 
 
  auto search = comps.find("Watchdog"); 
  if (search != comps.end()) 
    fdir = dynamic_cast<Atom *>(search->second); 
  else 
    writelog("ERROR","Watchdog","Component not found",""); 
 
  const Atom *aux = fdir; 
  portsFdir = aux->externalPorts(); 
 
  scheduler = new AtomScheduler(*fdir, false); 
  scheduler->initialize(); 
#ifdef _DEBUG_BIP 
  writelog("INFO","Watchdog","Engine instantiated",""); 
#endif 
} 
 
void start_engine(){ 
  BipError &error = scheduler->run(); 
} 
 
void execute_purge(){ 
  mtx.lock(); 
  while(qo.size() > 0){ 
    string sig = qo.front(); 
    qo.pop(); 
    const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D v = qso.front(); 
    qso.pop(); 
#ifdef _DEBUG_BIP 
    writelog("INFO","Watchdog","Send command",""); 
#endif 
    watchdog_RI_mot_cmd(&v); 
  } 
  mtx.unlock(); 
} 
 
void execute_port_test_cmd(const asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D *IN_cmd_val){ 
#ifdef _DEBUG_BIP 
  stringstream ss; 
  ss<<*IN_cmd_val; 
  writelog("INFO","Watchdog","Received test_cmd",ss.str()); 
#endif  
 
  //Get corresponding Bip input port 
  ExternalPortCmdWdog *testCmdPortIn = 
dynamic_cast<ExternalPortCmdWdog*>(portsFdir["Watchdog_test_cmd_in"]); 
  testCmdPortIn->push(*IN_cmd_val); 
} 

(b) BipWrapper 

Figure 5-25. Wrappers connecting TASTE and BIP 

The libraries dependencies need to be set in the user_init_pre.sh file of Taste. For example, 

ORCHESTRATOR_OPTIONS+=" -e 
x86_functional:/home/taste/esrocos_workspace/tutorial_integration_bip/bipmodel/include" 
ORCHESTRATOR_OPTIONS+=" -e 
x86_functional:/home/taste/esrocos_workspace/tutorial_integration_bip/bipengine/include/generic" 
ORCHESTRATOR_OPTIONS+=" -e 
x86_functional:/home/taste/esrocos_workspace/tutorial_integration_bip/bipengine/include/specific" 
ORCHESTRATOR_OPTIONS+=" -l 
x86_functional:/home/taste/esrocos_workspace/tutorial_integration_bip/bipmodel/lib/libpack__InterfaceView.
a" 
ORCHESTRATOR_OPTIONS+=" -l 
x86_functional:/home/taste/esrocos_workspace/tutorial_integration_bip/bipengine/lib/libengine.a" 

The configuration is ready and the TASTE design can now be built and executed. 
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5.3.4. INTEGRATION WITH THE ROS AND ROCK FRAMEWORKS 

5.3.4.1. IMPORTING ROCK DATA TYPES 

In order to integrate components and libraries originating from the ROCK domain, ESROCOS provides 
the rock2asn1 tool to import ROCK data types and generate equivalent ASN.1 definitions that can be 
used in TASTE models. In addition, the tool also generates a library for converting between these ASN.1 
types (compiled to C by TASTE) and the corresponding ROCK C++ types.  

Since all interfaces provided in TASTE middleware are coded in ASN.1, ESROCOS makes this tool 
available in order the user is able to reuse all functionality that these typical robotic types provide in a 
robotic application. 

In addition, it is possible to implement a user C++ library in ROCK in order to use an own C++ class. 
The rock2asn1 tool provides autogenerated code (ASN.1 types and conversion functions) to use these 
user-defined types with the TASTE middleware.  

Steps for creating a library 

In ESROCOS the base/types library from ROCK is installed by default. For each ROCK library that is 
installed in an autoproj system, there exists an XML file where all information related to each defined 
type is stored. In the case of base/types, the file base.tlb is installed in <esrocos-
ws>/install/share/orogen. The rock2asn1 tool has been tested using this base.tlb.  

If a user wishes to define import another types library, it is possible to create it, typing the following 
commands: 

$ rock-create-lib user/<lib_name>  

% cd user/<lib_name> 

$ amake 

These steps will create a .tlb file with data types information located in  
~/esrocos_workspace/install/share/orogen/xxx.tlb 

 

Steps for creating an ASN.1 library and support library. 

With a single command invokation, the rock2asn1 tool generates two different libraries: 

- ASN.1 library in types/<lib_name> 

- C++ library of conversion functions in types/<lib_name>_suport 

The command to generate these libraries is rock2asn1_generate.py, which is invoked as follows: 

$ rock2asn1_generate.py <tlb-file> <outdir-asn> <outdir-support> 

For example, in order to create an ASN.1 library with a library that supports C++ conversion from 
base/types ROCK library, it is necessary to run: 

$ ./rock2asn1_generate.py ~/esrocos_workspace/install/share/orogen/base.tlb 
~/esrocos_workspace/types/base/ ~/esrocos_workspace/types/base_support/ 

$ cd ~/esrocos_workspace/types/base/ 

$ amake 

$ cd ~/esrocos_workspace/types/base_support/  

$ amake 

 

Types defined in ASN.1 

The library types/<lib_name> defines ASN.1 types corresponding each type defined in the .tlb file, 

except for the basic types in which the conversion is direct. 

For each .tlb file the files that are created are: 

- taste-extended.asn 
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- taste-types.asn 

- <tlb_name>.asn 

- userdefs-<tlb_name>.asn 

Numeric types and string types that are supported by the tool are exposed in the following table: 

Type in XML Type in ASN.1 ASN1 file 

Numeric (bool) T-Boolean 

taste-types.asn 

int8_t T-int8 

Char T-Uint8 

Int32_t T-Int32 

Uint32_t T-UInt32 

int 16_t  T-Int 16 

taste-extended.asn 

uint16_t  T-Uint16 

int64_t  T-Int64 

uint64_t    T-Uint64 

float32_t   T-Float 

float64_t   T-Double 

/std/string  T-String 

Below, taste-types.asn (this is the original from TASTE) and taste-extended.asn (defined in ESROCOS) 
are shown. This two source files are common for all libraries generated by the tool. 

 

taste-types.asn 

TASTE-BasicTypes DEFINITIONS ::= 

BEGIN 

-- Set of TASTE predefined basic types 

T-Int32 ::=  INTEGER (-2147483648 .. 2147483647) 

T-UInt32 ::= INTEGER (0 .. 4294967295) 

T-Int8 ::= INTEGER (-128 .. 127) 

T-UInt8 ::= INTEGER (0 .. 255) 

T-Boolean ::= BOOLEAN 

END 

 

taste-extended.asn 

TASTE-ExtendedTypes DEFINITIONS ::= 

BEGIN 

IMPORTS  

T-Int32, T-UInt32, T-Int8, T-UInt8, T-Boolean  FROM TASTE-BasicTypes; 

-- Set of TASTE predefined basic types 

T-Double ::= REAL (-1.7976931348623157e+308..1.7976931348623157E308) 

T-Float ::= REAL (-3.402823466E+38..3.402823466e+38) 

T-Int16 ::= INTEGER (-32768..32767 ) 

T-UInt16 ::= INTEGER (0 .. 65535 ) 

T-UInt64 ::= INTEGER (0..9223372036854775807) 

T-Int64 ::= INTEGER (-9223372036854775807.. 9223372036854775807) 

T-String ::= T-StringP{numT-String} 

T-StringP{T-UInt32: maxT-String} ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..maxT-String)) 

numT-String T-UInt32::= 200 

T-Time ::= SEQUENCE 

{ 

     sec  T-UInt32, 

     nsec T-UInt32 

}  

END 
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The number of characters in a string is fixed. But, this value is re-configurable from taste-extended.asn, 
and it also would be possible to define in an own ASN.1 file a type with other number of characters, for 
example: 

my-string.asn 

MyStringTypes DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN  

IMPORTS  

T-UInt32 FROM TASTE-BasicTypes T-StringP FROM TASTE-ExtendedTypes;  

numStringSize2 T-UInt32 ::= 100  

--String of maximun 100 characters 

T-String-short ::= T-StringP{numStringSize2} 

END 

The types that are parametrizable as T-String has developed a pair of template functions in order to be 
able convert any type derived of any size.  

<tlb_name>.asn defines the types imported from the ROCK library, while userdefs-<tlb_name>.asn 

defines the maximum size of those types that are parametrizable. Each application should instantiate a 
userdefs-<tlb_name>.asn file with appropriate data sizes (see section 5.4.1.1). 

For each type defined in the <tlb_name>.asn file, a pair of conversion functions between the C (TASTE) 
and C++ (ROCK) representations of the type are created in the library types/<tlb_name>_support. 
Internally TASTE always generates a C library, with a C type for each ASN.1 type except for the dynamic 
types. For this reason it is necessary to define the parametrizable type and to instantiate it. 

All type names in ASN.1 are compiled by TASTE into C using the following transformation rule: 

<c-name>  ‘asn1Scc’ + <asn-name>, where all underscore characters ‘_’ are replaced with ‘-’. 

 

Tag in XML  Definition in ASN.1 Is it parametrizable? 

enum <asn-name>::= ENUMERADTED 

{…} 

 

No 

Compound <asn-name> ::= SEQUENCE 

{…} 

 

If the sequence is ‘OF’ a given type 

Container <asn-name>P{T-UInt32: max-<asn-name>} ::= 
SEQUENCE(SIZE(1..maxBase-<asn-name>)) OF … 

<asn_name> ::= <asn-name>P{num<asn-name>} 

 

Yes, num<asn-name> it is defined in 
userdefs-<tlb_name>.asn 

Some samples of ASN.1 types imported from ROCK are shown below. 

 

Example of enum type 

--Definition Base-JointState-MODE starts 

Base-JointState-MODE ::= ENUMERATED 

{ 

    base-jointstate-mode-acceleration, 

    base-jointstate-mode-effort, 

    base-jointstate-mode-position, 

    base-jointstate-mode-raw, 

    base-jointstate-mode-speed, 

    base-jointstate-mode-unset 

} 

 

Example of compound type 

--Definition Base-Pose starts 

Base-Pose ::= SEQUENCE 

{ 
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Example of compound type 

    position  Wrappers-Vector3d, 

    orientation  Wrappers-Quaterniond 

} 

 

Example of container type 

--Definition Base-JointTrajectoryP starts 

Base-JointTrajectoryP {T-UInt32: maxBase-JointTrajectory} ::= SEQUENCE(SIZE(1..maxBase-JointTrajectory)) 
OF Base-JointState 

-- Definition Base-JointTrajectoryP ends 

 

--Definition Base-JointTrajectory starts 

Base-JointTrajectory ::= Base-JointTrajectoryP{numBase-JointTrajectory} 

-- Definition Base-JointTrajectory ends 

For each container type, two different types are generated. This way it is possible to define a second 
type with different length, if needed by the application. 

The opaque types in ROCK are marshalled as wrapper types. rock2asn1 generates the ASN.1 
representation of these wrapper types.  

When a type contains any field of an opaque type in the conversion functions, an intermediate 
conversion function must be supplied by the user function. This source code is the only that the users 
should complete manually.  

For alias types, rock2asn1 generates a type in ASN.1 with the same name for it and for the rest of 
sources. 

 

Conversion function between C and C++ types 

For each complex C type resulted from an ASN.1 type, a header and a source file are created in the 

types/<tlb_name>_support library: 

- <asn-name>.hpp  

- <asn-name>.cpp  

The conversion functions have the following format, when the type is not parametrizable: 

//Conversion functions from asn1 to C++ type 
void <C type>_fromAsn1(<C++ type>& result, const <C type>& asnVal); 
 
//Conversion functions from C++ to Asn1 type 
void <C type>_toAsn1(<C_type>& result, const <C++ type>& baseObj); 

If it is parametrizable type, the conversion function is a template function: 

//Conversion functions from asn1 to C++ type 
template <typename T>  
void <C type>_fromAsn1(<C++ type>& result, const T& asnVal, asn1SccT_Uint32 length_num<Parameter1 
>=num<Parameter 1>, …, asn1SccT_Uint32 length_num<ParameterN> =num<Parameter N>) 
{ 
 … 
} 
 
//Conversion functions from C++ to Asn1 type 
template <typename T>  
void <C type>_toAsn1(T& result, const <C++ type>& baseObj, , asn1SccT_Uint32 length_num<Parameter1 
>=num<Parameter 1>, …, asn1SccT_Uint32 length_num<ParameterN> =num<Parameter N>)) 
{ 
  … 
} 

For the opaque types, the following source files are created: 

- OpaqueConversion.hpp 
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- OpaqueConversion.cpp 

For each opque type, a pair of functions are declared. The user should add the implementation of these 
functions. It is the only part that is not autogenerated.  

void <opaque-type>__fromIntermediate(<opaque-type>& result, const <C++ type marshalled>); 
void <opaque-type>__toIntermediate(<C++ type marshalled>& result, const <opaque-type> cppVal);  

For opaque types, a corresponding ASN.1 type does not exist. Instead, an ASN.1 type is created for the 
corresponding marshalled type.  

5.3.4.2. IMPORTING ROS DATA TYPES 

In the same way as for ROCK, ESROCOS includes the ros2asn1 tool that can import ROS data types into 
equivalent ASN.1 type definitions for use in TASTE models, and in particular for integration with ROS 

using middleware bridges (see Section 5.3.4.4). 

In contrast to the ROCK data types import, the ROS import does not generate a type conversions library. 
This is not so necessary in ROS because the TASTE-ROS bridge functionality uses Python and relies on 
the introspection capabilities of the language to convert the data types. 

The ros2asn1 tool has the following signature: 

ros2asn1_generate.py <outdir-asn> 

Where <outdir-asn> is the output directory where the generated ASN.1 data types will be placed. 

The tool requires the ROS environment to be loaded in the shell (the location of the ROS environment 
setup script depends on the installation, for instance <ros_catkin_ws>/install_isolated/setup.bash). 

Running the ros2asn1_generate.py script will process all the ROS message types available in the current 
installation, and will generate the equivalent ASN.1 data types that can be used in TASTE models. 

For each ROS package that defines messages, a pair of ASN.1 files will be generated. For instance, for 
the package sensor-msgs, the files sensor_msgs.asn and userdefs-sensor_msgs.asn are generated. The 

first contains the ASN.1 type definitions, while the second contains ASN.1 constant definitions that allow 
the user to adjust the size of the data types. The userdefs file is necessary because TASTE requires that 

the data types used in the function interfaces have a fixed size. 

For instance, the ROS message type Sensor-msgs-Types/PointCloud is defined as follows: 

# This message holds a collection of 3d points, plus optional additional 
# information about each point. 
 
# Time of sensor data acquisition, coordinate frame ID. 
Header header 
 
# Array of 3d points. Each Point32 should be interpreted as a 3d point 
# in the frame given in the header. 
geometry_msgs/Point32[] points 
 
# Each channel should have the same number of elements as points array, 
# and the data in each channel should correspond 1:1 with each point. 
# Channel names in common practice are listed in ChannelFloat32.msg. 
ChannelFloat32[] channels 

The ros2asn1 tool generates the following definition in ASN.1 in the file sensor_msgs.asn. 

Sensor-msgs-PointCloud ::= SEQUENCE 
{ 
    header Std-msgs-Header, 
    points SEQUENCE (SIZE(0..max-Sensor-msgs-PointCloud)) OF Geometry-msgs-Point32, 
    channels SEQUENCE (SIZE(0..max-Sensor-msgs-PointCloud)) OF Sensor-msgs-ChannelFloat32 
} 

Which uses the size constant max-Sensor-msgs-PointCloud, defined in userdefs-sensor_msgs.asn. 

-- Size constant for type Sensor-msgs-PointCloud 
max-Sensor-msgs-PointCloud T-UInt32 ::= 60 
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ESROCOS provides the package types/ros with a large collection of ROS message data types imported 
with ros2asn1 and ready to use in models. The data types are installed in the folder 
<esrocos_ws>/install/types/ros. New types can be imported by the user as needed.  

In order to use ROS data types in a TASTE model: 

1. Copy the desired userdefs-<message_types>.asn files to the model directory. 

2. Edit the constants in the userdefs-<message_types>.asn files to adjust the size of the data 
types with configurable lengths. 

3. Import the userdefs-<message_types>.asn files into the TASTE model, by right-clicking in 
DataViews and selecting Import ASN file. 

4. Import the desired <message_types>.asn files into the TASTE model. 

Steps 3 and 4 can be done in the command line using the taste-update-dataview tool. This can be 
automated using a script, which can then be called manually or from the model’s user_init_pre.sh script. 

An example script is shown below: 

update_data_view.sh 

export FILES=" 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ros/taste-extended.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ros/geometry_msgs.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ros/std_msgs.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ros/userdefs-geometry_msgs.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ros/userdefs-std_msgs.asn \ 

" 

echo "Updating DataView.aadl" 

taste-update-data-view $FILES 

5.3.4.3. ROCK BRIDGE GENERATION 

A TASTE-ROCK bridge is a middleware component which communicate both frameworks generating 

code for each platform and letting them to be compiled and run together.  

 

Figure 5-26. ROCK bridge diagram 

The bridge is composed by three components, as is shown in Figure 5-26: 

 A TASTE function in a complete model, that is created with its RIs and PIs interfaces as the developer 

wants, the only restriction is that each interfaces must have one, and only one, parameter. 

 An oroGen component, auto-generated by the tool’s binary. 

 Type conversion functions between ASN.1 and ROCK types, this functions are required to change 
the data types between a TASTE interface and an Orocos port. 

Once the bridge is created, user should create an Orocos script in ruby that connects and initializes the 
oroGen components, including the bridge one, as a typical ROCK execution. 

ESROCOS provides the tool create_rock_bridge to automatically generate a bridge component from 

one function in a TASTE model. 

The TASTE model must be built as a shared library to allow the task of the oroGen component call RIs 
interfaces functions to send data from an input port to an RI and initialize the entire model. Also, the 
bridge function of the TASTE model knows the instance of the oroGen task to call functions when a PI 
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is called to transform the parameter type and send it through an output port to another oroGen 
component. 

To understand the usage process of this tool easily there are some examples in 
<esrocos_ws>/tools/rock_bridge/test that is going to be used as a tutorial, copy the content of this 

folder to (for example) ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial to avoid overwriting original files. 

The process of the creation and usage of the bridge is composed of four steps that is going to be 
explained below and, also, there will be commands that could be executed in a terminal using the 
ESROCOS workspace to create and use the bridge with a preinstalled example. 

 

$ cp -R ~/esrocos_workspace/tools/rock_bridge/test/ ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/ 

$ cd ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/camera_simulator; amake 

 

1. Create your TASTE model 

- One function will be the bridge (PIoutput_port and RIinput_port) 

- One parameter per interface (this will be checked by the tool) 

- In deployment view bind the bridge function (and others you want) to an x86.linux_dll 
partition 

- Build your model 

 

$ cd ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/taste_clean; ./build-script.sh 

 

2. Run the create_rock_bridge script; it receives four parameters: 

- Absolute path to your taste model skeletons 

- Name of the function that will be the bridge. 

- Absolute path to the TASTE model’s iv.py (usually 

<taste_model_folder>/binary.c/iv.py) 

- Absolute path to the shared library generated by TASTE (usually 
<taste_model_folder>/binary.c/binaries/x86_linux.so) 

 

$ cd ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial 

$ create_rock_bridge ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/taste_clean camera_rock_bridge 
~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/taste_clean/binary.c/iv.py 
~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/taste_clean/binary.c/binaries/x86_partition.so 

 

3. Re-build your TASTE model; the code of the bridge function and scripts that affects the build 

process of TASTE have been changed so a re-build is needed. 

 

$ cd ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/taste_clean 

$ ./build-script.sh 

 

4. The final step is just to test if the bridge works; using an example Orocos script that connects 
the oroGen created and another that was installed previously for testing purposes.  

 

$ cd ~/Desktop/rock_bridge_tutorial/scripts 

$ ruby SimCamera-Taste.rb 
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5.3.4.4. ROS BRIDGE GENERATION 

Similarly to the TASTE-ROCK bridge, ESROCOS provides a tool to generate a bridge components 

between the PolyORB-HI and the ROS middleware environments. The creation of a TASTE-ROS bridge 
component starts from a TASTE model.  

One function within the model, which must be of type “GUI”, is selected to generate the bridge 
component. The tool will create a rospy script and a shared library that will map the TASTE and ROS 
interfaces at runtime: 

 Each PI of the TASTE function will be mapped to a ROS topic publisher, so when the PI is invoked 
by the TASTE application a topic message will be published for subscribers in the ROS domain. 

 Each RI of the TASTE function will be mapped to a ROS topic subscriber, so when a ROS node 
publishes a message in the corresponding topic, the TASTE RI will be invoked. 

The bridge mechanism makes use of the ASN.1 data types imported from ROS (see Section 5.3.4.2). 

The data type conversion relies on code introspection using the capabilities of Python. 

The fact that the TASTE function to generate the bridge must be a GUI implies that it must be deployed 
in a Linux partition. In addition, its provided and required interfaces must be of type sporadic. 

The TASTE-ROS bridge generator has the following signature: 

create_ros_bridge <taste-binary-folder> <function-name> <output-folder> 

Where: 

 taste-binary-folder is the build folder of the TASTE model, normally <model_folder>/binary.c; note 
that this folder is created once the TASTE model is built with build-script.sh 

 function-name is the name of the TASTE function in the model from which the bridge will be 
generated; this function must be configured to be of type GUI (this is selected by setting the function 
property Language to GUI) 

 output-folder is the path of a folder where the ROS bridge component will be generated. 

IMPORTANT: Ensure that the ROS environment is loaded before invoking the create_ros_bridge tool. 
Otherwise the tool will fail to import the required ROS Python modules (rospy, rosmsg, etc.). 

After the successful execution of create_ros_bridge, the output folder will contain the following: 

 <function_name>.py, a Python script that will launch a ROS node, using rospy, that implements the 
bridge between the TASTE and ROS middlewares. 

 tasteInterface, a folder containing a set of scripts and shared libraries that allow the external 
interaction with a running TASTE application from Python. 

Example 1:  

This example can be found in the ESROCOS installation at the folder 
<esrocos_ws>/tools/ros_bridge/tests/echo_point. The example consists of a test function in TASTE that 
sends a value of type Point (64-bit) to ROS, and a ROS node that converts it to Point32 and returns it 
to TASTE. 

Figure 5-27 shows the TASTE Interface View for this example, containing the functions test and 

ros_bridge. The latter is of type “GUI”. The TASTE model is provided in the folder taste_clean, which 

can be copied to the desired location. 

 

Figure 5-27. TASTE-ROS bridge: example 1, Interface View 

The steps to generate the bridge component are the following: 
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1. Ensure that both the environment files for ESROCOS (<esrocos_ws>/env.sh), TASTE 
(~/.bashrc.taste) and ROS environment files (e.g., 
<ros_catkin_ws>/install_isolated/setup.bash, depending on the installation). 

2. Build the TASTE model (in a new directory): 

$ cp –r taste_clean taste 

$ cd taste 

$ ./build-script.sh 

$ cd .. 

3. Run the bridge generation tool, passing as arguments the path to the TASTE model binary.c 
folder, the name of the function for which the bridge will be generated (ros_bridge), and the 
output directory (bridge): 

$ create_ros_bridge taste/binary.c/ ros_bridge bridge 

4. Verify that the output has been generated: 

$ ls bridge 

ros_bridge.py  tasteInterface 

To test the bridge, echo open four terminals and ensure that the ESROCOS and ROS environments are 
loaded in all of them. 

1. In the first terminal, launch ROS core:  

$ roscore 

2. In the second one, start the ROS node provided with the sample: 

$ ./rosnode/point_echo.py 

initializing ROS node point_echo 

creating publisher 'point32fromRos' of type 'geometry_msgs.msg.Point32' 

creating subscriber 'pointToRos' of type 'geometry_msgs.msg.Point' 

running 

3. In the third terminal, launch the TASTE application (the application starts printing the point data 

sent): 

$ ./taste/binary.c/binaries/x86_partition 
send point64 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000  
send point64 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 

4. In the last terminal, launch the bridge node: 

$ ./bridge/ros_bridge.py 

Once the bridge node is started, the ROS node will start printing the received data. 

callback echo_point  
x: 1.0 
y: 1.0 
z: 1.0 
callback echo_point  
x: 2.0 
y: 2.0 
z: 2.0 
callback echo_point  
x: 3.0 
y: 3.0 
z: 3.0 

And the TASTE application will print also the data echoed by the ROS node: 

send point64 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000  
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recv point32 1001.000000 1001.000000 1001.000000  
send point64 2.000000 2.000000 2.000000  
recv point32 1002.000000 1002.000000 1002.000000  
send point64 3.000000 3.000000 3.000000  
recv point32 1003.000000 1003.000000 1003.000000 

Example 2: 

A more complex example is provided in the folder <esrocos_ws>/tools/ros_bridge/tests/echo_point. 

This example publishes robot pose data for a UR-5 robotic arm, which can then be visualized with RVIZ. 

The sample model includes the bridge function joints_bridge. Build the TASTE model as described in 
Example 1, and generate the bridge component with: 

$ create_ros_bridge taste/binary.c/ joints_bridge bridge 

In order to visualize the robot pose, an RVIZ configuration with the UR-5 robot model is necessary. This 
configuration can be obtained from: https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/esrocos/ros-ur5_robot.git. This 

repository provides a ROS package that should be installed in the local catkin workspace. 

$ cd <ros_catkin_ws>/src 

$ git clone https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/esrocos/ros-ur5_robot.git ur5_robot 

$ cd .. 

$ catkin_make_isolated --pkg ur5_robot --install 

To test the bridge, open four terminals and ensure that the ESROCOS and ROS environments are loaded 
in all of them. 

1. In the first terminal, launch ROS core:  

$ roscore 

2. In the second one, go to the catkin workspace and launch RVIZ: 

$ roslaunch src/ur5_robot/launch/test_bridge.launch  

3. In the third terminal, launch the TASTE application: 

$ ./taste/binary.c/binaries/x86_partition 

4. In the last terminal, launch the bridge node: 

$ ./bridge/joints_bridge.py 

The robot model should be displayed in the RVIZ window, and it should start moving according to the 
poses generated from the TASTE application. 

 

https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/esrocos/ros-ur5_robot.git
https://spass-git-ext.gmv.com/esrocos/ros-ur5_robot.git
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Figure 5-28. TASTE-ROS bridge: example 2, RVIZ window 

5.3.4.5. EXPORTING TASTE MODELS TO ROCK 

In order to provide an entry point to the TASTE framework for ROCK users, ESROCOS provides the 
taste2rock tool that can read a TASTE Interface View and generate an equivalent set of ROCK tasks, or 
more precisely Orocos tasks. 

The signature of the tool is: 

taste2rock_generator.py <taste_binary_dir> <rock_package_name> 

Where <taste_binary_dir> is the build directory of the TASTE model (normally binary.c), and 
<rock_package_name> is the name of a ROCK package that will contain the tasks generated from all 
the functions in the TASTE model. 

TASTE and Rock follow different approaches for the definition of the system. TASTE architecture 

elements must therefore be mapped to Rock abstractions by the taste2rock transform. The Table 5-4 
presents the mapping to Rock of each of the elements in the TASTE Interface View.  

Table 5-4. Transformation from TASTE Interface View to ROCK 

TASTE IV element ROCK transform Remarks and limitations 

Function Task context Each function is characterized by its interfaces, properties and internal state. 
Each function is mapped into a Rock task context. 

The activation mode of the ROCK task is port-driven. Cyclic PIs are handled 
by adding extra elements. This allows to combine sporadic and cyclic 
behaviour in the task context, which is not normally possible in Rock. 

Sporadic PI Input port ROCK input ports receive one parameter, so the TASTE interface must 
comply with this restriction (in the case of a sporadic PI with zero 
parameters, the tool automatically generates a dummy parameter). 

Cyclic PI Input port + 
activator task 

Cyclic PIs are mapped in the same way as a sporadic PI with zero 
parameters.  

In addition, an activator task is generated. This is a task context with periodic 
activation (with period defined in TASTE) and one output port.  

Sporadic RI Output port  Each sporadic RI is mapped to an output port with the same data type as 
the matching PI. 

Protected PI Operation  Protected PIs are converted into task operations, set to execute the method 
by the providing task (hence providing mutual exclusion between callers). 
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TASTE IV element ROCK transform Remarks and limitations 

Unprotected PI Operation run by 
caller thread  

Unprotected PIs are converted into task operations, set to execute the 
method by the caller (hence not providing mutual exclusion). 

Only these elements from the TASTE Interface View are mapped to ROCK. The remaining TASTE views 
are not used, nor other elements or properties defined in the Interface View. 

The taste2rock tool generates a set of .orogen files and invokes the orogen tool to generate the tasks 
code skeletons. The orogen tool prompts the user to enter the information and dependencies of each 

task in the model. The following extract shows the usage of the tool with the example that can be found 
in <esrocos_ws>/tools/taste2rock/tests (user input is shown in bold). 

$ taste2rock_generator.py model1/binary.c taste2rock_test1  
========================================== 
Creating Orogen component for the TASTE function taste2rock_test1_consumer. Enter data for 
taste2rock_test1_consumer. 
------------------------------------------ 
We require some information to update the manifest.xml 
------------------------------------------ 
Brief package description (Press ENTER when finished): 
The consumer 
Long description:  
This is the consumer 
Author:  
esrocos 
Author email:  
 
Url (optional): 
http://www.h2020-esrocos.eu/ 
Enter your dependencies as a comma separated list. Press ENTER when finished: 
 
 
oroGen package template successfully created. You should now cd in the 
taste2rock_test1_consumer/ folder and edit the taste2rock_test1_consumer.orogen file to describe your 
types and components. 
Then, re-run rock-create-orogen without arguments to finalize the package creation. If the command fails, 
you should fix the reported problem(s) and run rock-create-orogen again until it passes. 
 
Once there are no errors left, run then 
  amake 
to build and install the package 
 
========================================== 
Creating Orogen component for the TASTE function taste2rock_test1_producer. Enter data for 
taste2rock_test1_producer. 
------------------------------------------ 
We require some information to update the manifest.xml 
------------------------------------------ 
Brief package description (Press ENTER when finished): 
The producer 
Long description:  
This is the producer 
Author:  
esrocos 
Author email:  
 
Url (optional): 
http://www.h2020-esrocos.eu/ 
Enter your dependencies as a comma separated list. Press ENTER when finished: 
 
 
oroGen package template successfully created. You should now cd in the 
taste2rock_test1_producer/ folder and edit the taste2rock_test1_producer.orogen file to describe your 
types and components. 
Then, re-run rock-create-orogen without arguments to finalize the package creation. If the command fails, 
you should fix the reported problem(s) and run rock-create-orogen again until it passes. 
 
Once there are no errors left, run then 
  amake 
to build and install the package 
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Orogen files have been created for the TASTE functions. 
Generate ROCK task skeletons? [Y/n] 
y 
Initialized empty Git repository in 
/home/esrocos/esrocos_workspace/tools/taste2rock/tests/taste2rock_test1/taste2rock_test1_consumer/.git/ 
[master (root-commit) 837bdc0] initial commit by rock-create-orogen 
 9 files changed, 1691 insertions(+) 
 create mode 100644 .gitignore 
 create mode 100644 CMakeLists.txt 
 create mode 100644 Doxyfile.in 
 create mode 100644 manifest.xml 
 create mode 100644 tasks/CMakeLists.txt 
 create mode 100644 tasks/taste2rock_test1_consumerTask.cpp 
 create mode 100644 tasks/taste2rock_test1_consumerTask.hpp 
 create mode 100644 taste2rock_test1_consumer.orogen 
 create mode 100644 taste2rock_test1_consumerTypes.hpp 
Initialized empty Git repository in 
/home/esrocos/esrocos_workspace/tools/taste2rock/tests/taste2rock_test1/taste2rock_test1_producer/.git/ 
[master (root-commit) 65ffda6] initial commit by rock-create-orogen 
 11 files changed, 1842 insertions(+) 
 create mode 100644 .gitignore 
 create mode 100644 CMakeLists.txt 
 create mode 100644 Doxyfile.in 
 create mode 100644 manifest.xml 
 create mode 100644 tasks/CMakeLists.txt 
 create mode 100644 tasks/taste2rock_test1_producerActivatorTask.cpp 
 create mode 100644 tasks/taste2rock_test1_producerActivatorTask.hpp 
 create mode 100644 tasks/taste2rock_test1_producerTask.cpp 
 create mode 100644 tasks/taste2rock_test1_producerTask.hpp 
 create mode 100644 taste2rock_test1_producer.orogen 
 create mode 100644 taste2rock_test1_producerTypes.hpp 

Refer to the ROCK documentation [RD.3] for details on the information requested by orogen and the 
creation of tasks. 

Once the ROCK components are created, the implementation of the desired functionality can be added. 

The interfaces mapped from the TASTE model are transformed to task ports (for sporadic interfaces) or 

operations (for protected and unprotected ones), which can be used normally in the ROCK 
implementation. The cyclic interfaces are mapped to a periodic tasks that will write to a port of the main 
task, periodically triggering its execution. 

In addition to generating the ROCK tasks, the taste2rock tool also creates a Ruby script start.rb, which 
will start the created tasks and connect their ports as defined by the TASTE model. 
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5.4. RUNTIME COMPONENTS AND LIBRARIES  

5.4.1. BASE ROBOTICS DATA TYPES 

ROCK and ROS types are provided by ESROCOS since they scope multiple applications to manipulate typical robotics data. In definitive, ESROCOS aims to be 
able to export robotics data types automatically in order to reuse the functionality that provides ROS and ROCK frameworks in an environment such as TASTE, 

where the constraints of data size transmitted by interfaces (it always manages fixed size and it is limited) and temporary task planning are more restrictive to 
satisfy RAMS conditions.  

In ESROCOS, the base/types library of ROCK is installed. The rock2asn1 tool (see section 5.3.4.1) has also been used to autogenerate two additional libraries 
from the file base.tlb, which includes all information related to ROCK types: 

- types/base: it provides a library of  ASN.1 types that contains all the types defined in ROCK’s base/types package. The parametrizable types are also 
defined adding an instantiation with a default value. TASTE provides a tool to convert these ASN.1 files into a C library.   

- types/base_support: it provides a C++ library with conversion functions between C types and C++ ROCK types. Those functions that convert 

parametrizable types are defined as templates in order to manage different sizes of a same type. Another advantage is that these template functions are 
built at the same time that the TASTE model where it is linked.    

All ROCK types have been exported (more of 200 types). There exist an ASN1 type for each Compund, Enum and Container C++ type ( this is the categorizing 
in tlb file) with an pair of conversion functions. The Container types and some compound types are parametrizable types, so the conversion function is a template.  

The alias types are managed to detect the fields that belong of these types. That way the conversion function calls the corresponding dependency. For Opaque 
types are defined only the declaration of conversion functions between C++ types in order to use as intermediate functions. The following Table 5-5 contains 
some representative ROCK types that have been exported, their data type categorized in base.tlb file, the corresponding ASN1 type and the declaration of their 

conversion functions.  

Table 5-5. ASN.1 data types imported from ROCK 

C++ Rock Type Category ASN.1 type Available conversion Functions 

/RTT/extras/ReadOnlyPointer</bas
e/samples/frame/Frame> 

Opaque marshalled as 
/base/samples/frame/Fr
ame 

- void 
RTT_extras_ReadOnlyPointer_Base_samples_frame_Frame__fromIntermedi
ate(RTT::extras::ReadOnlyPointer<base::samples::frame::Frame>& , const 
base::samples::frame::Frame& ); 

 

void 
RTT_extras_ReadOnlyPointer_Base_samples_frame_Frame__toIntermediate
(base::samples::frame::Frame& , const 
RTT::extras::ReadOnlyPointer<base::samples::frame::Frame>& ); 

/base/samples/frame/Frame Compound Base-samples-frame-Frame ::= 
Base-samples-frame-

template <typename T> 
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C++ Rock Type Category ASN.1 type Available conversion Functions 

FrameP{numBase-samples-frame-
Frame-image, numBase-samples-
frame-Frame-attributes} 

void 
asn1SccBase_samples_frame_Frame_fromAsn1(base::samples::frame::Fra
me&, const T &,    asn1SccT_UInt32=, asn1SccT_UInt32) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_samples_frame_Frame_toAsn1(T & , const 
base::samples::frame::Frame&,    asn1SccT_UInt32 =,     
asn1SccT_UInt32=) 

 

/RTT/extras/ReadOnlyPointer</bas
e/samples/frame/FramePair> 

Opaque marshalled as 
/base/samples/frame/Fr
amePair 

 void 
RTT_extras_ReadOnlyPointer_Base_samples_frame_FramePair__fromInterm
ediate(RTT::extras::ReadOnlyPointer<base::samples::frame::FramePair>& 
, const base::samples::frame::FramePair&); 

 

void 
RTT_extras_ReadOnlyPointer_Base_samples_frame_FramePair__toIntermed
iate(base::samples::frame::FramePair& , const 
RTT::extras::ReadOnlyPointer<base::samples::frame::FramePair>&); 

/base/samples/frame/FramePair compound Base-samples-frame-FramePair void 
asn1SccBase_samples_frame_FramePair_fromAsn1(base::samples::frame::
FramePair& , const asn1SccBase_samples_frame_FramePair& ); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_samples_frame_FramePair_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_samples_fra
me_FramePair&, const base::samples::frame::FramePair& ); 

/base/Affine3d Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Matrix4d 

- void Base_Affine3d_fromIntermediate(base::Affine3d& result, const 
wrappers::Matrix4d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Affine3d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Matrix4d& result, const 
base::Affine3d& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Matrix4d Compound Wrappers-Matrix4d void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,4,4>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,4,4>& baseObj); 

/base/Angle Compound Base-Angle void asn1SccBase_Angle_fromAsn1(base::Angle& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Angle& asnVal); 
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C++ Rock Type Category ASN.1 type Available conversion Functions 

void asn1SccBase_Angle_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Angle& result, const 
base::Angle& baseObj); 

/base/AngleAxisd Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/AngleAxisd 

- void Base_AngleAxisd_fromIntermediate(base::AngleAxisd& result, const 
wrappers::AngleAxisd& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_AngleAxisd_toIntermediate(wrappers::AngleAxisd& result, const 
base::AngleAxisd& cppVal); 

/wrappers/AngleAxisd Compound Wrappers-AngleAxisd void 
asn1SccWrappers_AngleAxisd_fromAsn1(wrappers::AngleAxis<double>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_AngleAxisd& asnVal); 

void asn1SccWrappers_AngleAxisd_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_AngleAxisd& 
result, const wrappers::AngleAxis<double>& baseObj); 

/base/JointLimitRange Compound Base-JointLimitRange void asn1SccBase_JointLimitRange_fromAsn1(base::JointLimitRange& result, 
const asn1SccBase_JointLimitRange& asnVal); 

void asn1SccBase_JointLimitRange_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_JointLimitRange& 
result, const base::JointLimitRange& baseObj); 

/base/JointLimits Compound Base-JointLimits ::= Base-

JointLimitsP{numBase-JointLimits-
names, numBase-JointLimits-
elements} 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_JointLimits_fromAsn1(base::JointLimits& result, const T & 
asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointLimits_names=numBase_JointLimits_names,     
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointLimits_elements=numBase_JointLimits_elements) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_JointLimits_toAsn1(T & result, const base::JointLimits& 
baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointLimits_names=numBase_JointLimits_names,     
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointLimits_elements=numBase_JointLimits_elements) 

 

/base/JointState Compound Base-JointState void asn1SccBase_JointState_fromAsn1(base::JointState& result, const 
asn1SccBase_JointState& asnVal); 

void asn1SccBase_JointState_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_JointState& result, const 
base::JointState& baseObj); 

/base/JointState/MODE enum Base-JointState-MODE void asn1SccBase_JointState_MODE_fromAsn1(base::JointState::MODE& 
result, const asn1SccBase_JointState_MODE& asnVal); 

void 
asn1SccBase_JointState_MODE_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_JointState_MODE& 
result, const base::JointState::MODE& baseObj); 
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C++ Rock Type Category ASN.1 type Available conversion Functions 

/base/JointTrajectory Alias of 
/std/vector</base/Joint
State> 

Base-JointTrajectory ::= Base-
JointTrajectoryP{numBase-
JointTrajectory} 

template <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_JointTrajectory_fromAsn1(std::vector<base::JointState>& 
result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointTrajectory=numBase_JointTrajectory) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_JointTrajectory_toAsn1(T & result, const 
std::vector<base::JointState>& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointTrajectory=numBase_JointTrajectory) 

/std/vector</base/JointState> container 

/base/JointTransform Compound Base-JointTransform void asn1SccBase_JointTransform_fromAsn1(base::JointTransform& result, 
const asn1SccBase_JointTransform& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_JointTransform_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_JointTransform& 
result, const base::JointTransform& baseObj); 

/base/JointTransformVector Compound Base-JointTransformVector ::= Base-

JointTransformVectorP{numBase-
JointTransformVector-names, 
numBase-JointTransformVector-
elements} 

emplate <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_JointTransformVector_fromAsn1(base::JointTransformVector& 
result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointTransformVector_names=numBase_JointTransformVe
ctor_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointTransformVector_elements=numBase_JointTransform
Vector_elements) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_JointTransformVector_toAsn1(T & result, const 
base::JointTransformVector& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointTransformVector_names=numBase_JointTransformVe
ctor_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointTransformVector_elements=numBase_JointTransform
Vector_elements) 

 

/base/JointTransformVector_m Compound Base-JointTransformVector-m ::= 

Base-JointTransformVector-
mP{numBase-JointTransformVector-
m-names} 

template <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_JointTransformVector_m_fromAsn1(base::JointTransformVect
or_m& result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointTransformVector_m_names=numBase_JointTransfor
mVector_m_names) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_JointTransformVector_m_toAsn1(T & result, const 
base::JointTransformVector_m& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
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length_numBase_JointTransformVector_m_names=numBase_JointTransfor
mVector_m_names) 

/base/JointTransform_m Compound Base-JointTransform-m void asn1SccBase_JointTransform_m_fromAsn1(base::JointTransform_m& 
result, const asn1SccBase_JointTransform_m& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_JointTransform_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_JointTransform_m& 
result, const base::JointTransform_m& baseObj); 

/base/JointsTrajectory Compound Base-JointsTrajectory ::= Base-
JointsTrajectoryP{numBase-
JointsTrajectory-names, numBase-
JointsTrajectory-elements, numBase-
JointsTrajectory-times-val} 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_JointsTrajectory_fromAsn1(base::JointsTrajectory& result, 
const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointsTrajectory_names=numBase_JointsTrajectory_name
s,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointsTrajectory_elements=numBase_JointsTrajectory_ele
ments,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointsTrajectory_times_val=numBase_JointsTrajectory_ti
mes_val) 

 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_JointsTrajectory_toAsn1(T & result, const 
base::JointsTrajectory& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointsTrajectory_names=numBase_JointsTrajectory_name
s,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointsTrajectory_elements=numBase_JointsTrajectory_ele
ments,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_JointsTrajectory_times_val=numBase_JointsTrajectory_ti
mes_val) 

/base/LinearAngular6DCommand Alias of 

/base/commands/Linear
Angular6DCommand 

Base-LinearAngular6DCommand void 

asn1SccBase_LinearAngular6DCommand_fromAsn1(base::commands::Linea
rAngular6DCommand& result, const 
asn1SccBase_LinearAngular6DCommand& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_LinearAngular6DCommand_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_LinearAngula
r6DCommand& result, const base::commands::LinearAngular6DCommand& 
baseObj); 

/base/commands/LinearAngular6D
Command 

Compound 

/base/Matrix2d Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Matrix2d 

- void Base_Matrix2d_fromIntermediate(base::Matrix2d& result, const 
wrappers::Matrix2d& cppMarshall); 
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void Base_Matrix2d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Matrix2d& result, const 
base::Matrix2d& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Matrix2d Compound Wrappers-Matrix2d void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix2d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,2,2>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Matrix2d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix2d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Matrix2d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,2,2>& baseObj); 

/base/Matrix3d Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Matrix3d 

- void Base_Matrix3d_fromIntermediate(base::Matrix3d& result, const 
wrappers::Matrix3d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Matrix3d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Matrix3d& result, const 
base::Matrix3d& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Matrix3d Compound Wrappers-Matrix3d void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix3d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,3,3>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Matrix3d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix3d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Matrix3d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,3,3>& baseObj); 

/base/Matrix4d Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Matrix4d 

- void Base_Matrix4d_fromIntermediate(base::Matrix4d& result, const 
wrappers::Matrix4d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Matrix4d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Matrix4d& result, const 
base::Matrix4d& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Matrix4d Compound Wrappers-Matrix4d void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,4,4>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Matrix4d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,4,4>& baseObj); 

/base/Matrix6d Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Matrix6d 

- void Base_Matrix6d_fromIntermediate(base::Matrix6d& result, const 
wrappers::Matrix6d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Matrix6d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Matrix6d& result, const 
base::Matrix6d& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Matrix6d Compound Wrappers-Matrix6d void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix6d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,6,6>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Matrix6d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Matrix6d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Matrix6d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,6,6>& baseObj); 
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/base/MatrixXd Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/MatrixXd 

- void Base_MatrixXd_fromIntermediate(base::MatrixXd& result, const 
wrappers::MatrixXd& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_MatrixXd_toIntermediate(wrappers::MatrixXd& result, const 
base::MatrixXd& cppVal); 

/wrappers/MatrixXd Compound Wrappers-MatrixXd template <typename T> 

void asn1SccWrappers_MatrixXd_fromAsn1(wrappers::MatrixX<double>& 
result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numWrappers_MatrixXd_data=numWrappers_MatrixXd_data) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccWrappers_MatrixXd_toAsn1(T & result, const 
wrappers::MatrixX<double>& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numWrappers_MatrixXd_data=numWrappers_MatrixXd_data) 

/base/NamedVector</base/JointLi
mitRange> 

Compound Base-NamedVector-Base-

JointLimitRange ::= Base-
NamedVector-Base-
JointLimitRangeP{numBase-
NamedVector-Base-JointLimitRange-
names, numBase-NamedVector-
Base-JointLimitRange-elements} 

template <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointLimitRange_fromAsn1(base::Named
Vector<base::JointLimitRange>& result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointLimitRange_names=numBase_Na
medVector_Base_JointLimitRange_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointLimitRange_elements=numBase_
Name 

dVector_Base_JointLimitRange_elements) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointLimitRange_toAsn1(T & result, 
const base::NamedVector<base::JointLimitRange>& baseObj,    
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointLimitRange_names=numBase_Na
medVector_Base_JointLimitRange_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointLimitRange_elements=numBase_
NamedVector_Base_JointLimitRange_elements) 

/base/NamedVector</base/JointSt
ate> 

Compound Base-NamedVector-Base-JointState 

::= Base-NamedVector-Base-
JointStateP{numBase-NamedVector-
Base-JointState-names} 

emplate <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointState_fromAsn1(base::NamedVector
<base::JointState>& result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointState_names=numBase_NamedV
ector_Base_JointState_names) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointState_toAsn1(T & result, const 
base::NamedVector<base::JointState>& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
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length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointState_names=numBase_NamedV
ector_Base_JointState_names) 

 

/base/NamedVector</base/JointTr
ansform> 

Compound Base-NamedVector-Base-

JointTransform ::= Base-
NamedVector-Base-
JointTransformP{numBase-
NamedVector-Base-JointTransform-
names, numBase-NamedVector-
Base-JointTransform-elements} 

template <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_fromAsn1(base::NamedV
ector<base::JointTransform>& result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_names=numBase_Na
medVector_Base_JointTransform_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_elements=numBase_
NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_elements) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_toAsn1(T & result, 
const base::NamedVector<base::JointTransform>& baseObj,    
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_names=numBase_Na
medVector_Base_JointTransform_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_elements=numBase_
NamedVector_Base_JointTransform_elements) 

/base/NamedVector</base/Wrenc
h> 

Compound Base-NamedVector-Base-Wrench ::= 

Base-NamedVector-Base-
WrenchP{numBase-NamedVector-
Base-Wrench-names, numBase-
NamedVector-Base-Wrench-
elements} 

template <typename T> 

void 

asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_Wrench_fromAsn1(base::NamedVector<b
ase::Wrench>& result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_Wrench_names=numBase_NamedVec
tor_Base_Wrench_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_Wrench_elements=numBase_NamedV
ector_Base_Wrench_elements) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_Wrench_toAsn1(T & result, const 
base::NamedVector<base::Wrench>& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_Wrench_names=numBase_NamedVec
tor_Base_Wrench_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_Wrench_elements=numBase_NamedV
ector_Base_Wrench_elements) 

/base/NamedVector</std/vector</
base/JointState>> 

Compound Base-NamedVector-Base-

JointTrajectory ::= Base-
NamedVector-Base-
JointTrajectoryP{numBase-
NamedVector-Base-JointTrajectory-

template <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_fromAsn1(base::NamedV
ector<std::vector<base::JointState>>& result, const T & asnVal,    
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_names=numBase_Na
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names, numBase-NamedVector-
Base-JointTrajectory-elements} 

medVector_Base_JointTrajectory_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_elements=numBase_
NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_elements) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_toAsn1(T & result, 
const base::NamedVector<std::vector<base::JointState>>& baseObj,    
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_names=numBase_Na
medVector_Base_JointTrajectory_names,     asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_elements=numBase_
NamedVector_Base_JointTrajectory_elements) 

 

/base/NamedVector__base_JointTr
ansform__m 

Compound Base-NamedVector-base-

JointTransform-m ::= Base-
NamedVector-base-JointTransform-
mP{numBase-NamedVector-base-
JointTransform-m-names} 

template <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_NamedVector_base_JointTransform_m_fromAsn1(base::Name
dVector__base_JointTransform__m& result, const T & asnVal,    
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_base_JointTransform_m_names=numBase_
NamedVector_base_JointTransform_m_names) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_NamedVector_base_JointTransform_m_toAsn1(T & result, 
const base::NamedVector__base_JointTransform__m& baseObj,    
asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_base_JointTransform_m_names=numBase_
NamedVector_base_JointTransform_m_names) 

 

/base/NamedVector__base_Wrenc
h__m 

Compound Base-NamedVector-base-Wrench-m 

::= Base-NamedVector-base-
Wrench-mP{numBase-NamedVector-
base-Wrench-m-names} 

template <typename T> 

void 
asn1SccBase_NamedVector_base_Wrench_m_fromAsn1(base::NamedVector
__base_Wrench__m& result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_base_Wrench_m_names=numBase_Named
Vector_base_Wrench_m_names) 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_NamedVector_base_Wrench_m_toAsn1(T & result, const 
base::NamedVector__base_Wrench__m& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_NamedVector_base_Wrench_m_names=numBase_Named
Vector_base_Wrench_m_names) 

/base/Orientation Alias of 
/base/Quaterniond  

- void Base_Quaterniond_fromIntermediate(base::Quaterniond& result, const 
wrappers::Quaterniond& cppMarshall); 
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/base/Quaterniond Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Quaterniond 

  

void Base_Quaterniond_toIntermediate(wrappers::Quaterniond& result, 
const base::Quaterniond& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Quaterniond Compound Wrappers-Quaterniond void 

asn1SccWrappers_Quaterniond_fromAsn1(wrappers::Quaternion<double>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Quaterniond& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccWrappers_Quaterniond_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Quaterniond& 
result, const wrappers::Quaternion<double>& baseObj); 

/base/Orientation2D Alyas of /double T-Double - 

/base/Pose Compound Base-Pose void asn1SccBase_Pose_fromAsn1(base::Pose& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Pose& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Pose_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Pose& result, const 
base::Pose& baseObj); 

/base/Pose2D Compound Base-Pose2D void asn1SccBase_Pose2D_fromAsn1(base::Pose2D& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Pose2D& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Pose2D_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Pose2D& result, const 
base::Pose2D& baseObj); 

/base/Pose2D_m Compound Base-Pose2D-m void asn1SccBase_Pose2D_m_fromAsn1(base::Pose2D_m& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Pose2D_m& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Pose2D_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Pose2D_m& result, 
const base::Pose2D_m& baseObj); 

/base/PoseUpdateThreshold Compound Base-PoseUpdateThreshold void 
asn1SccBase_PoseUpdateThreshold_fromAsn1(base::PoseUpdateThreshold& 
result, const asn1SccBase_PoseUpdateThreshold& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_PoseUpdateThreshold_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_PoseUpdateThres
hold& result, const base::PoseUpdateThreshold& baseObj); 

/base/Pose_m Compound Base-Pose-m void asn1SccBase_Pose_m_fromAsn1(base::Pose_m& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Pose_m& asnVal); 
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void asn1SccBase_Pose_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Pose_m& result, const 
base::Pose_m& baseObj); 

/base/Position Alias of /base/Vector3d - 

 

void Base_Vector3d_fromIntermediate(base::Vector3d& result, const 
wrappers::Vector3d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Vector3d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Vector3d& result, const 
base::Vector3d& cppVal); 

/base/Vector3d Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Vector3d 

/wrappers/Vector3d Compound Wrappers-Vector3d void asn1SccWrappers_Vector3d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,3,1>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Vector3d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Vector3d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Vector3d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,3,1>& baseObj); 

/base/Position2D Alias of /base/Vector2d - 

 

void Base_Vector2d_fromIntermediate(base::Vector2d& result, const 
wrappers::Vector2d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Vector2d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Vector2d& result, const 
base::Vector2d& cppVal); 

/base/Vector2d Opaque marshalled as 
/wrappers/Vector2d 

/wrappers/Vector2d Compound Wrappers-Vector2d void asn1SccWrappers_Vector2d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,2,1>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Vector2d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Vector2d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Vector2d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,2,1>& baseObj); 

/base/Pressure Compound Base-Pressure void asn1SccBase_Pressure_fromAsn1(base::Pressure& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Pressure& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Pressure_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Pressure& result, const 
base::Pressure& baseObj); 

/base/Temperature Compound Base-Temperature void asn1SccBase_Temperature_fromAsn1(base::Temperature& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Temperature& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Temperature_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Temperature& result, 
const base::Temperature& baseObj); 

/base/Time Compound Base-Time void asn1SccBase_Time_fromAsn1(base::Time& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Time& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Time_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Time& result, const 
base::Time& baseObj); 
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/base/Time/Resolution Enum Base-Time-Resolution void asn1SccBase_Time_Resolution_fromAsn1(base::Time::Resolution& 
result, const asn1SccBase_Time_Resolution& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Time_Resolution_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Time_Resolution& 
result, const base::Time::Resolution& baseObj); 

/base/TimeStamped</base/comm
ands/Motion2D> 

Compound Base-TimeStamped-Base-
commands-Motion2D 

void 
asn1SccBase_TimeStamped_Base_commands_Motion2D_fromAsn1(base::Ti
meStamped<base::commands::Motion2D>& result, const 
asn1SccBase_TimeStamped_Base_commands_Motion2D& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_TimeStamped_Base_commands_Motion2D_toAsn1(asn1SccBa
se_TimeStamped_Base_commands_Motion2D& result, const 
base::TimeStamped<base::commands::Motion2D>& baseObj); 

/base/Trajectory Compound Base-Trajectory void asn1SccBase_Trajectory_fromAsn1(base::Trajectory& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Trajectory& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Trajectory_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Trajectory& result, const 
base::Trajectory& baseObj); 

/base/Trajectory_m Compound Base-Trajectory-m void asn1SccBase_Trajectory_m_fromAsn1(base::Trajectory_m& result, 
const asn1SccBase_Trajectory_m& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Trajectory_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Trajectory_m& result, 
const base::Trajectory_m& baseObj); 

/base/TransformWithCovariance Compound Base-TransformWithCovariance void 
asn1SccBase_TransformWithCovariance_fromAsn1(base::TransformWithCov
ariance& result, const asn1SccBase_TransformWithCovariance& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_TransformWithCovariance_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_TransformWit
hCovariance& result, const base::TransformWithCovariance& baseObj); 

/base/TransformWithCovariance/C
ovariance 

Alias of /base/Matrix6d - void Base_Matrix6d_fromIntermediate(base::Matrix6d& result, const 
wrappers::Matrix6d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Matrix6d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Matrix6d& result, const 
base::Matrix6d& cppVal); 

/base/TransformWithCovariance_m Compound Base-TransformWithCovariance-m void 
asn1SccBase_TransformWithCovariance_m_fromAsn1(base::TransformWith
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Covariance_m& result, const asn1SccBase_TransformWithCovariance_m& 
asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_TransformWithCovariance_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Transform
WithCovariance_m& result, const base::TransformWithCovariance_m& 
baseObj); 

/base/TwistWithCovariance Compound Base-TwistWithCovariance void 

asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovariance_fromAsn1(base::TwistWithCovariance& 
result, const asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovariance& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovariance_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovarian
ce& result, const base::TwistWithCovariance& baseObj); 

/base/TwistWithCovariance/Covari
ance 

Alias of /base/Matrix6d - void Base_Matrix6d_fromIntermediate(base::Matrix6d& result, const 
wrappers::Matrix6d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Matrix6d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Matrix6d& result, const 
base::Matrix6d& cppVal); 

/base/TwistWithCovariance_m Compound Base-TwistWithCovariance-m void 

asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovariance_m_fromAsn1(base::TwistWithCovariance
_m& result, const asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovariance_m& asnVal); 

 

void 
asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovariance_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_TwistWithCovar
iance_m& result, const base::TwistWithCovariance_m& baseObj); 

/base/Vector4d Opaque of 
/wrappers/Vector4d 

- void Base_Vector4d_fromIntermediate(base::Vector4d& result, const 
wrappers::Vector4d& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_Vector4d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Vector4d& result, const 
base::Vector4d& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Vector4d Compound Wrappers-Vector4d void asn1SccWrappers_Vector4d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,4,1>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Vector4d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Vector4d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Vector4d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,4,1>& baseObj); 

/base/Vector6d Opaque of 
/wrappers/Vector6d 

- void Base_Vector6d_fromIntermediate(base::Vector6d& result, const 
wrappers::Vector6d& cppMarshall); 
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C++ Rock Type Category ASN.1 type Available conversion Functions 

 

void Base_Vector6d_toIntermediate(wrappers::Vector6d& result, const 
base::Vector6d& cppVal); 

/wrappers/Vector6d Compound Wrappers-Vector6d void asn1SccWrappers_Vector6d_fromAsn1(wrappers::Matrix<double,6,1>& 
result, const asn1SccWrappers_Vector6d& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccWrappers_Vector6d_toAsn1(asn1SccWrappers_Vector6d& 
result, const wrappers::Matrix<double,6,1>& baseObj); 

/base/VectorXd Opaque of 
/wrappers/VectorXd 

- void Base_VectorXd_fromIntermediate(base::VectorXd& result, const 
wrappers::VectorXd& cppMarshall); 

 

void Base_VectorXd_toIntermediate(wrappers::VectorXd& result, const 
base::VectorXd& cppVal); 

/wrappers/VectorXd Compound Wrappers-VectorXd template <typename T> 

void asn1SccWrappers_VectorXd_fromAsn1(wrappers::VectorX<double>& 
result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numWrappers_VectorXd_data=numWrappers_VectorXd_data); 

 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccWrappers_VectorXd_toAsn1(T & result, const 
wrappers::VectorX<double>& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numWrappers_VectorXd_data=numWrappers_VectorXd_data); 

/base/Waypoint Compound Base-Waypoint void asn1SccBase_Waypoint_fromAsn1(base::Waypoint& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Waypoint& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Waypoint_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Waypoint& result, const 
base::Waypoint& baseObj); 

/base/Waypoint_m Compound Base-Waypoint-m void asn1SccBase_Waypoint_m_fromAsn1(base::Waypoint_m& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Waypoint_m& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Waypoint_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Waypoint_m& result, 
const base::Waypoint_m& baseObj); 

/base/Wrench Compound Base-Wrench void asn1SccBase_Wrench_fromAsn1(base::Wrench& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Wrench& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Wrench_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Wrench& result, const 
base::Wrench& baseObj); 
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C++ Rock Type Category ASN.1 type Available conversion Functions 

/base/Wrench_m Compound Base-Wrench-m void asn1SccBase_Wrench_m_fromAsn1(base::Wrench_m& result, const 
asn1SccBase_Wrench_m& asnVal); 

 

void asn1SccBase_Wrench_m_toAsn1(asn1SccBase_Wrench_m& result, 
const base::Wrench_m& baseObj); 

/base/samples/Joints Alias of 
/base/commands/Joints 

  

/base/commands/Joints Compound Base-commands-Joints ::= Base-

commands-JointsP{numBase-
commands-Joints-names} 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_commands_Joints_fromAsn1(base::samples::Joints& 
result, const T & asnVal,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_commands_Joints_names=numBase_commands_Joints_n
ames); 

 

template <typename T> 

void asn1SccBase_commands_Joints_toAsn1(T & result, const 
base::samples::Joints& baseObj,    asn1SccT_UInt32 
length_numBase_commands_Joints_names=numBase_commands_Joints_n
ames) 
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5.4.1.1. USAGE OF THE IMPORTED DATA TYPES IN TASTE 

In order to use the library types/base, the ASN.1 files are located in install folder of ESROCOS: 

$ ls ~/esrocos_workspace/install/types/base 

base.asn  taste-extended.asn  taste-types.asn  userdefs-base.asn 

The base.asn file contains the data types imported from ROCK. userdefs-base.asn is an example of 
instantiation the generic data types for fixed sizes, and should be tailored as needed for the desired 

application. taste-types.asn are the default data types defined by TASTE, while taste-extended.asn 
provides some additional general purpose types. 

In order to use the data types in an application, it is necessary to import base.asn and taste-
extended.asn from the installed types/base package, together with an instance of userdefs-base.asn 
specifically tailored for the application. 

It is very important to realize that the userdefs-base.asn should be particularized to the own application. 
This file defines the maximum sizes of the parametrizable types.  

Using a user_init_pre.sh script (a mechanism provided by TASTE to configure the model build process), 
it is possible to load the ASN.1 files from the ESROCOS install folder, and load a copy of userdefs-
base.asn with the adequate values sizing for a specific application. Since the conversion functions 
implemented in base_support are templates, the code it is not compiled until the TASTE model is built.  

The listing below shows an example of user_init_pre.sh script for a given TASTE model. Note the lines 
in bold that import the base types. The types themselves are imported from the types/base folder, while 
the size definitions are imported from the application-specific package types/ur5_types. 

export FILES=" 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/base/base.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/base/taste-extended.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ur5_types/userdefs-base.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ur5_types/buffer.asn \ 

$AUTOPROJ_CURRENT_ROOT/install/types/ur5_types/commandStates.asn \ 

" 

echo "Updating DataView.aadl" 

taste-update-data-view $FILES 

Inside the userdefs-base.asn file, we should adjust all the values related to the types that we desire to 
use in our application. For example in the model of ur5 we have modified the values related to the type 
Base-JonintTrajectory and Base-JointsTrajectory, as shown in the listing below. 

UserDefs-Base-Types DEFINITIONS ::= 

BEGIN 

 

IMPORTS T-UInt32 FROM TASTE-BasicTypes; 

 

--Definition DummyBase-T starts 

    DummyBase-T ::= T-UInt32 

-- Definition DummyBase-T ends 

 

--Definition numBase-JointTrajectory starts 

    numBase-JointTrajectory T-UInt32 ::= 6  --Each joint is defined by 6 angles 

-- Definition numBase-JointTrajectory ends 
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--Definition numBase-JointsTrajectory-names starts 

    numBase-JointsTrajectory-names T-UInt32 ::= 6  

-- Definition numBase-JointsTrajectory-names ends 

 

--Definition numBase-JointsTrajectory-elements starts 

    numBase-JointsTrajectory-elements T-UInt32 ::= 100 --100 points by trajectory    

-- Definition numBase-JointsTrajectory-elements ends 

 

--Definition numBase-JointsTrajectory-times-val starts 

    numBase-JointsTrajectory-times-val T-UInt32 ::= 100  

-- Definition numBase-JointsTrajectory-times-val ends 

-- Definition of the rest of values by default 

…. 

 

END 

5.4.2. COMMON ROBOTICS FUNCTIONS 

5.4.2.1. TRANSFORMER 

The Transformer library provides tools for calculating transformations between geometric coordinate 
frames, which comply with the engineering constraints of space software. In this case, this primarily 

means that the library is implemented without the use of any dynamic memory allocations. The tool can 
be used to build a simple transformation tree (cf. Figure 5-29) consisting of named coordinate frames 

connected with homogeneous coordinate matrices.  

The Transformer allows querying transformations between arbitrary frames for which a path is searched 
and the transformation chain is calculated. For efficiency, the library relies on templates to be able to 
change buffer sizes at compile time. The image below shows an example of a robotic transformation 
tree represented by the “AcyclicTransformer” class with dynamic and static transformations 
(Transformation class) between coordinate frames (Frame class). Please refer to Figure 5-30 for an 

overview of the public API of these classes. 

Conceptually the purpose of the transformer is similar to the “Transformer” in ROCK [RD 110] or “TF” 
in ROS [RD. 11], but allows operation with static allocated memory.  
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Figure 5-29. Example of a transformation tree with dynamic and static transformations 

 

 

Figure 5-30. Public members of the Frame, AcyclicTransformer and Transformation classes 

5.4.2.1.1. USING THE LIBRARY 

In the test directory of the transformer library there are multiple unit test classes displaying simple 
examples of the usage of the transformer library. The primary usage is to build a transformation tree 
by using the Frame and Transformation class and store them in an AcyclicTransformer instance. The 
AcylcicTransformer class is templated to parametrize the sizes for used strings as well as stored frames. 
This is to accommodate to the constraint of not using any dynamic memory allocations, as the memory 
size and layout are known at compile time and can be statically analysed. 

Therefore, the first step is to instantiate the AcyclicTransformer class template. The following code from 

the main test file defines a class template instance with 20 elements and a string size of 20. 

 

transformer_test.cpp 
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typedef AcyclicTransformer<20,20> atf20_20; 

typedef atf20_20::Transformation tsf; 

typedef atf20_20::Frame frame; 

In the next steps, the tree itself is built implicitly by first instantiating Frames initialized with their 
names. Then transformations are created using references to or the id strings of those frames. For the 

transformation matrices, the Matrix4d class of the Eigen library is used as data types. To achieve a 
working transformation tree, reasonable initial values have to be chosen for the transformations. 

 

transformer_test.cpp 

struct Matrices{ 

  Eigen::Matrix4d m0; 

  Eigen::Matrix4d m1; 

  Eigen::Matrix4d m2; 

 

  Matrices(){ 

    m0 << 1, 0,   0,   2, 

          0, 0.3, 0,   0, 

          0, 0,   2.3, 2, 

          0, 0,   0,   1; 

 

    m1 << 1, 0, 0, 1, 

          0, 1, 0, 3, 

          0, 0, 1, 0, 

          0, 0, 0, 1; 

 

    m2 << 2, 0, 0, 0, 

          0, 1, 0, 0, 

          0, 0, 1, 0, 

          0, 0, 0, 1; 

  } 

}; 

 

struct Transformations { 

  atf20_20::Transformation odom; 

  atf20_20::Transformation link_1; 

  atf20_20::Transformation x_gimbal; 

 

  Transformations(){ 

    odom = atf20_20::Transformation("base_link","world","odometry"); 

    link_1 = atf20_20::Transformation("lidar_1", "base_link", "link_1"); 

    x_gimbal = atf20_20::Transformation("camera_1", "base_link", "x_gimbal"); 

  } 

}; 

 

struct Frames { 

  atf20_20::Frame base_link; 

  atf20_20::Frame lidar_1; 

  atf20_20::Frame camera_1; 

 

  Frames(){ 

    base_link = atf20_20::Frame("base_link"); 

    lidar_1 = atf20_20::Frame("lidar_1"); 

    camera_1 = atf20_20::Frame("camera_1"); 

  } 

}; 

To build the actual tree, the matrices are set as “atob” values for the transformations, where inverse 
“btoa” values are calculated automatically. Then the transformation is set as the “transformToParent” 
member of the respective frames. Finally, the frames are added to the AcyclicTransformer object where 
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a copy is stored internally. Changes on the generated objects will not reflect to the copies stored in the 
AcyclicTransformer. 

 

transformer_test.cpp 

struct TestTree { 

 atf20_20 tf; 

 

 TestTree(){ 

  std::cout << "load fixtures" << std::endl; 

 

  tf = atf20_20("world"); 

 

  Frames fs; 

  Transformations ts; 

  Matrices ms; 

 

  std::cout << "build test tree" << std::endl; 

 

  ts.odom.atob(ms.m0); 

  fs.base_link.transformToParent = ts.odom; 

 

  ts.link_1.atob(ms.m1); 

  fs.lidar_1.transformToParent = ts.link_1; 

 

  ts.x_gimbal.atob(ms.m2); 

  fs.camera_1.transformToParent = ts.x_gimbal; 

 

  tf.addFrame(fs.base_link); 

  tf.addFrame(fs.lidar_1); 

  tf.addFrame(fs.camera_1); 

 

  std::cout << "built test tree" << std::endl; 

 } 

}; 

One of the main use cases is to update a dynamic transformation with new values at runtime. This is 
implemented straightforwardly with the updateTransformation() method, which is tested in the unit test 
update_tf. The method returns a Boolean indicating if the update was completed successfully. A false 
return value indicates that no transformation with the given id could be found. 

 

transformer_test.cpp 

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE(update_tf){ 

 

  Frames fs; 

  Transformations ts; 

  Matrices ms; 

  TestTree tree; 

  atf20_20 tf = tree.tf; 

 

  Eigen::Matrix4d u0,u1,u2,u3; 

 

  u0 << 1,0,0,0, 

        0,1,0,0, 

  0,0,1,0, 

  0,0,0,1; 

 

  u1 << 1,0,0,0, 

        0,1,0,0, 

        0,0,1,1, 
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  0,0,0,1; 

 

  u2 << 1,0,0,0, 

        0,1,0,0, 

        0,0,1,2, 

  0,0,0,1; 

 

  u3 << 1,0,0,0, 

        0,1,0,0, 

        0,0,1,3, 

  0,0,0,1; 

 

 

  tsf t; 

  bool result; 

  // update, then check 

  tf.updateTransform(ts.odom.id(),u0); 

  tf.getTransform(ts.odom.id(),t); 

  result = t.atob().isApprox(u0); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true,result); 

  // update, then check 

  tf.updateTransform(ts.odom.id(),u1); 

  tf.getTransform(ts.odom.id(),t); 

  result = t.atob().isApprox(u1); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true,result); 

  // update, then check 

  tf.updateTransform(ts.odom.id(),u2); 

  tf.getTransform(ts.odom.id(),t); 

  result = t.atob().isApprox(u2); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true,result); 

  // update, then check 

  tf.updateTransform(ts.odom.id(),u3); 

  tf.getTransform(ts.odom.id(),t); 

  result = t.atob().isApprox(u3); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true,result); 

 

  //should be false 

  result = tf.updateTransform("somerandomname", u0); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(false, result); 

} 

 

The central use scenario to search for a transformation path between not directly connected frames and 
calculate the transformation. This can be done with the function getTransform(frameNameA, 
frameNameB, Matrix t) which is tested in transformer_get_transform unit test. In addition, this function 
returns a Boolean, indicating success. Especially if no path could be found or at least one of the given 

names could not be found to be a transformation stored the function will return false and set the given 
matrix reference to a zero matrix. If the name of frame A is equal to the name given for frame B, an 
identity matrix is set.  

 

transformer_test.cpp 

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE(transformer_get_transform) 

{ 

  Frames fs; 

  Transformations ts; 

  Matrices ms; 

  TestTree tree; 

  atf20_20 tf = tree.tf; 
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  Eigen::Matrix4d t,t0; 

 

  t0 << 1,0,0,0, 

        0,1,0,0, 

        0,0,1,0, 

        0,0,0,1; 

  bool approx; 

 

  // transformation from a to a should be identity  

  tf.getTransform("lidar_1","lidar_1",t); 

  approx = t0.isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true, approx); 

 

  t0 << 0,0,0,0, 

        0,0,0,0, 

        0,0,0,0, 

        0,0,0,0; 

 

  // transformation between nonexisting frames should return all zeros matrix 

  tf.getTransform("lidar_1","nonsense",t); 

  approx = t0.isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true,approx); 

 

  tf.getTransform("nonesense","lidar_1",t); 

  approx = t0.isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true,approx); 

 

  tf.getTransform("nonesense","nonsense",t); 

  approx = t0.isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true,approx); 

 

  tf.getTransform("lidar_1","world",t); 

  approx = (ms.m1*ms.m0).isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true, approx); 

 

  tf.getTransform("world","lidar_1",t); 

  approx = (ms.m1.inverse()*ms.m0.inverse()).isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true, approx); 

 

  tf.getTransform("lidar_1","camera_1",t); 

  approx = (ms.m1 * ms.m2.inverse()).isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true, approx); 

 

  tf.getTransform("camera_1","lidar_1",t); 

  approx = (ms.m2 * ms.m1.inverse()).isApprox(t); 

  BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL(true, approx); 

} 

5.4.2.1.2. TASTE INTEGRATION 

The transformer library described above is meant to be used within TASTE / ESROCOS projects to provide 
geometric transformations for robotic applications. A Transformer component thus needs to be created 
as a TASTE function with a PI for each dynamic Transformation meant to be updated at runtime and an 
RI for each requested transformation calculation. The Figure 5-15 shows the transformer component as 
implemented for the ESROCOS testing scenario.  
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Figure 5-31 Interface View of the Transformer TASTE component 

The transformation tree must be build up within the startup() callback of the TASTE function. The 
parameters for the AcyclicTransformer class template can be defined using context parameters. The 

deployment for the testing environment is shown below to bind all functions to a single platform. 

However, the transformer library works with completely with the ESROCOS base-types and can be 
deployed on arbitrary platforms. The component serves as a working example – for different 
transformation setups the component will have to be defined anew. 

 

Figure 5-32. Deployment View of the Transformer TASTE component 

A typical scenario can be described by a transformation chain, which has static and dynamic 
components, where sporadically updated frames are subject to be transformed. The scenario of the 

reference implementation is the occurrence of detected markers which are given by coordinates 
relatively to the detector setup and have to be transformed to world coordinates to store them in an 
environment representation. Part of the necessary transformation chain is an odometry component 
which is updated dynamically. For the taste component that means that whenever the PI for updating 
the robot pose is called, the transformation value in the transformation tree is updated but no further 
action takes place. In turn, whenever the PI relativeNewMarkerPose is called, a transformation is 
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calculated for the given marker pose, according to the latest updates stored in the transformation tree. 
Then the RI is called, propagating the transformed marker pose now expressed in world coordinates. 

5.4.2.2.  STREAM ALIGNER 

The Stream Aligner utility supports robotic software developers synchronizing the dataflow within port-
triggered functions of TASTE. Since different processing chains might have different computation times, 
it means that the data originating from different processing chains might arrive out-of-order at the 
components that need it. The Stream Aligner ensures that data is processed in order by (1) queueing 
timestamped data, and (2) calling registered callbacks in the order of the timestamps.  

 

Figure 5-33. Public member function of the StreamAligner class 

The Stream Aligner library is integrated into ESROCOS’ build system under the name 
tools/stream_aligner and is stored on GitHub at https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-stream_aligner. Its 
top-level API is the class StreamAligner providing access to all the functionality of the library for 
integration purposes. The public members of the class are depicted in Figure 5-33. 

This section explains the use of the Stream Aligner library and its TASTE integration.  

5.4.2.2.1. USING THE LIBRARY 

There is an example of usage in the repository of the stream aligner under 
test/test_example_usage.cpp. This example will be explained here in detail to illustrate how the Stream 
Aligner library can be used. 

The example has three streams, one for string, one for double and a third one for integer type. The 

Stream Aligner processes the samples and executes them in the right order according to the given 
information. The example is shown in Figure 5-34. 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-stream_aligner
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Figure 5-34. Timeline for Stream Aligner example 

The configuration of the Stream Aligner class starts with the following code sample, which illustrates 
determining right configuration values in order for the Stream Aligner to interpret the timing correctly. 

 

test_example_usage.cpp 

/** Number of streams or provided interfaces (config value) **/ 

#define NUMBER_OF_STREAMS 3 

/** Windows size in seconds **/ 

#define WINDOW_SIZE 5 

/** Stream periods (configuration value) **/ 

#define S1_PERIOD 2.0 

#define S2_PERIOD 0.5 

#define S3_PERIOD 1.0 

/** Stream aligner timeout (config value) 

* this defines the highest larency **/ 

#define TIMEOUT S1_PERIOD+0.01 //a bit bigger than the lowest period 

 

/** Buffer size as a computation of timeout and period scaled witha factor 

 * typical two in order to store two cycles of timeout**/ 

#define BUFFER_SIZE_S1 CEILING(WINDOW_SIZE, S1_PERIOD) 

#define BUFFER_SIZE_S2 CEILING(WINDOW_SIZE, S2_PERIOD) 

#define BUFFER_SIZE_S3 CEILING(WINDOW_SIZE, S3_PERIOD) 

 

/** When samples have the same time, the priority defines which one to choose at 

 * first **/ 

#define HIGH_PRIORITY 1 

#define MEDIUM_PRIORITY 2 

#define LOW_PRIORITY 3 

The first number to consider is the NUMBER_OF_STREAMS which configures how many streams are 
supposed to be handled by the Stream Aligner. The Stream Aligner is a templated class, which allows a 

static memory allocation. To maintain a certain level of configurability in a static memory allocation 
setup (as in the example), we propose the use of pre-processor definitions for the configuration 
attributes. The following values are WINDOW_SIZE and samples period (e.g., S1_PERIOD). They are 

used to determine a good size for a circular buffer used within the Stream Aligner. Once these values 
are defined, the priority (optional) can be set. Normally, the stream with highest frequency has the 
highest priority.  

The stream aligner object can now be instantiated. The timeout is the maximum time the Stream Aligner 
will wait for a sample in order to consider that sample valid to play with the rest of samples in the 
stream. The timeout is set and the streams are registered in the following: 
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test_example_usage.cpp 

/**The aligner has a NUMBER_OF_STREAMS fixed size **/ 

stream_aligner::StreamAligner<NUMBER_OF_STREAMS> aligner; 

const size_t N_S1 = static_cast<size_t>(BUFFER_SIZE_S1); 

const size_t N_S2 = static_cast<size_t>(BUFFER_SIZE_S2); 

const size_t N_S3 = static_cast<size_t>(BUFFER_SIZE_S3); 

 

/** Set the timeout **/ 

aligner.setTimeout(base::Time::fromSeconds(TIMEOUT)); 

 

/** Each stream can have a different size according to the period **/ 

/** callback, period_time, (optional) priority **/ 

/** The stream with the highest frequency should have the highest priority **/ 

int s1 = aligner.registerStream<std::string, N_S1>(&string_callback, base::Time::fromSeconds(S1_PERIOD), 
LOW_PRIORITY); 

int s2 = aligner.registerStream<double, N_S2>(&double_callback, base::Time::fromSeconds(S2_PERIOD), 
HIGH_PRIORITY); 

int s3 = aligner.registerStream<int, N_S3>(&int_callback, base::Time::fromSeconds(S3_PERIOD), 
MEDIUM_PRIORITY); 

Now, we can start pushing samples to the streams. Normally, pushing and popping data (step method) 
will appear in the same loop. However, for simplicity we first push the samples and then pop all the 
samples in that order. The following code pushes four samples in the first stream (s1), but one of them 
is simulated to be delayed: 

 

test_example_usage.cpp 

/** Push samples in stream 1 **/ 

aligner.push<std::string, N_S1>(s1, base::Time::fromSeconds(1.0), std::string("a")); 

aligner.push<std::string, N_S1>(s1, base::Time::fromSeconds(3.0), std::string("b")); 

aligner.push<std::string, N_S1>(s1, base::Time::fromSeconds(2.0), std::string("k")); //arrives in the past 

aligner.push<std::string, N_S1>(s1, base::Time::fromSeconds(5.0), std::string("c")); 

We push samples in s2 and s3: 

 

test_example_usage.cpp 

/** Push samples in stream 2 **/ 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(1.0), 0.3186); 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(1.5), 0.3265); 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(2.0), 0.3386); 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(2.5), 0.3405); 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(3.0), 0.3589); 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(3.5), 0.3656); 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(4.0), 0.3758); 

 

/** Push samples in stream 3 **/ 

aligner.push<int, N_S3>(s3, base::Time::fromSeconds(1.0), 20); 

aligner.push<int, N_S3>(s3, base::Time::fromSeconds(2.0), 21); 

aligner.push<int, N_S3>(s3, base::Time::fromSeconds(3.0), 22); 

aligner.push<int, N_S3>(s3, base::Time::fromSeconds(4.0), 23); 

aligner.push<int, N_S3>(s3, base::Time::fromSeconds(5.0), 24); 

We can now run the example test and see the output, but first we have to add the step() method to 

pop the samples and execute the call_back function in the right order. 

 

test_example_usage.cpp 

while(aligner.step()){} 

The console output of the program would be: 
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Terminal 

root@taste# ./build/test/example-usage 

double last_sample[19700101-00:00:01:000000]: 0.318600 

Integer last_sample[19700101-00:00:01:000000]: 20 

String last_sample[19700101-00:00:01:000000]: a 

Double last_sample[19700101-00:00:01:500000]: 0.326500 

Double last_sample[19700101-00:00:02:000000]: 0.338600 

Integer last_sample[19700101-00:00:02:000000]: 21 

Double last_sample[19700101-00:00:02:500000]: 0.340500 

Double last_sample[19700101-00:00:03:000000]: 0.358900 

Integer last_sample[19700101-00:00:03:000000]: 22 

String last_sample[19700101-00:00:03:000000]: b 

Double last_sample[19700101-00:00:03:500000]: 0.365600 

Double last_sample[19700101-00:00:04:000000]: 0.375800 

Integer last_sample[19700101-00:00:04:000000]: 23 

We can see that the Stream Aligner did not process the sample that arrived late in s1 (with value k). In 
addition, the Stream Aligner does not process the last samples in s1 and s3 because it is waiting for a 
sample in the s2. Until the sample is not pushed in s2, the step() method cannot process the samples 
on the other streams: 

 

test_example_usage.cpp 

/** Push the sample that is missing **/ 

aligner.push<double, N_S2>(s2, base::Time::fromSeconds(4.5), 0.3858); 

 

/** Keep processing the samples **/ 

while(aligner.step()); 

This create the following ouput when further processing the samples: 

 

Terminal 

Double last_sample[19700101-00:00:04:500000]: 0.385800 

Integer last_sample[19700101-00:00:05:000000]: 24 

String last_sample[19700101-00:00:05:000000]: c 

These samples are bound together according to the timeout. In addition, it is important to see the effect 
of the priority values. A low number entails a high priority. This is visible in the order of processing 
sample 24 and c, from s1 and s3, which both have the same timestamp of 5 seconds. Similar effect 
occurred in processing samples 0.3186 and 20 from s2 and s3 at timestamp 1 second. 

5.4.2.2.2. TASTE INTEGRATION 

A TASTE component has been developed based on the stream aligner library. This TASTE component 
has two provided interfaces (PI) A,B of type RigidBodyState and two requested interfaces of the same 
type. It has been built such, that it can be compiled for the Cobham Gaisler GR740 board which hosts 
a LEON4FT CPU and for 32 and 64 Bit linux machines.  
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Figure 5-35. Interface View of the Stream Aligner test application 

In the following the interface view of TASTE for this application is shown. The main component is the 
gr740_stream_aligner function. The other three components serve as testing functions producing and 
consuming the input/output of the main component. 

The component uses two context parameters of type double to specify the expected periods of both of 
the incoming data streams. These parameters are used by the gr740_stream_aligner_startup() routine 
to derive the timeout, the window size and the minimum buffer size needed to gather all samples. 

Because the buffer sizes have to be known at compile time and cannot be calculated the current 
implementation uses fixed buffer sizes but at least checks if they are enough to process the incoming 
samples. 

The timeout is chosen to be the maximum of the expected periods provided as contextual parameters. 
Therefore, to be able to store enough samples for both streams the window size is chosen such that at 
least two periods fit into the buffer. This is equivalent to setting it to 2 * timeout. 

Stream A is the higher prioritized stream. That means, that whenever a sample on A and a sample in B 

have exactly the same timestamp, the sample on A is always processed first. When a sample is observed 

on either stream A or B the corresponding gr740_stream_aligner_PI_*() functions push these samples 
to the stream buffers and call the step() function until no further samples can be processed. This will 
cause the callbacks to be triggered which produce aligned samples on the corresponding requested 
interfaces. 

To develop a stream aligner TASTE component for a different target the deployment view below has to 

be changed to include the desired target, then the functions of the interface view have to be rebound 
and the partitions have to be compiled by calling esrocos_build_project. 
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Figure 5-36. Deployment View of the Stream Aligner test application 

If different types of streams shall be aligned, the PI’s and RI’s have to be changed. Then also the types 
inside the interface view functions code has to be adapted as well. Note that due to linking and 
compatibility issues with the GR740 target the type definitions from base/types and the conversion 

functions defined in types/base_support can only be used when compiling for x86 targets. The current 
implementation is standalone and uses adapted copies of base::samples::RigidBodyState, base::Time 
and subtypes. If a different type shall be used it might be necessary to copy them from the 
corresponding libraries into the gr740_stream_aligner folder (make sure to rename them from *.cpp to 

*.cc) 

The presented component will be used in the demonstrator to align RigidBodySamples samples from 
different sources for the Transformer component (see 5.4.2.1.2) which then calculates the 
transformations between the different reference frames. 

5.4.3. DATA LOGGING 

The logging of data is a broadly used tool in robotics software development. There a different common 
use cases for using a data logging mechanism in robot software development: 

 Debugging the controllers of the robot by inspecting the log files and searching for suspicious data 
samples. 

 Creation and providing of reference data sets used during the development of data processing 
algorithms. 

 Store data for later human inspection during robot exploration run. 

From these use cases it can be seen, that the data logger functionality can be separated into two 
different principle applications: 

 Capture: Recording of log files from data that is transmitted between TASTE components in a robot 
control application. 

 Replay: Inserting data from log files into a robot control or sensor processing application. 

This subsection explains the usage of the ESROCOS data logger library and its TASTE integration. 

All interaction with the log files is done using the C++ API of the data logger, which can be found in the 
software package tools/data_logger in the ESROCOS workspace or under 
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https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-data_logger.git on GitHub. As top-level interface, the API provides 
the classes LogFileWriter and LogFileReader, which implement the interaction with the log files for the 
two use cases of capturing or replaying log files. Figure 5-37 shows the public members of the 
LogFileReader and LogFileWriter classes. For the LogFileWriter the general purpose is that sequentially 

samples of data (payload data) are passed to the class. These samples are then serialized and written 
to a log file. For the LogFileReader the general purpose is the other way around. Data samples are read 
from a log file, reconstructed into their original data structures, and finally passed to the caller. To be 
able to handle arbitrary data types while still providing a simple interface, both classes are templated 
with the data type, which they are supposed to handle. 

 

Figure 5-37. Public API of LogFileWriter and Logfile Reader 

5.4.3.1. USING THE LIBRARY 

The file logger_example.cpp in the sub-folder examples in the project repository illustrates the use of 
both classes. The following code snippets are extracts from that file. The file format used for the log 
files stores together with the payload data also metadata about the log file itself and about each payload 
sample. This information is important for the reconstruction of the data after being stored on disk: even 

after years, when software has changed, but one wants for some reason to reconstruct an old log data. 
In that case, one needs to have the ability to see how exactly, the data within the log file looks like. 

The first step when using the LogfileWriter is to specify a target, where the log file should be written to 
and provide the meta-information about the data. This meta-information is the following: 

 The data model explaining the structure of the stored data type. This can either be given as 
string or be read from a file. Good practice is to put here either the content of a header file or 
an ASN.1 file explaining the static structure of the handled data. 

 A pointer to a function that serializes the data. 

 An EncodingHint, which explains how the encoding was performed. This could either be source 
code of the serialization function or an expression that point future users of the log file in the 
right direction on how this data could be de-serialized. 

 

logger_example.cpp 

LogFileWriter<MySeq> writer("/tmp/logtest.log"); 

writer.setEncoding(Encode_ACN_MySeq); 

writer.setDataModelFromFile("../../example/example_types.asn"); 

writer.setEncodingHint("ASN.1/ACN"); 

writer.start(); 

The initialization of the LogFileWriter is accomplished by calling the writer.start() method. Next, sub-
sequentially, data samples can be pushed to the LogFileWriter by calling the write(sample) method. To 
make sure that the log file is closed correctly and no data gets corrupted, the close() function must be 
called when no further samples should be written to log file. 

 

https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-data_logger.git
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logger_example.cpp 

MySeq sample; 

sample.input_data = 1; 

sample.output_data = 11; 

writer.write(sample); 

 

sample.input_data = 2; 

sample.output_data = 22; 

writer.write(sample); 

writer.close(); 

 

No additional Meta-data must be provided for reading log files with the LogFileReader. Here the only 
information that has to be passed to the LogFileReader class are which file to read and how to de-

serialize the payload samples by passing a function pointer. 

 

Logger_example.cpp 

LogFileReader<MySeq> reader("/tmp/logtest.log"); 

reader.setDecoding(Decode_ACN_MySeq); 

StreamHeader sth = reader.readStreamHeader(); 

std::cout << "Data Model: " << sth.dataModel<<"\nData MetaModel: " << sth.dataMetaModel 

<< "\nEncoding Hint: "<<sth.encodingHint<<"\n# Samples: "<<sth.nSamples<<std::endl; 

After initialization, new samples can be requested from the log file with the readNextSample(sample) 
function. This function extracts the next sample including its sample header into a class called 
EncodedSample. This class is also templated with the payload data type and gives access to the original 

payload data with the function getPayload(). 

 

Logger_example.cpp 

MySeq sample_r; 

     EncodedSample<MySeq> s; 

     size_t idx; 

     while(true){ 

         idx = reader.readNextSample(s); 

         if(idx == -1){ 

             std::cout << "No mor samples"<<std::endl; 

             break; 

         } 

         std::cout <<"\n"<< idx+1 << "/" << sth.nSamples<<" samples read"<<std::endl; 

         sample_r = s.getPayload(); 

     } 

reader.closeLogfile(); 

 

To query information about log files, the ESROCOS data logger software package also provides the 
program data_logger-analyze. This is a command line tool to extract the metadata which is stored into 
a log file and print it on the screen. 
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Terminal 

taste@taste-9-1 ~/esrocos_workspace 

$ data_logger-analyze ./motion_command2d_logger.cc.log 

LOG FILE INFO 

------------- 

Log file :         ./motion_command2d_logger.cc.log 

Data Model:        asn1SccBase_commands_Motion2D 

Encoding Hint:     ASN.1/ACN 

Endianess:         O32_LITTLE_ENDIAN 

Number of samples: 1000 

 

 

Data Model details are stored to encoding.txt 

5.4.3.2. TASTE INTEGRATION 

The data logger library is integrated into TASTE using wrapper components facilitating the RI/PI 
connection mechanism. This means that there is a logger component providing a PI, which expects a 
certain data type as argument. Each sample which is passed from an RI of another component to the 
logger component will be written to log file. Pre-implemented logger components for a collection of data 
types defined in the types/base package (https://github.com/ESROCOS/types-base), are implemented 
in the package tools/data_logger_components (https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-

data_logger_components). 

If the required data type is not provided in that collection, a logger component can easily be created 
after the model of the already existing logger components. Therefore in the TASTE GUI an interface 
view of the component must be created that matches the one depicted in Figure 5-38. 

 

Figure 5-38. Interface of a Data Logger component 

The interface of a typical data logger component contains a PI with exactly one argument passed, which 
will carry the data sample to be logged. Also there is another interface to signal the logger, that the 
application will now be closed and it should flush the last samples to the log file and close the file 
descriptor. 

The following table shows the implementation of the logger component handling the T_Double type. The 

colours used in the code snippets show how the code was created, distinguishing the following cases: 
Green means auto-generated code by the TASTE tools. Grey means copy & paste code, which is the 
same among all data logger components. Orange means that this is copy & paste code, which needs to 
be adapted to the particular data type, the logger component should handle. 

 

double_logger.cc 

#include "double_logger.h" 

#include <data_logger/LogFileWriter.hpp> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <csignal> 

 

using namespace data_logger; 

#define LOGGER_TYPE asn1SccT_Double 

#define DATA_TYPE "asn1SccT_Double" 

#define ENCODING_FN asn1SccT_Double_ACN_Encode 

#define ENCODING_HINT "ASN.1/ACN" 

#define DATA_MODEL_FILE "binary.c/dataview-uniq.asn" 

#define LOG_FILE "./" __FILE__ ".log" 

 

size_t Encode(BufferByte *pBuffer,  

           size_t iMaxBufferSize,  

https://github.com/ESROCOS/types-base
https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-data_logger_components
https://github.com/ESROCOS/tools-data_logger_components
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double_logger.cc 

           const LOGGER_TYPE *pSrc) 

{ 

    (void)iMaxBufferSize; 

    int errorCode; 

    BitStream strm; 

 

    BitStream_Init(&strm, pBuffer, iMaxBufferSize); 

 

    if (ENCODING_FN(pSrc, &strm, &errorCode, TRUE) == FALSE) { 

     fprintf(stderr, "Could not encode LOGGER_TYPE (at %s, %d), errorCode was %d\n", __FILE__, __LINE__, 
errorCode); 

        return -1; 

    } else { 

        return BitStream_GetLength(&strm); 

    } 

} 

 

LogFileWriter<LOGGER_TYPE> writer(LOG_FILE); 

void double_logger_startup() 

{ 

    writer.setEncoding(Encode); 

    writer.setDataModelFromFile(DATA_MODEL_FILE, std::string()+DATA_TYPE); 

    writer.setEncodingHint(ENCODING_HINT); 

    std::cout << "logging to " << LOG_FILE << std::endl;; 

    writer.start(); 

} 

 

void double_logger_PI_shutdown(){ 

    writer.close(); 

} 

 

void double_logger_PI_sample(const asn1SccT_Double *IN_sample) 

{ 

    writer.write(*IN_sample); 

} 

For the log replay components, the integration is the same. For some data types from the types/base 
package there are components available in the tools/data_logger_components package. They also share 
a similar component interface, which is shown in Figure 5-39. It has a RI providing samples of a single 
data type from a log file to a consuming component. 

 

Figure 5-39. Component interface for log file replay components 

To create an additional replay component, within the TASTE editor a matching function needs to be 

created. For the implementation, the code template below needs to be adapted to the desired data type. 

 

double_replay.cc 

#include "double_replay.h" 

#include <data_logger/LogFileReader.hpp> 

#include <iostream> 

 

using namespace data_logger; 
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double_replay.cc 

#define LOGGER_TYPE asn1SccT_Double 

#define DECODING_FN asn1SccT_Double_ACN_Decode 

#define LOG_FILE "./double_logger.cc.log" 

 

 

int Decode(LOGGER_TYPE *pDst, BufferByte* pBuffer, size_t iBufferSize) 

{ 

    (void)iBufferSize; 

    int errorCode; 

 

    BitStream strm; 

 

    BitStream_AttachBuffer(&strm, pBuffer, iBufferSize); 

 

    if (DECODING_FN(pDst, &strm, &errorCode)) { 

        /* Decoding succeeded */ 

        return 0; 

    } else { 

    fprintf(stderr, "Could not decode LOGGER_TYPE (at %s, %d), error code was %d\n", __FILE__, __LINE__, 
errorCode); 

        return -1; 

    } 

} 

 

 

LogFileReader<LOGGER_TYPE> reader(LOG_FILE); 

StreamHeader sth; 

 

void double_replay_startup() 

{ 

    reader.setDecoding(Decode); 

    sth = reader.readStreamHeader(); 

    std::cout << "\nData MetaModel: " << sth.dataMetaModel 

              << "\nEncoding Hint: "<<sth.encodingHint<<"\n# Samples: "<<sth.nSamples<<std::endl; 

} 

 

void double_replay_PI_trigger() 

{ 

    LOGGER_TYPE sample_r; 

    EncodedSample<LOGGER_TYPE> s; 

    size_t idx = reader.readNextSample(s); 

    if(idx == -1){ 

        std::cout << "\nNo more samples"<<std::endl; 

        reader.closeLogfile(); 

        std::cout << "Closed"<<std::endl; 

        return; 

    } 

    if((idx+1)%100 == 0){ 

     std::cout <<"\n"<< idx+1 << "/" << sth.nSamples<<" samples read"<<std::endl; 

    } 

    sample_r = s.getPayload(); 

 

    double_replay_RI_sample(&sample_r); 

} 

Figure 5-40 (top) shows an Interface View of an integrated example using a logger component. We see 

there a data producing component rbs_producer, whose samples are supposed to be processed by a 
data processing component called rbs_consumer. The data samples passed to the rbs_consumer are 
supposed to be logged by the rbs_logger component. To transmit the samples from rbs_producer to 
both consuming components (rbs_consumer and rbs_logger), a dispatcher from the tools/dispatchers 
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package is put in between. The signal_handler component catches the SIGINT signal and communicates 
to the logger, that it should close the log file. Afterwards the signal_handler terminates the running 
program. Note that the signal_handler component itself is not required for using the logger component, 
but there should be a dedicated shutdown signal (no matter how it is generated) transmitted to the 

logger via the shutdown PI to guarantee, that no data fragments remain in the HDD write buffer. 

 

Figure 5-40. Integration examples for the data logging (top) and log replay (bottom) 
components 

As illustrated in Figure 5-40 (bottom), the integration of a log replay component is straightforward. It 
simply need to be placed in the application and connected with its sample interface to a data-consuming 
component. 

5.4.4. DATA VISUALIZATION WITH VIZKIT3D  

The gui/vizkit3d_taste package integrates the vizkit3d visualization tools in ESROCOS, allowing the use 
of visualization functions in TASTE models. The visualization functions rely on the robotics data types 
contained in the types/base package. The package consists of the set of TASTE functions shown in Figure 

5-41.  
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Figure 5-41. vizkit3d plugin functions in TASTE 

The TASTE functions provided by the gui/vizkit3d_taste package are installed in the folder 
<esrocos_ws>/install/share/taste_components. The functions are grouped in four importable TASTE 
models. 

 vizkit3d_bodystate_widgets: a reusable TASTE model with functions to visualize BodyState and 
RigidBodyState data types. 

 vizkit3d_range_widgets: a reusable TASTE model with functions to visualize depth sensor data with 
the DepthMap, Pointcloud, LaserScan and SonarBeam data types. 

 vizkit3d_trajectory_widgets: a reusable TASTE model with functions to visualize Cartesian trajectory 
information with the Trajectory, Waypoint and MotionCommand data types. 

 vizkit3d_robot_widgets: a reusable TASTE model with functions to visualize robot positions using 
URDF models and the RigidBodyState and Joints data types. 

Each folder contains the Interface View and the function implementations needed to import the Interface 

View in a TASTE model and reuse the provided functions. 

In addition, each folder provides an update_data_view.sh and a user_init_pre.sh that set the Data View 
and the build configuration of the test models. These files can be used as a reference to configure the 
Data View and the build options of the user model. 

The package also installs the ASN.1 file <esrocos_ws>/install/types/vizkit3d/vizkit3d.asn, which 
provides the data types needed to configure the functions’ Context Parameters in the TASTE models. 

To include a visualization function in a TASTE model, import the desired interfaceview.aadl in the 
TASTE editor by right-clicking in the InterfaceViews and selecting Import IV. The imported functions can 
then be included in the current model by drag-and-dropping from the model tree. 

The imported visualization functions are just regular TASTE functions, and their Provided Interfaces can 
be connected to a counterpart with compatible interface type (sporadic) and parameters. 
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Figure 5-42. Sample TASTE model with visualization functions 

In the Deployment View, the visualization functions can be deployed in any Linux partition. All the 
visualization functions deployed in the same partition share a unique instance of vizkit3d, linked to a 
unique GUI window. The Figure 5-43 below shows the GUI window displayed for the model in Figure 
5-42, with the four visuzalization functions deployed in the same Linux partition. 

 

Figure 5-43. Sample vizkit3d window with four visualization functions 

Each visualization function corresponds to a vizkit3d plugin. The vizkit3d instance and all the 
visualization functions loaded in it are configured from a YAML configuration file. All the visualization 
functions deployed in the same partition must use the same configuration file. This is because 
all of them share the same vizkit3d instance at run time. 

The configuration file of the visualization functions is chosen in the function’s context parameters, which 
can be set from the Interface View in the TASTE editor. Each function should have a unique label, which 

identifies it in the configuration file. This allows including several instances of the same visualization 
function, each identified by a different label, in the model, allowing for the visualization e.g. of several 
sensors of the same type.  
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Figure 5-44. Context parameters for a 3D visualization function 

The context parameters are defined as follows: 

 VizkitFilePath configFile: path of the YAML configuration file for the Vizkit3D instance. 

 VizkitPluginLabel id: identifier string of the plugin instance. 

Where the two types are defined as: 

VizkitFilePath ::= IA5String (SIZE (0..255)) 

VizkitPluginLabel ::= IA5String (SIZE (1..31)) 

The selected configuration file, written in YAML format, is read at initialization and determines the setup 
of the vizkit3d application.  

The file includes the following information: 

 The window properties: title, geometry, etc. 

 The 3D widget properties: color, camera mode, etc. 

 The plugins to be loaded and their properties; these plugins include: 

• Base plugins, which render data at runtime using the Rock base types (each base plugin has 
a corresponding TASTE function). 

• Visualization plugins, which display static graphical elements to support visualization 
(visualization plugins do not have a corresponding TASTE function). 

An example of configuration file is shown in the listing below. 

Sample vizkit3d_taste configuration in YAML 

# Window (title, geometry) 

window: 

    title: taste-vizkit3d - body state visualization test 

    x: 100 

    y: 150 

 

# 3D widget 

widget: 

    manipulator: TRACKBALL_MANIPULATOR 

 

# Plugins 

plugins: 

    - type: BodyStateVisualization 

      name: BS 

      modelPath: stim300.stl 

      size: 2.0 

      frame: 

          base: world_osg 

          position: [1, 1, 1] 

          rotation: [1, 0, 0, 0] 

          # rotation quaternion in order [w, x, y, z] 

 

    - type: RigidBodyStateVisualization 
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Sample vizkit3d_taste configuration in YAML 

      name: RBS 

      modelPath: stim300.stl 

      frame: 

          base: world_osg 

          position: [1, 1, 1] 

          rotation: [1, 0, 0, 0] 

          # rotation quaternion in order [w, x, y, z] 

 

    - type: ModelVisualization 

      modelPath: stim300.stl 

 

    - type: GridVisualization 

The configuration file has three sections: window, widget and plugins. The plugins section is in turn a 

sequence of plugin descriptions. 

The window section accepts the following properties: 

 title (string): title to show in the window bar 

 x (int): horizontal position (top-left corner) 

 y (int): vertical position (top-left corner) 

 width (int): window width in pixels 

 height (int): window height in pixels 

The widget section accepts the following properties: 

 axes (bool): display the reference axes 

 axes_labels (bool): display the axes labels 

 background (int[3], RGB color specification): background color 

 manipulator (string): camera mode; accepts one of the following:  

• DEFAULT_MANIPULATOR 

• FIRST_PERSON_MANIPULATOR 

• FLIGH_MANIPILATOR 

• ORBIT_MANIPULATOR 

• TERRAIN_MANIPULATOR 

• TRACKBALL_MANIPULATOR 

• MULTI_TOUCH_TRACKBALL_MANIPULATOR 

• NODE_TRACKER_MANIPULATOR 

• NO_MANIPULATOR 

In the plugins section, all plugins accept the following properties: 

 type (string): plugin type, one of the following: 

• BodyStateVisualization 

• DepthMapVisualization 

• LaserScanVisualization 

• MotionCommandVisualization 

• PointcloudVisualization 

• RigidBodyStateVisualization 

• RobotVisualization 

• SonarBeamVisualization 
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• TrajectoryVisualization 

• WaypointVisualization 

• GridVisualization 

• ModelVisualization 

• TextureBoxVisualization 

 name (string): plugin name, used to identify each instance of the plugin. 

In addition to these common properties, each type of plugin may accept additional properties. These 
properties are directly mapped from the vizkit3d C++ API, so they are not described in detail here. 

The ten basic plugins accept as an option a frame specification that characterizes the reference frame 
in which the plugin data updates are provided. The reference frame is a compound property with the 

following fields: 

 name (string): frame identifier, used to define one frame relative to another 

 base (string): identifier of the parent frame (if not provided, the origin frame is used) 

 position (int[3]): translation [x,y,z] of the frame with respect to its parent frame 

 rotation (int[4]): rotation quaternion [w, x, y, z] of the frame with respect to its parent frame 

In addition, the specific properties of each type of base plugin are indicated below. 

BodyStateVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 size (double): scale of the object 

 sphereSize (double): scale of the sphere used as default representation of the object 

 modelPath (string): file path of a 3D model (.stl file) representing the object 

 displayCovariance (bool) 

 displayCovarianceWithSamples (bool) 

 forcePositionDisplay (bool) 

 forceOrientationDisplay (bool) 

 frame (frame description block): reference frame of the object 

DepthMapVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 ColorizeAltitude (bool) 

 ColorizeMagnitude (bool) 

 ColorizeInterval (double) 

 ShowRemision (bool) 

 ShowSlope (bool) 

LaserScanVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 YForward (bool) 

 Colorize (bool) 

 ColorizeInterval (double) 

 ShowPolygon (bool) 

MotionCommandVisualization does not accept any additional properties. 

PointcloudVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 defaultFeatureColor (int[3], RGB color specification) 

 pointSize (double) 

RigidBodyStateVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 size (double): scale of the object 
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 sphereSize (double): scale of the sphere used as default representation of the object 

 textSize (double): scale of the object’s text 

 modelPath (string): file path of a 3D model (.stl file) representing the object 

 displayCovariance (bool) 

 displayCovarianceWithSamples (bool) 

 forcePositionDisplay (bool) 

 forceOrientationDisplay (bool) 

 frame (frame description block): reference frame of the object 

RobotVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 modelFile (string): path of the URDF model 

 framesEnabled (bool): display the joints’ frames 

 jointsSize (double): size of the joint objects 

 followModelWithCamera (bool) 

 rootLink (string): identifier of the model root link 

 setmentNamesEnabled (bool): display segment names 

SonarBeamVisualization does not accept any additional properties. 

TrajectoryVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 MaxPoints (int) 

 LineWidth (double) 

 Color (int[3], RGB color specification) 

WaypointVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 Color (int[3], RGB color specification) 

The visualization plugins do not accept a frame property. The additional properties accepted by each 
plugin type are listed below. 

GridVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 show_coordinates (bool): display coordinate text labels 

 rows (int): number of grid rows 

 cols (int): number of grid columns 

 dx (double): increment between consecutive ticks (X axis) 

 dy (double): increment between consecutive ticks (Y axis) 

 color (int[3], RGB color specification): grid color 

ModelVisualization accepts the following properties: 

 modelPath (string): file path of a 3D model (.stl file) representing the object 

TextureBoxVisualization accepts the following options: 

 px (double): position X 

 py (double): position Y 

 pz (double): position Z 

 sx (double): horizontal size 

 sy (double): vertical size 

 filename (string): path of the texture image file 
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The TASTE functions shown in Figure 5-41 have one or more Provided Interfaces that update the 
data rendered by vizkit3d. These Provided Interfaces are sporadic. The type of the provided interfaces 
is as follows: 

 vizkit3d_BodyState 

 updateBodyState(IN Base_samples_BodyState) 

 vizkit3d_DepthMap 

 updateDepthMap(IN Base_samples_DepthMap) 

 updatePose(IN Base_samples_RigidBodyState) 

 vizkit3d_LaserScan 

 updateLaserScan(IN Base_samples_LaserScan) 

 updatePose(IN Base_samples_RigidBodyState) 

 vizkit3d_MotionCommand 

 updateMotionCommand(IN Base_commands_Motion2D) 

 updatePose(IN Base_Pose) 

 vizkit3d_Pointcloud 

 updatePointCloud(IN Base_samples_PointCloud) 

 vizkit3d_RigidBodyState 

 updateRigidBodyState(IN Base_samples_RigidBodyState) 

 vizkit3d_Robot 

 updateRigidBodyState(IN Base_samples_RigidBodyState) 

 updateJoints(IN Base_commands_Joints) 

 vizkit3d_SonarBeam 

 updateSonarBeam(IN Base_samples_SonarBeam) 

 vizkit3d_Trajectory 

 updateTrajectory(IN Wrappers_Vector3D) 

 vizkit3d_Waypoint 

 updateData(IN Base_Waypoint) 

The data types that appear in the interfaces are provided in the types/base package, and conversion 
functions between the C types compiled from ASN.1 and the corresponding ROCK C++ types are 
available in the types/base_support package. See the section 5.4.1 for more information. 

5.4.5. PUS SERVICES 

The Packet Utilization Standard (PUS), is the standardized TM/TC interface for European space missions. 

It defines a set of common services that the on-board system provides to the ground segment for the 
monitoring and control of the space system. Although space robotics applications have different needs 

with respect to, e.g., satellites, many of the services and concepts defined by the PUS specification are 
applicable to robotic missions. 

For this reason, ESROCOS provides a software library that implements a set of PUS services. The 
services are implemented at the logical level, i.e., they are representative of the functionality but not of 
the protocol and formatting of the space data links. The services are implemented in C and optionally 
provided as TASTE functions, so that they can be integrated in robotics applications modelled with 
TASTE. 
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5.4.5.1. MISSIONIZATION 

Pus Services Library is designed to be missionized, there are many configurations possible for each 

implementation. A list of housekeeping and on-board parameters with its types, event list, functions, 
private services, size of packets queues, etc can be defined. 

There are multiple files needed to define a mission for the library. The table below shows the files used 
to define the mission for the robot used in the orbital scenario, UR-5. 

Table 5-6. Example missionization UR-5 Files 

File name Observation Description 

Public services configurations 

pus_enable_services.h compulsory Enable and disable public and private services. 

packet_queues_config.json compulsory Configuration file of the packet queues in the library. 

st03_st12_config.json compulsory Configuration of the housekeeping parameters (types, limits). 

st05_config.json compulsory Configuration of the events. 

st08_config.json compulsory Configuration for the functions of the ST08. 

st11_config.json compulsory Configuration of the ST11 parameters. 

st18_config.json compulsory Configuration of the OBCP engine and ST18 parameters. 

st19_config.json compulsory Configuration of the ST19 parameters. 

st20_config.json compulsory Configuration of the ST20 parameters. 

st23_config.json compulsory Configuration of the File manager and ST23 parameters. 

Private services 

pus_mission_types.h compulsory Defines new data types for the mission. 

pus_st200_packets.c optional Source file of private service’s packets. 

pus_st200_packets.h optional Header file of private service’s packets 

pus_robot_control.c optional Source file of private service’s functionality. 

pus_robot_control.h optional Header file of private service’s functionality. 

pus_st201_packets.c optional Source file of private service’s packets. 

pus_st201_packets.h optional Header file of private service’s packets 

ASN1 types definitions 

ccsds_packet.asn optional Need to add new data field for private services’ packet. 

pus_services.asn optional Need to add new services and subservices names. 

pus_st200.asn optional Data types definitions for private services. 

pus_st201.asn optional Data types definitions for private services. 

GUI 

gui_config.json optional Configuration of the packets used by the GUI. 

pus_binding_mission.cpp optional GUI-library binding. 

pus_config_gui.py optional GUI-library binding. 

OBCP configuration 

pus_obcp_userFunctions.c optional Functions that could be used in OBCPs scripts. 

Functions 

st08_functions.c compulsory Functions of the ST18. 

 

Most of services have JSON files that let the developer to customize each service, there are also the 
possibility of creating new services and disabling or enabling different services. This missionization also 
affects to the Pus GUI that could be used the private services and full or subsets public services. 

An example of a JSON file is shown below, this JSON is verified with a schema of the configuration that 

the file written by the developer must follow. All those configurations files are processed and converted 
to source and headers C files, these files creates defines for identifiers of parameters, events, functions, 
… also a configuration function for each service, etc. 
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pus_st05_config.json 

{ 

 "events": [ 

  { 

   "label": "EVENT_ST12", 

   "defaultSeverity": "INFO", 

   "data": [ 

    "UINT32", 

    "UINT32" 

   ] 

  }, 

  { 

   "label": "EVENT_OBCP_FINISHED", 

   "defaultSeverity": "INFO", 

   "data": [ 

    "UINT32", 

    "UINT32" 

   ] 

  }, 

 . . . . .  

  { 

   "label": "EVENT_MEDIUM_03", 

   "defaultSeverity": "MEDIUM", 

   "data": [ 

    "BOOL", 

    "BYTE" 

   ] 

  }, 

  { 

   "label": "EVENT_HIGH_04", 

   "defaultSeverity": "HIGH", 

   "data": [ 

    "UINT32", 

    "INT32" 

   ] 

  } 

 ], 

 "eventBufferLength": 5, 

 "eventReportDestination": 2 

} 

Developers can define which services want to activate or not. The file to do that is in the mission folder, 
each service has a #define associated and if any define is activated the service is enabled. This is shown 
in the next file. 

pus_enabled_services.h 

#ifndef PUS_ENABLED_SERVICES 

#define PUS_ENABLED_SERVICES 

 

//Comment the service/tables that user don't want to enable. 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST01_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST03_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST05_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST08_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST09_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST11_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST12_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST17_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST18_ENABLED 
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pus_enabled_services.h 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST19_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST20_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST23_ENABLED 

 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_HK_PARAMS_TABLE 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ONBOARD_PARAMS_TABLE 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_EVENTS_TABLE 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_OBCP_ENGINE 

 

//private services 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST200_ENABLED 

#define PUS_CONFIGURE_ST201_ENABLED 

 

#endif 

In this example, all services and tables are enabled and also two private services. If the user want to 
disable something only has to comment any line. There is a check to make sure that if any service need 
one table, the table is also activated and advice the developer in compilation time. 

To create privates services, developers can add source and header files for each service, including the 
packets’ creation and functionality, this code will be compiled and linked into libraries automatically once 
the build of the library is called. 

5.4.5.2. PUS CONSOLE 

Pus console provides functionality to test the sending and receiving of telecommands and telemetries 

defined by PUS Services. To be able to receive telemetries this tool depends from a TASTE model defining 
the functionality of each service. 

PUS Console configuration depends on the mission. The user has to create a file called config.json 
located in the mission directory where information such as the apid of PUS Console, telecommands and 

telemetries used in the mission are specified. 

Example of config.json file 

{  

  "apid": 1, 

  "tm":[ 

    [1,1], [1,2], [1,3], [1,4], [1,5], [1,6], [1,7],  

    [1,8], [3,25], [17,2], [20,2], [200,2], [201, 4]], 

  "tc":[ 

    [8,1], [9,1], [11,1], [11,2], [11,3], [11,4],  

    [12,1], [12,2], [12,15], [12,16], [17,1], [200,1]] 

} 

Telecommands and telemetries are defined specifying the packet type identifier and the packet subtype 
identifier. 

Custom services are also detailed in the mission and they have to be defined in the config.json file 
shown above. The user has to provide an implementation for each custom service in the functions used 
to parse PUS Packets data field to JSON defined in mission/pus_config_gui.py.   

Implementation given for parsing custom services 

from PusGui import pb 

# Only telecommands needed 

def mission_create_packets(packet, svc, msg, apid=0, seq=0): 

    if (svc, msg) == (200, 1): 

        pb.pus_tc_200_1_createControlCameraRequest(packet, apid, seq, 0) 

         

# Generic get data function for tms and tcs 

def mission_get_data(packet, svc, msg): 

    if (svc, msg) == (200, 1): 
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Implementation given for parsing custom services 

        data = tc_200_1_get_data(packet)       

    else: 

        data = dict()   

    return data    

 

# Generic set data funcition fot tcs 

def mission_set_data(packet, svc, msg, data): 

    if (svc, msg) == (200, 1): 

        packet = tc_200_1_set_data(packet, data) 

 

# Specific get and set functions 

def tc_200_1_set_data(packet, data): 

    obs = data["operation"] 

    pb.pus_tc_200_1_setControlId(packet, obs) 

    return packet 

 

def tc_200_1_get_data(packet): 

    data = dict() 

    data["operation"] = pb.pus_tc_200_1_getControlId(packet) 

    return data 

That file defines three functions by default: 

 Mission_create_packets: This function has to be filled with the default calling to custom services 
creation functions. 

 Mission_get_data: This function creates a dictionary for the data field of each custom service. 

 Mission_set_data: This function sets the data field of a packet from a given dictionary. 

Functions explained above use PUS Library functions implemented in C language. As they are used in 
python the user shall define bindings for them. 

Binding for custom services functions 

void init_mission_module(py::module &m) 

{ 

 m.def("pus_tc_201_1_createSetHomeRequest", &pus_tc_201_1_createSetHomeRequest,      

            "pus_tc_201_1_createSetHomeRequest"); 

 m.def("pus_tc_200_1_setControlId", &pus_tc_200_1_setControlId,  

            "pus_tc_200_1_setControlId"); 

 m.def("pus_tc_200_1_getControlId", &pus_tc_200_1_getControlId,  

            "pus_tc_200_1_getControlId"); 

} 

Bindings shown above shall be defined in mission/pus_mission_binding.cpp. Depending on the types of 
PUS Library functions some of them may need a wrapper around it to allow their use from python. 

Wrapper around a private service function with two structs as arguments 

pusError_t pus_tc_201_1_createSetHomeRequest_(pusPacket_t* outTc, pusApid_t apid,  

                                              pusSequenceCount_t sequenceCount, 

                                   std::vector<pusSt201Point> position,  

                                              std::vector<pusSt201Point> orientation) { 

 pusSt201Position stPos; 

 pusSt201Orientation stOri; 

 

 std::copy(position.begin(), position.end(), stPos.arr); 

 std::copy(orientation.begin(), orientation.end(), stOri.arr); 

 

 return pus_tc_201_1_createSetHomeRequest(outTc, apid, sequenceCount, &stPos, &stOri); 

} 
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There are two ways of launching PUS Console: 

 Launching from command line.  

 Launching connected to a TASTE model. 

To launch from command line we need to specify the shared library created after compiling the mission. 

$ python3 test.py esrocos_pus_test_01 

Provided that PUS Console needs from a TASTE model to receive telemetries and process telecommands 

the second way of launching PUS Console comes from executing the TASTE partition. This partition 
creates a thread that launches PUS Console. 

Thread launching PUS Console 

void *myThreadFun(void* arg) 

{ 

    Py_Initialize(); 

 

    PyRun_SimpleString("import builtins\n"); 

    PyRun_SimpleString("builtins.ESROCOS_PUSGUI_MODULE = \"esrocos_pus_test_ur5\"\n"); 

    PyRun_SimpleString("builtins.ESROCOS_PUSGUI_CONFIG =   

    \"/home/esrocos/esrocos_workspace/tools/libpus/mission/test_01/config.json\"\n"); 

    PyRun_SimpleString("builtins.ESROCOS_PUSGUI_MISSION =  

    \"/home/esrocos/esrocos_workspace/tools/libpus/mission/test_ur5\"\n"); 

    PyRun_SimpleString("import PusGui\n"); 

    PyRun_SimpleString("PusGui.create()\n"); 

 

    Py_Finalize(); 

 

    return NULL; 

} 

To execute the TASTE partition from the terminal, the following command should be used: 

$ taskset -c 0 ~/esrocos_workspace/tools/libpus/taste.ur5/binary.c/binaries/x86_partition 

PUS Console interface is composed of several windows. 

 Main Window. 

 Create TC Window. 

 Add TC Window. 

 Create Filter Window. 

 Packet Details Window. 

Main Window shows two tabs. The first one called Packets displays a table with important fields of 
each telemetry packet received or telecommand packet sent. This table can be sorted by each attribute 
when the header of a certain column is clicked. The second one called System Status displays 
information such as the spacecraft time or housekeeping parameters.  

Options provided in the top menu, allows the user to open the rest of the windows specified above. 
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Figure 5-45. Main Window Packets tab  

 

 

Figure 5-46. Main Window System Status Tab 

 

Create TC Window and Add TC Window allows the user to create telecommands packets or 

embedded telecommands such as the ones contained by (11, 4) or (19, 1) packets and send them. The 

screen is divided in two sections.  

The first one, the history, provides the user the capability to recover previous telecommands in the case 
of Create TC Window.  

The second one, the creation section, allows the user to create new telecommands. Service type combo 
box contains the service id of every telecommand that the user can send. When a certain id is selected 
in service id combo box, message id combo box is filled with the ids available for that specific service.  

After the user selects a particular message id of a certain service id. Create TC Window or Add TC 

Window creates an empty telecommand and place it in the text boxes below the combo boxes. 

The text box below those combo boxes shows the JSON of the data section header and the data section 
source data field. That information can be modified by the user with the parameters needed. 
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Figure 5-47. Create TC Window and Add TC Window. 

 

Create Filter Window is opened when the option Filter->Create filter is selected. The window allows 
the user define filters by completing fields shown in figure below. It allows the user to filter the packets 

shown in the main view, for instance to focus on particular services or interactions and hiding unneeded 

packets from view. 

 

Figure 5-48. Create filter window. 

 

Packet Details Window when the user clicks a certain row of the Main Window table, window shown 
below is opened. This window displays the whole selected packet in its JSON format. 
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Figure 5-49. Details Window. 

5.4.5.3. ON-BOARD CONTROL PROCEDURES  

On-board control procedures protocol is included in the PUS services library, we have develop a subset 
of the telecommands and telemetries defined in the PUS standard but those are the main ones to use 
this protocol. 

There are telecommands defined to load, unload, start, stop, resume, suspend and abort OBCPs. Also, 

the user of this service has the possibility to activate and deactivate the complete service enabling or 
disabling the engine. 

The language used in the OBCP code is MicroPython, as explained in the ESROCOS Detailed Design 

Document [AD.8]. The user can manage on-board events accessing to the events table or raising new 
ones. There is also functions to access to the housekeeping and on-board parameters, perform functions 
previously defined, launch other OBCPs and, obviously, the MicroPython capabilities as exceptions, flow 
control, variables, list, etc. 

Each OBCP code is composed by two parts, user code that defines the OBCP behaviour itself and the 
API functions that connect the functionality (events, parameters, functions, etc.) of the PUS Services 

library to the OBCP user code. 

The code is joined and the resultant file is transformed to bytecode stored in a byte array in C language 
(accessible by the OBCP engine of the library), also the length of this array is saved. This process is 
automatically done by the PUS GUI Console. 

The functions and dictionaries that user can use in its OBCP scripts to interact with the PUS library 

functionality are shown below. 

OBCP API functions 

#### Dictionaries 

obcp_HkParam  

obcp_OnBoardParam  

obcp_Event  

obcp_Function  

obcp_Status 

 

#### Parameters 

def obcp_get_time_now(self) -> float: 

def obcp_get_hk_parameter( self, paramId: int ): 

def obcp_get_onboard_parameter( self, paramId: int ): 
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OBCP API functions 

def obcp_set_hk_parameter( self, paramId: int, value ): 

def obcp_set_onboard_parameter( self, paramId: int, value ): 

 

#### Waits 

def obcp_wait_interval_time( self, interval: float ) -> bool: 

def obcp_wait_absolute_time( self, abs_time: float ) -> bool: 

def obcp_wait_event( self, eventId: int, timeout = 0 ): 

 

#### Events 

def obcp_get_next_event( self ) -> pus_Event: 

def obcp_raise_event( self, event: pus_Event ) -> bool: 

 

#### Activities       

def obcp_perform_ST08_function( self, functionId: int) -> bool: 

 

### Auxiliary functions  

def obcp_yield(self): 

def obcp_set_confirmation_status(self, status) -> bool: 

def obcp_activate_obcp(self, obcpId: str) -> bool:  

def obcp_wait_obcp_finish(self, obcpId: str, attempt=20) -> bool: 

The listing below shows the base code of an OBCP, there are five functions that the developer can use, 

and the OBCP engine will execute in the correct order, each functions match with a block defined in the 
OBCP standard. 

OBCP base code 

class ObcpExample(Obcp): 

     

    def declarations(self): 

        print("- Declaration body", self.id) 

 

    def preconditions(self): 

        print("- Preconditions body", self.id) 

        return True 

 

    def main(self): 

        print("- Main body", self.id) 

 

    def confirmation(self): 

        print("- Confirmation body", self.id) 

  return True 

   

    def contingency(self, exception): 

        print("- Contingency body", self.id) 

 

    def set_results(self): 

        print("- Setting results", self.id)    

         

test_code = ObcpTest("OBCP_EX") 

test_code.run() 

As this code shown, each OBCP is a class that inherit from other generic class that defines intermediate 
functions and the default behaviour of the OBCP in case the developer decides not to write any of the 

functions defined above. 

The developer of an OBCP script, also, shall define an OBCP objet of the class that has been created and 
call the run function, this will allow OBCP engine to activate this OBCP when the proper telecommands 
is received. 

There are some OBCP scripts in the test folder of the tool that defines some examples of the use of the 
different functions as the example bellow. 
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OBCP basic example 

class ObcpTest(Obcp): 

  def preconditions(self): 

      print("- Preconditions body", self.id) 

         

      #wait for a param value 

      while self.obcp_get_onboard_parameter(obcp_OnBoardParam["ONBOARD_PARAM_REAL01"])<2.5: 

          pass 

       

      #wait for a param value 

      while self.obcp_get_hk_parameter(obcp_HkParam["HK_PARAM_BYTE01"]) < 0x36: 

          pass 

 

      return True     

 

  def main(self): 

      print("- Main body TEST", self.id) 

         

      #getter of an onboard parameter value 

      param1 = self.obcp_get_onboard_parameter(obcp_OnBoardParam["ONBOARD_PARAM_REAL01"]) 

   

      #setter of an onboard parameter value  

      self.obcp_set_onboard_parameter(obcp_OnBoardParam["ONBOARD_PARAM_REAL01"], 5.23) 

 

      #getter of an HK parameter value 

      param2 = self.obcp_get_hk_parameter(obcp_HkParam["HK_PARAM_BYTE01"]) 

 

      #setter of an HK parameter value  

      self.obcp_set_hk_parameter(obcp_HkParam["HK_PARAM_BYTE01"], 0x23) 

 

      #get actual time 

      float_time = self.obcp_get_time_now()   

 

obcp = ObcpTest("OBCP_PARAMS") 

obcp.run() 

This is example just redefines the main function where there are some uses of the getters and setters 
of the on-board and housekeeping parameters and also the actual time. The other block that is redefined 
is the preconditions one where it is shown an example of how to wait for parameter value. 

5.4.5.4. TASTE EXAMPLE 

A reference TASTE model has been created and its interface view using pus library is shown in Figure 

5-50. TASTE example model. This model is has two parts, the on-board one, composed by the PUS 
Services library and the on board software, and the ground that is the GUI console. 
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Figure 5-50. TASTE example model 

PUS services function include functionality and packet managers of every service and also general 
functions as packet queues manager or APID. There are services that have been divided in two TASTE 
functions; one for the functionality and other to manage TM/TC packets. 

There are other functions that include several services that have commons functionalities like the event 
report service and the event-action service, also the services that use housekeeping parameters or on-
board ones. 

These functions are exported to the ESROCOS installation path and let the developer to import them in 

another TASTE model, for example if a mission just include some services or it has the need of insert 
new ones. 

Table 5-7. Exported PUS TASTE functions 

Function name Description 

events Events table manager 

fileManagement Files manager 

ground Ground station (GUI console) 

housekeeping Housekeeping parameters table manager 

onboardApid On-board APID 

onboardParamas On-board parameters table manager 

onboardSoftware Simulator of the on-board software 

st01 ST[01] Request Verification 

st03 ST[03] Housekeeping 

st05 ST[05] Event Reporting 

st08 ST[08] Function management 

st09 ST[09] Time management 

st11 ST[11] Time-based scheduling 

st12 ST[12] On-board Monitoring 

st17 ST[17] Test Connection 

st18 ST[18] On-board control procedure 

st19 ST[19] Event-action 
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Function name Description 

st20 ST[20] On-board parameters management 

st23 ST[23] File management 

tcdispatch Telecommands dispatcher 

tcQueue Telecommands queue manager 

timeReportApid APID for the time report service 

tmDispath Telemetry dispatcher 

tmQueue Telemetry queue manager 

5.4.6. AIR HYPERVISOR 

The document ESROCOS_D4.3 [AD.12] “Mixed Criticality Report” includes a full guide on how to develop 
OBSW with AIR and details on several aspects of TSP in AIR. 

In addition, AIR has a user manual available [RD.9]. 

Refer to these documents for detailed instructions on the usage of AIR. 

5.4.7. DEVICE DRIVERS 

5.4.7.1. CAN 

The controller area network (CAN) protocol is a proven, highly reliable communication system for harsh 

environments and has been used in automotive and industrial applications for over 30 years. The CAN 
two-wire bus multi-master/multi-drop topology makes it easy to add additional functionality to a system 
while significantly reducing the number of wires associated with wire intensive point-to-point topologies.  

The European Space Agency (ESA) is leading the development effort to get the hardware, firmware and 
software in place to implement CAN for on-board spacecraft communications and control systems. The 
ECSS-E-ST-50-15C (May 1, 2015) document was created by ESA to standardize the CAN communication 

protocol.  

These two facts show that CAN is a natural choice to be supported by the toolchain provided by 
ESROCOS. 

The used low level device driver is Gaisler GRCAN because it operates on the OBC elected for ESROCOS 
use cases, namely we speak about GR-CPCI-GR740 OBC containing 2x CAN 2.0B controllers, in 
ESROCOS a middleware has implemented on top of GRCAN to facilitate its usage. 

This middleware has been implemented both in TASTE and AIR hypervisor.   

The TASTE middleware facilitates the modelling in of CAN devices and respective buses setting in the 
context of the used hardware (deployment view) and used functionality. 

The AIR IO Partition implements CAN middleware, this partition allows the remainder of the OBSW to 
communicate via CAN by using a normal channel to the IO partition. 

CAN usage with TASTE 

In TASTE there is a regular pattern for devices, in the specific scenario of ESROCOS, it is intended to 
use CAN as a communication between a TASTE device and a non-TASTE device. The Interface View 

below example this scenario where “gr740_candriver” is the TASTE device and “candriver_test” is the 
non-TASTE device. 
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Figure 5-51. The TASTE Interface View using CAN device driver as a blackbox 

The solution is the usage of a TASTE black box component type where inside the user is free to write 

the call the low level device driver system calls. 

Therefore the respective deployment view is implemented as shown below, where following the blackbox 
approach it is not explicit a CAN device driver and bus, and instead it is only shown the TASTE device 
side and no need to represent the non-TASTE device. 

 

 

Figure 5-52. The TASTE Interface View using CAN device driver as a blackbox 

The sample code below illustrate a very simple implementation of the commands interface where it 
make the system call to “grcan_write” of the low level GRCAN device driver. It important to state it is 

here not shown the source code that does build the transmitted message, all CAN bus and device 
initialization process and the all process of receiving and processing messages. 
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Example implementation of a TASTE function using the CAN driver 

void gr740_candriver_PI_commands(const asn1SccBase_commands_Joints *IN_cmds) 

{ 

  

    cnt = grcan_write(candev, &telecommand, 1); 

    if (!cnt) 

    { 

        printf("[gr740_candriver_PI_commands] Transmission failed\n"); 

        return; 

    } 

} 

 

CAN usage with AIR 

In AIR, the IOP partition initializes, send and receives data via CAN. The process is all automated through 
a startic configuration file that pre-defined all required settings. 

Besides all data required for CAN protocol setup and GRCAN setup shown in the tables below, the TSP 
partitions that want to use CAN must associated a inter partition communication channed through a 
queuing or sampling port.  

Table 5-8. CAN devices configuration 

Parameter Description 

Baud Network baud rate. The value inputted should be in Kbits, in this way a baud of 250 is 
actually a baud of 250 Kbits 

RXD Receiver descriptor size. 

TXD Transmission descriptor size. 

Code Filter code, to filter out unwanted messages, together with the mask. If no message is to 
be ignored by the device this should be kept as zero. 

Mask Filter mask, to filter out unwanted messages, together with the code. If no message is to 
be ignored by the device this should be kept as zero. 

Selection These parameters together are used to choose which CAN device is going to be used. 
Either CAN0 or CAN1 can be used in GR740. For CAN0 the configuration should be: 

 Selection: 0 

 Enable0: 0 

 Enable1: 1 

Enable0 

Enable1 

 

Table 5-9. CAN header configuration 

Parameter Description 

Extended CAN extended mode. CAN can either use 11bit identifiers or 29bit identifiers for the CANID 

Sshot Single Shot mode 

RTR Stands for Remote Transmission Request in CAN. It is used to request a node to send 
information. 

CANID CAN ID of the destination node. 

 

Below is exampled a normal partition named “partition1” that has to generic sampling ports made to 
send and receive data (partition_sender and partition_receiver). 
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AIR partition configuration for CAN 

<Partition PartitionIdentifier="1" PartitionName="partition1" 

    Criticality="LEVEL_A" EntryPoint="entry_func" SystemPartition="false"> 

    <Sampling_Port Name="partition_receiver"  

      Direction="DESTINATION" MaxMessageSize="8" RefreshRateSeconds="1.0"/> 

    <Sampling_Port Name="partition_sender"  

      Direction="SOURCE" MaxMessageSize="8" RefreshRateSeconds="1.0"/> 

In the meantime, the IO Partition also defines sampling ports if a user wants use them transmit message 
via CAN through those ports (iop_sender and iop_receiver) 

AIR IOP configuration for CAN 

<Partition PartitionIdentifier="2" PartitionName="iop"  

    Criticality="LEVEL_A" EntryPoint="empty" SystemPartition="false"> 

    <Sampling_Port Name="iop_sender" 

      Direction="SOURCE" MaxMessageSize="8" RefreshRateSeconds="1.0"/> 

    <Sampling_Port Name="iop_receiver" 

By establishing a channel between these ports as shown below, whenever “partition1” send and receives 
data, it is in fact sending/receivig data trough the CAN device driver. 

AIR connection table for CAN 

  <Connection_Table> 

    <Channel ChannelIdentifier="1" ChannelName="MessageIn"> 

      <Source> 

        <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="1" PartitionName="partition1"  

          PortName="partition_sender"/> 

      </Source> 

      <Destination> 

        <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="2" PartitionName="iop"  

          PortName="iop_receiver"/> 

      </Destination> 

    </Channel> 

    <Channel ChannelIdentifier="2" ChannelName="MessageOut"> 

     <Source> 

       <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="2" PartitionName="iop"  

      PortName="iop_sender"/> 

     </Source> 

     <Destination> 

       <Standard_Partition PartitionIdentifier="1" PartitionName="partition1" 

      PortName="partition_receiver"/> 

     </Destination> 

    </Channel> 

5.4.7.2. ETHERCAT 

The Ethernet for Control Automation Technology (EtherCAT) is an Ethernet-based fieldbus system 
standardized in IEC 61158. The protocol definition allows compliance to both hard and soft real-time 
computing requirements. The EtherCAT protocol is designed for applications that require short cycle 
times (usually less than 100us), low communication jitter (less than 1us) and smaller hardware costs. 

EtherCAT has been recently used in space in the scope of the "Haptics" project of the European Space 
Agency. 

In the scope of the ESROCOS project the Simple Open EtherCAT Master (SOEM) was integrated as a 
library with the RTEMS executive and can be used in real-time applications.  

The used low level device driver is Gaisler GRETH because it operates on the OBC elected for ESROCOS 
use cases, namely we speak about GR-CPCI-GR740 OBC containing 2x RJ45 10/100/1000 Mbit GMII/MII 
Ethernet interfaces. 
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To develop an application using the EtherCAT SOEM one needs to use a blackbox device where the 
communication logic using the SOEM library needs to be coded by the user. This component can then 
be communicating with other TASTE components in a similar manner as shown for the CAN case of 
section 5.4.7.1. 
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